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Foreword
The sixth yearbook of CIDREE addresses one of the hottest current
themes of education policy in most European countries: quality
evaluation and, particularly, the assessment of school level quality
through measured outputs. This theme has been discussed within
CIDREE for many years and it has figured long as major item on the
research and development agenda of its member institutions. Some of
them have directly been involved in developing and using standardised
tests, interpreting their results and using them to give professional
orientation to schools. This topic has also appeared in various
CIDREE collaborative projects.
This is not surprising. CIDREE member institutions are providing
research and development services to national governments which, in
all European countries, are making serious efforts to improve the
quality of school education and to make schools more effective and
more accountable. They also share the concerns of these governments
about the possible, and not yet sufficiently known, impacts of
assessment through standardised tests on teaching and learning and on
the behaviour of teachers and schools. Schools and teachers need
reliable feedback about the results of their work: this is a condition of
continuous improvement of their way to organise teaching and
learning. Without such a feedback no real improvement can take
place. Making the quality of this feedback better is today one of the
highest priorities of applied policy oriented educational research. This
is why we talk more and more about the reliability of tests, the
necessity to measure added value and the importance of using
appropriate techniques to calculate it.
There seem to be an increasing consensus among both politicians and
educational researchers that the best way to improve the quality and
effectiveness of education is to combine school autonomy with strong
feedback mechanisms and a regulatory framework that gives strong
incentives to schools to use the feedback they get for self-improvement.
Schools can do this only if they behave as intelligent and motivated
agents who are capable to interpret the evidence they receive about
the outcome of their work, and are willing and capable to translate
this evidence into developmental actions. The creation of this type of
organisational intelligence requires external support to be provided by
governments and development experts.

Schools, in most European countries, are increasingly responsible for
their own quality policies and they have to exercise this responsibility
in a creative and intelligent way. This is in accordance with the
recommendation adopted in 2001 by the European Union on quality
evaluation in school education which encourages a good balance
between external and internal evaluation, and suggests that evaluation
should be conceived as a learning process. This is also in harmony
with the notion of intelligent accountability used more and more
frequently by politicians and experts committed to educational
development.
I am convinced that this yearbook of CIDREE has a great potential to
contribute to the improvement of this type of organisational and
developmental intelligence. Its reading can be recommended to all of
those who are involved in shaping and implementing policies of
quality and evaluation in education. I hope this publication, similarly
to the previous yearbooks, will be read and used not only by the
closer CIDREE community but also by many practitioners,
researchers, developers and decision-makers engaged in improving
quality in school education.
Gábor Halász
National Institute for Public Education, Hungary
President of CIDREE
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Introduction
Peter Dobbelstein, Thomas Neidhardt

The Quality of Schools between Self-Evaluation and
Accountability
Supported by national and international school achievement studies
initiatives and approaches to improving the quality of schools in large
parts of Europe have been given new orientation and accentuation.
Overall, this development has on the one hand led to a greater
independence of the educational agent “school” and on the other hand
to an empirical turn-about in educational policies and politics: the
accountability and quality development of individual schools and the
directing and controlling of the whole system are being aligned to
data gathered locally and to the effectiveness and output quality of
schools that can be measured and observed (cf. e.g. Ackeren, I. van,
2003). In addition this development is characterized by a wide debate
about factors of “good” schools among educational experts and
educational policy makers.
Starting from results of empirical school achievement research that
has had a long tradition in Anglo-American countries and has been
based on extensive historical experiences in comparing school
achievements, the so-called School-Effectiveness-Research has
developed in Europe in the 1980ies - particularly in Great Britain, in
the Scandinavian countries and in the Netherlands (cf. among others
Bosker/Scheerens, 1997 and before Creemers/Scheerens, 1989). From
a variety of studies on benchmarking which over time not only
compared pupil achievements with each other but also evaluations of
their respective schools by teachers, parents and pupils more and
more demanding and differentiated characteristics of “good” schools
have been worked out which in addition to the criterion of
achievement take into account possible predictor variables: e.g.
achievement orientation of the school, pedagogical engagement of the
staff, leadership qualities of administration and teaching staff of a
school, climate of trust, cooperation between teachers or parent
involvement (cf. as an overview of the state of the discussion at the
beginning of the 1990ies Steffens/Bargel, 1993 and later
Peek/Neumann, 2003).
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Quality is multi-dimensional
Evaluation and school innovations linked to it only make sense if they
lead to an improvement of the quality of schools. The basic premise
is: the controlling of education and the development of schools which
take their characteristic features from pedagogy by means of the
definition of standards, accountability and evaluation-centred
controlling are closely connected and must be related to a concept of
quality which can be widely agreed upon (cf. e.g. OECD, 2006).
A concept of quality of schools and “good” school respectively that is
sound and can be used for development processes in schools is,
however, complex and has many facets (cf. Bildungsdirektion of
Kanton Zurich, 2001, 2004). In spite of all differences of possible
definitions of “quality”, agreement occurs with regard to the
complexity and the multi-dimensional nature of the concept, as
Alejandro Tiana Ferrer describes it in his article “Assessing Quality in
Education: Concepts, Models and Instruments” from the perspective
of the Spanish system. As a basic factor of the discussion he singles
out “effectiveness” which is the level at which educational aims were
achieved and could be demonstrated e.g. by standardized tests.
Further aspects of this multi-dimensional nature are “efficiency”
meaning time and effort in relation to resources and results and “the
fulfilment of needs and expectations”. The last item is being discussed
in a great number of countries with the idea of a stronger orientation
of curriculum and school development along educational standards
and levels of expectation corresponding to different pressures on
schools (e.g. schools with especially severe social problems).
“Appropriateness” is another building block of an adequate analysis
of quality.
Hana Zufanová discusses in her article “On the Meaning of Internal
and External Evaluation for Quality of Education during Educational
Reform” how, since 2005, the Czech school system has tried to take
into consideration the complexity of the quality of schools with their
internal school evaluation and external evaluation. Accompanying the
growing independence of schools the Czech School Inspectorate has
made internal school evaluation and external evaluation compulsory.
Achievement data are collected at the level of classes and individual
pupils; in addition school portfolios on the course of the decision
processes have been included. Questionnaires for individual groups or
to particular questions as well as observations on school climate
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complete the picture. As a novelty the evaluation of teaching staff by
pupils was introduced in Czech schools and the teacher’s portfolio
gathers all documents which show the professional development of
the teacher over time.

School as Educational Agent - between Independence
and Control
The central tenet of argumentation is that an “optimization of results”
or respectively “reaching the aims” can best take place in largely
independent schools which are allowed to develop under the specific
local conditions. The discussion is determined by the relationship
between educational freedom and public responsibility (Liket, 1993)
which is defined by stating the degree of autonomy for the individual
school. A public school system - and there seems to be a high degree
of agreement on this point - can only bestow a partial autonomy on
individual schools which has to be clearly described legally in the
interest of clear-cut requirements (cf. Kotthoff, 2003).
With the reception of results pertaining school effectiveness but also
through studies comparing classes and schools, the importance of
schools as educational agents is indisputable. Assuming that every
school, within the legal framework and in spite of the general basic
structure induced by that, determines its daily life and its specific
culture through the way it manages and shapes the tasks of teaching,
evaluating, training and educating, the main question is - see
Mortimore (1997) in a summary of school-effectiveness-research how individual schools deal with their “input”, assign and use their
resources. The different starting points of European educational
systems have the assumption in common that the effectiveness and
quality of the educational agent school could be enhanced by internal
evaluation and the external gathering and evaluation of data with
corresponding feedback.
Ian Schagen, Dougal Hutchison and Paula Hammond point out in
their article “League Tables and Health Checks: The Use of Statistical
Data for School Accountability and Self-Evaluation” that the
connection between “feedback” and “enhanced performance” is by no
means so certain and automatic as has been considered for a long
time. Different studies come to the conclusion that a feedback of
performance data is helpful but is being used by schools in very
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differing ways; school staffs and administrations must be trained to
read and use the data. The dates as such do not say anything and only
give answers to questions put to them.
The authors place the current points of view between two models that
have been discussed for some time which claim to lead to an
improvement of schools: the model of responsibility (accountability)
where on the basis of “League tables” results are published in the
form of rankings and will supposedly lead to an improvement of
achievements through public pressure on the basis of comparisons of
results, and the model of self-evaluation which starts from the idea
that schools will push ahead with their educational activities on the
basis of the data made available to them. Other models like e.g.
official school inspections are to be placed somewhere in between.
On the scale between on the one hand complete self-evaluation in the
sense of exclusive internal evaluation and on the other hand exclusive
external control through external evaluation, it becomes obvious that
no country favours internal evaluation exclusively. This is shown in
Veerle Verhaegen’s article “Equilibrium - On the Balance between
Internal and External Evaluation in a Number of European
Educational Systems” which compares different approaches of
European countries and regions towards analysing school quality.
Whereas some countries and regions are more in favour of external
evaluation, the majority aims at a desirable balance between the ends,
in the view of the author.
On the second scale which Verhaegen sets up between “pressure” and
“support” almost all countries have reached a balanced position.
Schools get support through e.g. financial means for self-evaluation,
through supportive networks and through opportunities for in-service
education and further education. Pressure on the other hand will be
exerted by external checks on self-evaluation and through the
publishing of test and observation results (ranking). From the
perspective of the author also on the scale between “pressure” and
“support” a dynamic equilibrium between intrinsic motivation and
extrinsic acknowledgement seems desirable.
The third dimension shows the direction of willingness for change
(implementation of change): either by hierarchical structures from top
to bottom (top down) or brought about by the “customers” of the
system (teachers, pupils, parents; bottom up). Again, following
Verhaegen’s line of argument, the ideal solution is for the top to
support the developments at the bottom.
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Central Elements of School Development Based on
Empirical Data
In spite of all the differences between approaches and processes some
central elements in the discussion about data based school
development and control can be identified:
z

Of crucial importance is the identification of standards which can
bring about orientation: in the sense of a definition of goals which
are highly practicable they accentuate the perspectives for the
development of individual schools. Not only the reception of
national educational standards and curricula and their school and
curricular realization is referred to here. In addition the
identification and normative definition of standards refers to all
areas of the explicit and implicit set of aims of the individual
school.
At this point definitions of aims by schools and consequently lines
of school development will also shape exercise types and the
setting of priorities in tests or central examinations as is
demonstrated by Zora-Rutar Ilc using Slovenia as an example in
her article “Monitoring the Impact of the Matura on Teaching and
Learning”. The contribution from Slovenia points out that pupils
regard this examination as determining factor. Consequently pupils
and teachers, according to the results of an empirical study,
consider the consolidation of knowledge as the appropriate
preparation for the matura whereas problem-solving thinking and
the development of ideas are less helpful in their opinion. In view
of the great weight of “knowledge”, teachers mention lack of time
as the main argument for the small part played by independent
pupil activity. The same pattern of argumentation is true for
questions of method. Overall there is a significant increase of the
share of methods as routine and a significant decrease of the share
of problem-solving and the independent developing of ideas.
In his review of American research using the example of High
Stake Tests Heinz Schirp also critically examines the question
which effect central achievement tests may have on teaching and
learning “Like the Fishermen in the Maelstrom!?”Central
Quantitative Performance Tests and Qualitative School
Development in the USA”. As a reaction to a critical analysis of
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the American educational system High Stake Tests were developed
in the USA in 1983. According to the results of such achievement
tests published in ranking tables and accompanied by state-wide
tests financial awards and sanctions are handed out. The effect is
that teachers in the USA, under the pressure of centralized tests,
tend to narrow the school curriculum with regard to topics,
contents and methods. This “Narrowing the Curriculum” brings
about that schools partially fashion their teaching and learning in
subjects, timetables and complexity according to the tests.
Teachers use a disproportionately high amount of time teaching for
“Test-Cleverness”. “Teaching to the test” means that what is to be
tested will be taught. The final consequence of all of this is
“teaching the test itself”.
z

Closely connected with the identification of standards is
“negotiating the meaning of quality” and directly related
“identifying quality criteria and factors” and in addition
“developing quality indicators” which is extensively dealt with by
Alejandro Tiana Ferrer in his article “Assessing Quality in
Education: Concepts, Models and Instruments”.
Quality tableaus which form the basis for school inspection and
quality analysis respectively e.g. in NRW and many states of
Germany (cf. Bartz & Müller, 2005) clearly delineate for the
schools which aspects and indicators are used for their evaluation.
Considering the wide scope of the discussion about quality such a
tableau cannot offer schools the only possible criterion but a
possibility of “good teaching and learning” and “good school”
which can be widely accepted. Even if these criteria will already
get the character of norms by simply being implemented and thus
becoming the basis for estimating quality and of feedback, the
discussion about what should be achieved with regard to quality in
individual instances has not finished, of course, but on the contrary
if we talk about the consequences and development perspectives of
individual schools (Helmke, 2003) has just been given a
foundation to start from.

z

In all countries more autonomy and accountability are closely
connected with growing demands for accountability: the more
independent schools are the higher is the expectation that they
show and prove how much they live up to standards (orientation
following criteria) and how they are placed in relation to other
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schools of comparable school types (orientation following norms).
Evaluation-based control must be seen in direct connection to that:
the debate centres on the question of macro- and micro-control of
measures like resources of individual schools to safeguard
reaching the defined goals through e.g. a model or a school
programme respectively, through standards or value expectations
(cf. Peek, 2006). Schools, however, operate under unequal
conditions so that one single criterion is considered to be unfair.
Ian Schagen, Dougal Hutchison and Paula Hammond take up this
discussion in their article “League Tables and Health Checks: The
Use of Statistical Data for School Accountability and SelfEvaluation” using England as the example. The criticism of using
data as criterion for school quality in an uncritical way led to the
introduction of the concept of value added in the field of
education. When the measuring of achievements brought about
e.g. better measurements than could be expected according to the
school district, it was seen as having gained value added. After the
change of school inspections from HMI to Ofsted (Office for
Standards in Education) added value measurements of schools
were developed which only considered the comparison of
Keystages and left out possible social factors of influence. Later
models publish contextualized value added which take into
account entry and exit achievements and background factors.
z

In Germany a comparable discussion has brought about e.g. in
Northrhine-Westfalia that in the case of centralized achievement
tests so-called types of location have been singled out and that
with the development of social indexes at the level of the
individual school, disadvantaged schools in social problem areas
can be differentiated from less disadvantaged schools with parents
keen on education and that correspondingly the tools of
comparison can be adjusted. Peter Dobbelstein’s and Rainer Peek’s
article “Potentials of Centralized Proficiency Tests for the
Improvement of the Quality of Schools - an Example from NorthRhine-Westphalia” focusses on two questions: firstly, how external
data material can be edited, and secondly, how a feedback for
schools can be shaped in order to reach the highest possible impact
on the improvement of the teaching and learning process. New
horizons can open up for schools: They do not only receive an
orientation towards norms ("Our results are better or worse than
those of other schools."), but even more a criterion-rated
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comparative view ("Which compentences do our pupils reach,
which should they reach?").
z

Not only schools but institutions for evaluation and instruments of
evaluation need quality control and development. They, too, have
to prove their effectiveness and the quality of their results which
means that they also have to be evaluated and measured on a
regular basis. This aspect is dealt with in the article by Conceicao
Castro Ramos and Helder Guerreiro “Perceiving the Impact of
Inspections on the Improvement of School Quality” and it presents
a newly developed programme by the Portuguese Inspectorate. It
is a programme that allows the team of inspectors to evaluate their
own actions and to react in a flexible way. The starting point was
the wish of the Portuguese Inspectorate to learn more about the
strengths, weaknesses, effectiveness and room for improvement of
their own work in schools. Checks within SICI (The Standing
International Conference of Inspectorates) showed that most
European institutions dealing with inspections successfully use
those measures of self-evaluation, in most cases with the help of
questionnaires and that they develop midterm and long -term aims
from them.

……. with all this variety
The contributions to this book in spite of a great variety of approaches
and accentuations show wide areas of an all encompassing consensus.
There is agreement e.g. on the notion that the benchmarks mentioned
for school development allow no one-sided measures but require a
mixed system of self-control and control from outside at the centre of
which is the individual school capable of acting on its own.
The concept is as follows: educational authorities set a clear
framework. That means for schools that they are directed schools with
clear leadership competencies for the administration within the
framework of a defined partial autonomy so that they know their
degree of autonomy with regard to financial means, organisation and
teaching and learning.
Greater autonomy calls for greater responsibility for individual
schools so that every school must put into practice its internally
conceived quality management system including self-evaluation in
order to be able to recognize whether the measures for school
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development really lead to qualitative improvements. This internal
self-evaluation in conjunction with measures like standardized tests or
external quality analysis and school inspection respectively make it
possible to name strengths, weaknesses and strategies for
improvement; in addition these results offer knowledge on controlling
to the system level which can use it for quality improvement of the
educational system as a whole.
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Assessing Quality in Education:
Concepts, Models and Instruments
Alejandro Tiana Ferrer1

Quality in education: a complex and polysemous term
Many of the problems that arise when the meaning of the term
quality is analysed in relation to education are given by its own
polysemy and complexity, even though it is so widely used that its
ambiguity remains concealed. In fact, the term has being extensively
used since the early 80s, and it has become a key element in the
educational discourse. The fact that the Education Ministers of the
OECD member countries met in 1990 for the conference High-quality
Education and Training for All (OECD, 1992) clearly shows the
importance attached by then to a phenomenon that had been
anticipated ten years before (OECD, 1983). As it was stated at the
opening of the IX Congreso español de Pedagogía (9th Spanish
Congress for Education), which was devoted to that same topic,
“quality and excellence are desirable goals in education and in every
human activity: no one is against excellence and it is difficult to think
of a school or organisation satisfied with its mediocrity” (Sociedad
Española de Pedagogía, 1988:7).
There are external and internal reasons to the education system that
explain the increasing interest in the improvement of quality in
education. The external reasons include the pressure of the economy
on education, due to the globalization process, as well as the new
emphasis given to education as a development factor, or the
reconsideration of the role of the State as a service provider. The
internal reasons refer to factors such as the uneasiness generated in
the last decades by the growth and the excessive student numbers in
the education systems, the obvious tension between the search for
excellence and equity, or the disappointment caused by the
educational reform processes (Tiana, 1996 b).
Despite this concern, the term quality is far from having a meaning
unanimously accepted. In the mid 80s, an OECD report included a

1

Secretary-General for Education. Spanish Ministry of Education and Science.
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statement which is still shared: “In fact, quality has different
meanings for the different observers and interest groups, since the
perceptions of the priorities for a change are not shared by all”, that is
why “it is not strange for the statements on quality in education to be
usually full of controversy” (OECD, 1991: 21, 39). From a more
critical point of view, some authors think that the content different
social agents associate to the term and the orientation towards their
particular aims is made easier thanks to the high level of ambiguity
found in the term (Álvarez-Tostado, 1989).
Agreement as regards the general points and disagreement in relation
to the details is the contradiction found when dealing with quality
applied to education, a contradiction that is caused by that polysemy,
lack of definition and ambiguity.
At least, two conditions have to be met to discuss this question
coherently.
The first condition is to accept the complexity of the concept, which
implies that it has to be analysed from different perspectives. Thus, on
the one hand, if quality is analysed from the point of view of the
target groups, it is possible to distinguish between an individual and a
social perspective, which do not necessarily coincide. For instance,
the differentiation or equity established by an education system may
be relevant for a social group but not necessarily as relevant for each
of its individuals.
On the other hand, either a macroscopic perspective (covering wide
areas or the whole education system) or a microscopic one (focusing
on specific schools or particular education programmes) may also be
taken to approach the question of quality.
Therefore, quality should not be referred to in abstract terms and the
point of view taken for its analysis should always be made clear.
The second condition is to acknowledge the multidimensional nature
of the concept. In fact, it is a construct where several dimensions can
be identified.
A first approach to quality in education should be understood as
effectiveness, that is, as the extent to which the educational aims have
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been effectively achieved. These aims have been associated to
students’ educational performance or achievement and have been
assessed through standard tests or the grades awarded by the teachers.
This approach is similar to those first adopted by the industrial and
productive world, where the perfection of the product was the
fundamental quality criterion.
The main outstanding contribution of this approach is that it focusses
on relevant and objective elements of the education process:
achievement, models and instruments for calibration, and performance
assessment. The weak points of this approach include the excessive
reduction as regards the identification of the outcomes to be taken
into consideration, the lack of reflection on the appropriateness of the
achievement, the possible lack of sufficiently clear aims and, above
all, the abstraction made of school processes, which finally determine
the educational outcomes.
A second approach to quality in education should be seen as
efficiency, that is, as the level of suitability between what has been
achieved and the resources used for that achievement. Although
linked to economic factors, the term resources refers not only to
material or economic components, but also to personal and
organisational elements, and the relation between that and the outcomes
does not necessarily need to be established in cost-benefit terms.
The development of indicators related to human and economic
resources, such as the pupil-teacher ratio, the rates of pupils who
finish their studies and the drop-out rates, the expenditure on
education per pupil and other similar indicators, are one of the main
contributions of this concept of quality. This approach and the one
mentioned before have a weak point in common: the abstraction made
of the school processes, which reinforces the input-output model
applied to education.
A third approach to quality in education underlines the fulfilment of
needs and expectations. Its appearance and development is due to the
fact that it provides a prominent role for the context as well as for the
school processes. The new trends in quality management and overall
quality related to the field of production that have influenced the
world of education should be included here (López-Rupérez, 1994;
Gento, 1996).
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This concept of quality in education has been developed along two
different lines. On the one hand, it has drawn attention to the
appropriateness of the educational aims and achievements. It
questions the meaning, importance and suitability of the established
aims and achievements, raising questions such as the added value on
the part of the educational institutions. On the other hand, this
approach has stressed the need of including fulfilment among the
dimensions to be taken into account.
A proper discussion on quality in education should acknowledge its
multidimensional nature, incorporating in the analysis the dimensions
of effectiveness, efficiency, appropriateness and fulfilment. The
recognition of these dimensions opens the door to a relational
conception of quality and facilitates a positive answer to the question
about its possible assessment.

Assessing quality in education: a possible task under
certain conditions
At present, the assessment practice has been generalized to such an
extent, that everything seems to be subject to evaluation in the field of
education.
There are several reasons that explain this phenomenon, such as those
referring to the processes of change inherent to education systems
(House, 1993; Tiana, 1996a). A broad consensus seems to exist as
regards the increasingly importance and significance given to
assessment in education and training.
One of the main reasons to carry out an assessment is the
improvement of educational activity. The evaluation of a reality
involves the analysis of its innermost features in order to assess:
invading the privacy of a reality and of the people under assessment
implies, as compensation, that attention should be paid to their
possibilities for improvement. As a last resort, the emphasis on
improvement is a moral demand that falls on the evaluator, as
compensation for the power he/she holds in the assessment process.
Among the realities that constitute the possible object of assessment,
there is one whose analysis is especially difficult and this is quality in
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education, an expression normally used as the determining factor of
the term assessment. This difficulty cannot be denied. Although it is
easy to understand what the assessment of a pupil’s learning involves
or the running of a school, there are greater difficulties when an
education system or the quality in education is assessed. In many
cases, the expression is used with a reductionist meaning and/or
mainly for propaganda purposes.
Therefore, the expression quality assessment should be used with
caution and restriction, avoiding its indiscriminate use; and should
only be applied to the real quality assessment understood in the
complex, multidimensional and relational sense referred to before.
According to this criterion a correct use of this expression should
meet three additional conditions.
First, the integrity of its approach should be guaranteed. In other
words, it should only be used for those initiatives whose aim is to
cover the main aspects of the reality assessed and not only some of
them. Second, the global nature of the assessment should be given
priority as a whole, and not its individual components. Integrity and
global nature are two additional requirements that favour that the
object evaluated may be seen as a whole, including its relevant and
significant aspects. Third, the demand for the opening to the
qualitative dimension, focusing on aspects more directly related to the
concept of the quality adopted.
If these requirements are not met, the activity faced has been probably
conceived with the aim of mystifying or without sufficient thought.
Therefore, it is correct to talk about assessing the quality of a school
or education system, provided that an overall assessment is to be
carried out in accordance with certain criteria already established and
related to the most relevant and significant dimensions for their
qualitative assessment. Another issue is the difficulties that inevitably
will arise when explaining the meaning of quality in such contexts
and when that quality is assessed.
Therefore, judging from these pages a restrictive use of the expression
assessing quality in education is favoured. Its use should be restricted
to those cases in which the meaning of quality applied to education
has already been established and/or negotiated, and in which certain
methodological and instrumental conditions, which allow for overall
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and not partial judgements have been met. In all these cases quality
improvement is clearly aimed at. In the event that these conditions are
not met, it would be better not to use that expression but to substitute
it for one which is less ambitious and more realistic. Consequently,
that expression should be restricted to articulated assessment
programmes rather than applied to specific assessment actions or
initiatives.

Elements for a quality assessment strategy
Negotiating the meaning of quality
In the absence of a unanimously accepted definition of quality
education, the meaning of the term has to be negotiated in order to
reach, at least, a minimum agreement in relation to its characteristics
and the criteria used for its identification.
This demand for negotiation is increasingly present in today’s
education systems, in which democratic participation is a shared value
appreciated at its different levels. Thus, the current trend in the
education policy area is an increasing negotiation over the meaning of
quality in the case that public debate is used as a strategy prior to the
approval of legislative or administrative measures. The Etats
Généraux sur l’éducation, held in Quebec in the mid 90s, is a
significant example of this way of acting in which the main social
agents were set to work within a process of a fully open public debate
on the reforms to be introduced in the education system. And the
same could be said of the process followed in very different countries
to define a new curriculum for the different stages of education, or of
the various attempts made in several places to define performance
standards (OECD, 1995). As a last resort, policy negotiation of this
kind, which may and must be applied to the agreement on the
meaning of quality in education, aims at providing an answer to the
increasing demands in favour of a new educational pact; a pact
similar to the one encouraged by Juan Carlos Tedesco (Tedesco,
1995), which falls within a tendency that authors like Hans Peter
Schneider call “new type decision-making” or decision-making of
irreversible consequences.
Negotiation processes on the meaning of quality in education are not
only conducted in the field of education policy. Similar processes are
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also carried out at the level of schools when school projects or
documents with similar names are drawn up. The purpose of these
plans or documents is to clarify in writing those aims and criteria that
an educational community deems important in order to achieve its
educational goals. Thus, the design of this type of documents implies
a process of negotiation about what is worth preserving and how to go
about it. Whether with these or with different words, the main debate
is focused on what must be understood by quality education in that
particular institutional context.
These modest but undoubtedly promising initiatives, which are not
free from difficulties, clearly trace out the route to be followed. For
those that understand the agreement as the absence of conflict, it is
worth mentioning that the above-mentioned process of negotiation of
meaning is a slow and complex process. Since the different legitimate
interests found in a school or education system do not always
coincide, it is necessary to accept the existence of the conflict along
the negotiation process. It is not a question of denying its presence
but rather of finding institutional and relational framework that
facilitates the integration and handling of the conflict when it arises.
Identifying quality criteria and factors
The main aim of the negotiation processes of the meaning of quality
is its definition, either through a specific statement or, more often,
through a series of identity features. That is, negotiation does not
always lead to a precise definition of what should be understood by
quality in education. There are many times in which it only points out
several criteria that show its attainment. As a general rule, such
criteria specifically include the main educational outcomes to be
achieved, although they do not exclude elements such as a favourable
school climate, the answer of the school to the demands of its
environment, the stimulation of the activity of the pupil, or the
democratic participation at the heart of the school community, which
are some of the most frequently mentioned elements.
However, a logical analysis of this type of criteria shows that not all
of them belong to the same category. Some of them are certainly
identification criteria of quality, like those referred to the results
attained, and do not necessarily need to be formulated only in
educational terms. Some others usually point out the predictable
factors, which predict the achievement of those objectives. There are
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even criteria that belong to both categories at the same time. For
instance, including the existence of a good school climate among the
quality criteria, as it usually happens in many educational school
projects, is due to the conviction that it works in two directions: on
the one hand, it favours the achievement of a high-quality education,
through the provision of the appropriate environment for the members
of the educational community and, on the other hand, it is in itself a
symbol of the quality of the human relations developed, which is a
quality element of the school. The distinction between the criteria of
both categories that are present in a definition or agreement on quality
in education is important when it comes to the establishment of the
appropriate assessment indicators and instruments, as it will be seen
later on.
This reflection leads directly to a new problem: the identification of
quality factors or, in other words, the conditions that favour or
facilitate the prediction of its achievement. It is very difficult to
clearly distinguish those factors and their effect on quality
achievement. Logically, the inclusion of a certain factor in this
category should be based on its predictive character, which strictly
speaking, cannot be done without referring to its empirical
verification. However, the studies carried out are very seldom
conclusive. Subsequently, the identification of quality factors is
usually based on a combination of the acquired experience correctly
checked, a formulation of intentions, and the formulation of
hypotheses only occasionally validated by strictly scientific studies.
Despite these difficulties, the importance of the identification and
formulation of these factors should be recognized, since they provide
the bases for the development of qualitative improvement programmes
and plans. In fact, it would be useless to know only the meaning of
quality if there were no indications of how it could be achieved.
When it comes to the discussion about quality factors, the previous
comment about the different perspectives of analysis that might be
assumed should be taken into account and applied to this particular
case. To be precise, quality factors could be referred to from two
complementary points of view: on the one hand, from a macroscopic
perspective, whose aim is to cover the whole education system; and
on the other hand, from a microscopic perspective, which is focused
on the study of what happens at school level.
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From a general or macroscopic point of view, several attempts have
been made to identify those factors that have a considerable influence
on the qualitative improvement of education. In certain particular
cases, this identification has prevailed even over the very definition of
quality. A clear example of this approach can be found in the Organic
Act on the General Organisation of the Education System (LOGSE),
which came into effect in Spain in 1990. Its Fourth Title is entirely
devoted to quality in education but instead of looking for a definition,
which is certainly difficult, it lists the seven factors that have a greater
influence on the improvement of education, and issues a number of
measures that apply to each of them. These factors are:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Teacher qualifications and training.
Curriculum design and development.
Educational resources and management.
Educational innovation and research.
Educational and vocational counselling.
Educational inspection.
Assessment of the education system.

According to the recent Organic Act on Education (LOE), enacted in
Spain in May 2006, the first fundamental principle is to provide a
high-quality education to all citizens at all levels of the education
system. Likewise, the firm compromise with the educational aims
established by the European Union for the near future has led to the
decision of improving quality and effectiveness of the education and
training systems, which means to improve teacher training, to develop
the necessary skills required by the knowledge society, to guarantee
everybody's access to the information and communication
technologies, to increase enrolment in scientific, technical and artistic
study programmes, and to make the most of the available resources
increasing the investment in human resources.
The LOE includes, among the aims that guide the Spanish education
system, the factors that favour the quality in education, in particular:
z
z
z
z
z

Teacher qualifications and training.
Teachers' team work.
The provision of educational resources.
Educational research, experimentation and improvement.
The promotion of reading and library use.
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z
z
z
z
z

Educational, organisational and managerial school autonomy.
School leadership.
Educational and vocational counselling.
Educational inspection.
Assessment.

Similarly, some years ago the OECD prepared an important report on
the quality of schools and educational systems in which several of
these factors were examined, although not with the aim of exhausting
the topic. These factors were referred to as “a selected number of key
areas which are part of any major strategy conceived to improve
schools and to increase quality through the systems” (OECD, 1991:
71). These were the five most important areas included in the
document:
z
z
z
z
z

Curricular design and development in relation to the learning
assessment tools.
Teacher training and professional development.
Organisation and running of educational establishments.
Assessment and monitoring of the education system and
educational establishments.
Availability and appropriate use of the required resources.

It is clear that, although the factors included in those lists (and
probably in other similar ones developed in other countries or
educational contexts) are not identical, the coincidences among them
are quite important. Thus, a shared point is the emphasis placed on
the key role played by the teacher in relation to the attainment of a
high-quality education, which attaches great importance to the
systems used for their recruitment, training, improvement and
professional development. The same can be said of the process for
curricular design and development, provided it is understood in its
broad sense: the materialisation of the educational goals at school
level. And the same could be said of the assessment and monitoring
tasks (understood as instruments for the guidance of the system), and
of the organisation and running of the schools (including in this
variable the definition and establishment of their area of competence).
It is without doubt in those contexts that all education systems face
the quality challenge.
From an institutional or microscopic point of view, an increasing
interest in identifying the factors that determine the quality of the
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schools has been observed over the last decades. This effort has
turned into the development of several theoretical models of quality
of the educational institutions. However, most of these models could
hardly make a convincing selection of those quality factors. One of
the most accurate attempts carried out to identify, to define from an
operational point of view, and to assess the influence of those factors
on the institutional context, has been the one encouraged by the
studies on school effectiveness. Despite the ideological and
theoretical controversies brought about by this movement, it cannot
be denied that its initial premises have been positively extended
thanks to its most recent findings and that the importance of many of
the factors brought to the front is widely accepted by the educational
community. Subsequently, not many people will disagree on the
influence that some of the following characteristics have on the
quality in education provided by a school. These characteristics have
been established by that movement and reformulated in the
abovementioned OECD report:
z
z

z
z
z

z

z
z
z
z

An agreement with clear and jointly established norms and goals.
Cooperative planning, participation in decision-making and
collegiate work within a framework of experimentation and
assessment.
Positive management of the implementation and preservation of
improvement.
Staff stability.
A strategy for the continuing development of the staff related to
the educational and organisational needs of each educational
establishment.
The development of a carefully planned and coordinated
curriculum that guarantees a place for each pupil to acquire the
basic knowledge and skills.
A high level of parental involvement and support.
The search and recognition of school values rather than individual
ones.
Making the most of the time devoted to learning.
Active and substantial support of the competent educational
authority (OECD, 1991: 184).

The fact that the movement on school effectiveness has to some extent
been rejected by researchers of different trends might have been due
to elements such as the emphasis the movement placed on the
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empirical verification of its hypothesis, its initial oblivion of some
dimensions related to quality (i.e. appropriateness of the
achievements) and a certain note of positivism in its first
formulations. However, from the current perspective and taking as a
starting point some of the studies lately developed, it should be
acknowledged the opening of its theoretical proposals as well as the
explicit recognition of several factors not taken into account before
and, at the same time, the analytical power still provided by this
movement to the discourse on quality in education (Scheerens, 1992).
Its current message is focused on the importance of three fundamental
principles to guarantee effectiveness of the teaching and learning
processes carried out at school level: the clear organization of the
teaching and learning activities, the systematic promotion of
institutional learning through instruments such as evaluation and
feedback, and the search for consensus and coherence in relation to
the goals and basic values of the school (Scheerens, 1996).
Developing quality indicators
The next step after the establishment of agreements on the main
factors that should be taken into account to assess the quality of an
educational system or school is the identification and development of
a coherent set of quality indicators that reflect its level of attainment.
As it has been previously pointed out, quality in education is a
complex, multidimensional and non-directly accessible reality.
Therefore, it is necessary to have instruments for its indirect
approach. It is precisely these instruments that have been called
indicators, whose main feature is that they are signs or signals
capable of capturing or representing aspects of a reality that are not
directly accessible for the observer. Using previous examples, it is
possible to approach the attainment assessment of an education
system through the academic promotion or qualification rates, the
academic grades awarded by teachers, the rates of correct answers in
a test specially designed for that purpose, or the rates of access to the
labour market, just to mention different possibilities. Similarly, the
school climate of an educational establishment could be assessed
through the level of satisfaction reported by the different sectors of
the school community in relation to the others.
All these data, rates and percentages of answer or correct answer
constitute a like number of indicators either of the system or of the
school. Its main aim is to reduce the complexity of the field to which
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they refer, to an easily manipulated set of significant data in order to
facilitate its interpretation and diagnosis, support decision-making
processes and guide the action. Since complexity is inherent to the
reality under analysis, in many cases the development of a single
indicator will not be enough and it will be necessary to turn to a
combination of several indicators, each of which will focus on a
specific part of that reality. That is why the expression systems of
indicators is preferred to particular indicators.
The identification of indicators is a key task because in the end it
implies the selection of the most important and significant features
from a qualitative point of view. The famous definition by Oakes,
which refers to the indicator as “a statistic about the education system
that reveals something about its performance or health” (Oakes, 1986)
implies a previous selection of some important and significant aspects
of the educational reality whose assessment is fundamental to form
qualitative judgements about it. The negotiation of the sense and
meaning of the above-mentioned quality would also cover, at a later
point, the identification of the main indicators that facilitate its
control, since they imply the operational materialization of those
general criteria.
Thus, it is necessary to make the appropriate distinction between
educational indicators and indicators on quality in education. The
fundamental difference between the former and the latter is that the
latter require a previous definition of quality and a specification of its
main factors. Actually, most of the current initiatives to develop
educational indicators manage without a similar definition and,
therefore, a reference to quality is not included in their title. It could
be argued that initiatives similar to those undertaken by the OECD
(with its famous INES Project and subsequent editions of Education
at a Glance/Régards sur l’éducation) or by the French Ministry of
Education (with its annual publication on L'Etat de l’école) have
taken a humble and realistic approach in the development of
indicators that does not establish priorities among them with a view to
assessing quality in education.
This is a desirable way of acting taking into account the current
progression of the educational assessment. The expression indicators
on quality in education should be restricted to those occasions and
circumstances in which a previous definition has been established in
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relation to the features that should be covered by the notion of quality,
as well as to the establishment of its main factors and a negotiation of
the indicators that better adjust to some or the others. These are
exceptional circumstances in most of the current initiatives and that is
why any reference to quality indicators should be cautiously made.
In order to finalise this section it is necessary to point out that just as
in the past there were references to the identification and predictable
criteria of quality, it is also possible to develop indicators of both
types. The aim of the former is to provide information to assert if the
desirable and expected quality levels have been achieved or not,
whereas the latter assess the extent to which the criteria that predict
qualitative improvement are met. Although a proper distinction
between both types of indicators is not usually established in common
speech, this difference is important from a conceptual point of view.
Developing coherent mechanisms and programmes for the
assessment of quality
The final step in the strategy suggested is the establishment of the
appropriate mechanisms and programmes for its assessment. In other
words, the tasks related to quality negotiation, identification and
operational capacity should precede its assessment.
Despite the coherence of such strategy, its feasibility and
appropriateness might be limited in view of the international
experience in this area. In fact, there are an increasing number of
education systems that have implemented systematic programmes for
the assessment of education which include an increasing number of
areas, as it has been previously mentioned. However, the fact that
such programmes have been implemented does not mean that the
problems related to the conceptualisation and identification of a highquality education have been solved. On the contrary, the paradoxes
and dilemmas of quality already pointed out are increasingly obvious
in many different national contexts (Tiana, 1996b).
The recognition of such paradox might lead to the conclusion that the
analysis conducted so far has a serious contradiction that threatens its
validity. However, this suspicion vanishes as soon as the necessary
distinction is introduced: the fact that the assessment is the last step of
a logical process does not mean that it is also the last element from an
operational point of view. In fact, the experience is rather the
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opposite: most countries have implemented their assessment
programmes without having previously clarified and negotiated the
meaning of quality in education or established its criteria and
indicators. This is due to several good reasons, among which the
following stand out: the experience accumulated by the theory and
practice of the assessment over the last decades, the difficulties
inherent in the definition of quality and the need of taking specific
steps in favour of the qualitative improvement of education, even
though its definition is not yet possible.
Therefore, the way of assessing several aspects of the educational
reality is very well known, and this task has been firmly undertaken.
The problem is that sometimes this undertaking is defined as an
assessment of quality in education. The perspective repeatedly held in
this work calls for greater care when it comes to the use of that
expression. It is true that many countries are assessing different
aspects of the education, but on the other hand, it is not true that
quality is always the object of such assessment. Even though the
current development of the educational assessment provides an
answer to clearly stated needs and demands, it is not always the result
of a systematic and strategic reflection on the problems implied by
quality in education and the most appropriate tools for its
improvement.
It should be stressed that what is defended here is not the
abandonment of the line of action followed in recent years nor the
reduction of the amount of attention paid to the task assessment. Such
a proposal would be meaningless and unrealistic. The opinion
defended in this work is that thanks to the progress observed in this
area in recent years, the debate on quality in education and its
assessment can be approached from a new angle. Assessing different
aspects of the educational reality is not enough. It seems that it is time
for linking that task to a systematic reflection on that concept so
ambiguous, polysemous, complex and elusive known as quality. If, as
argued before, this term for very good reasons has become the centre
of the educational discourse, it would be better not to use it any more
as a symbol or programme but in a coherent way. And this reflexive
and constructive use means to take a strategy similar to the one
suggested here. At least, the proposal included in these pages is
worthy of assessment and discussion.
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Finally, it would be interesting to relate these words to an idea
mentioned before: if improvement is an unavoidable demand of the
assessment practice, it is even more urgent in the case of quality in
education. It would not make much sense to go in depth into such a
slippery and unstable field as this has proved to be, unless it is to
contribute to the improvement of the institutions under assessment.
Bearing in mind those assessment initiatives whose only aim is to
express judgements of one type or another; whose hidden purpose is
to justify decisions previously made; initiatives that are seen as
instruments at the service of a particular strategy, or that are blinded
by the knowledge achieved without realizing that the intervention
might have deeply affected the people or institutions involved, it is
time to ask again for an assessment that is, above all, a tool for the
improvement of institutions and educational realities, no matter how
sublime other aims may be.
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On the Meaning of Internal and External
Evaluation for the Quality of Education during
Educational Reforms
Hana Zufanová

Brief outline of the educational reform
Educational reform is a change in educational policy that sharply
influences the course or the conditions of education and training. The
main reform of the educational system is when through teaching plans
and syllabuses the current educational course is replaced by a
framework that states final outcomes. The final outcomes are stated
by the definition of educational aims in form of competencies. The
choice of the educational course (how the competencies will be
achieved) is left to the decision of the school. This should be
connected to the conditions in which the school works. If this change
connects with the school’s legal responsibility (financial independence
of the school and the head teacher’s responsibility for personnel
resources) each school becomes an independent organisation
providing service: education. In this case the state emphasises its
educational policy as limits but does not state the methods. Education
under these conditions is very challenging for school management,
individual teachers and for authorities that “cover” the state
educational policy. Recently, in many European countries the main
problem is to explain providers (schools) and receivers of education
(pupils and their parents) that school is a service and the receiver of
education is a customer. Therefore, with reference to education it is
difficult to create a supply - demand approach.
For a better understanding of school reform I will introduce the recent
educational reform in the Czech Republic.
In the Czech Republic, the first fundamental educational reform since
the time of the government of Maria Theresa (an Austro-Hungarian
ruler) took place with effect from 1st January 2005, when Educational
Act no. 561/2004 on Pre-school, Basic, Secondary, Tertiary
Professional and Other Education1 came in force. By this Act schools
and educational institutions in the Czech Republic became
autonomous legal subjects that provide or will provide education
according to School Educational Programmes (section 3 § 3 of the
1

www.msmt.cz
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School Act), designed for each school individually. For establishing
these programmes there are published Framework Educational
Programmes2 that stress the final state for given education,
compulsory contents, extent and educational conditions. The School
Educational Programme is approved neither by the Ministry of
Education nor by the school founder. The correspondence between the
School Educational Programme and legal regulations and the
Framework Educational Programme and its fulfilment is supported
and evaluated by the Czech School Inspectorate.
A further and very important change brought about by the new School
Act is the schools’ duty to conduct self-evaluation. The schools’ selfevaluation is discussed in § 12 Section 1 and 2 of the School Act. To
be more precise, as it is stated in the School Act under Section 1 § 12
- school evaluation is composed of self-evaluation and evaluation
performed by the Czech School Inspectorate. Furthermore, under
Section 2 § 12 it is stated that the schools’ self-evaluation is the basis
for producing an annual report about the schools’ activities, and is
also part of the main basis for evaluation performed by the Czech
School Inspectorate. The Ministry states by legal directive structure,
rules and terms of school self-evaluation.
Details about self-evaluation (or precisely: about the report on selfevaluation) are stated in § 8 and § 9 of regulation no. 15/2005 that
states the purpose of long-term aims of the annual reports and selfevaluation. The report shall always highlight information about the
main objectives of self-evaluation:
z
z
z

z
z
z

the school’s educational conditions;
the course of education;
the school’s support for pupils and students, cooperation with
parents, influence of relations between school, pupils, parents and
other persons participating in the field of education;
attainments and achievements of pupils and students;
school management and leadership, the quality of the staff’s work,
the quality of the pedagogical staff’s further training;
the school’s level of outcome, particularly in regard of educational
conditions and economical resources.

The above emphasised fields are stated in § 8 Section 2 under
regulation no. 15/2005.
2

www.vuppraha.cz and www.nuov.cz
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The report on the school’s self-evaluation is according to law a
compulsory school documentation (§ 28 Section 1, letter e), stated in
the School Act.).
To complete the information, it has to be mentioned that parents in the
Czech Republic have from their child’s pre-school education on
absolute freedom in choosing the school which their child will attend.

Outline of the term “evaluation”
Evaluation in education means systematic “data” collection, “data”
classification and “data” evaluation. To make further decisions, this
happens under criteria about documents, treatments and persons.
According to this definition, evaluation shall:
z
z
z
z
z

be systematic in an explicitly stated field of interest and its
structure;
be conducted methodologically correct;
be conducted regularly;
obey confirmed criteria, and
prepare decisions for further planning and action.

According to the character of the evaluation processes there is a
distinction between external and internal (self) evaluation. The two
types of evaluation are not opposing but shall be connected and shall
serve to fulfil common aims: to improve the quality of education. To
conduct a reliable inquiry is only possible when they are
interconnected.
Internal evaluation
Internal and external evaluations are two complementary views on
school that have different objectives and tasks. Both types of
evaluation are used for possible improvements of the educational
system and their individual parts are neither exchangeable nor
expendable. However, that does not mean similarity of all factors
responsible for development of evaluation processes, but different
factors may be responsible for them.
Internal evaluation evaluates the quality and effectiveness of internal
processes (effectiveness of individual activities, styles, methods and
forms of work, individual teachers, etc.) as well as external conditions
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(from the viewpoint of the school) that lead to the fulfilment of aims
stated by the school on the basis of its educational policy assignment.
Self-evaluation is a systematic tool on the level of school management.
It provides information about decision making processes related to the
profile and aims of the school, judgment and confirmation of
educational processes, the development of the school image and the
school presentation to the public and preparation for external
evaluation.
During self-evaluation the school states its objectives, related
appropriate measures and criteria. The school chooses such qualities
that satisfy its conception of education and training. It provides
information about processes that the school focusses on (for example,
it emphasises memorising of information, or conversely, the school
emphasises orientation on findings and information search), however,
it does not tell anything about processes that the school does not
consider to be important.
External Evaluation
External evaluation evaluates the school as an institution and evaluates
also outcomes that the school has achieved from the viewpoint of
external observers. External evaluation is often considered as a tool for
directive leadership and sometimes even repression. A misunderstanding
of the external evaluator’s role or the wrong choice of evaluation
criteria might lead to confusion with the internal evaluation that is
going to be conducted by him and his external point of view. This
concept of external evaluation is wrong and cannot provide objective
information about educational processes realised by the school.
External evaluation has in the first place a political character and
serves to control the fulfilment of the educational policy of the state.
During this evaluation the aims are always stated from the external
side. The choice of methods and forms, measures and evaluation
criteria are given by external evaluators or by the authority that
assigns the evaluation.
External evaluation in any case cannot replace internal evaluation.
Only internal evaluation gives the possibility to express the core of a
problem, internal relations and follow long-term development.
However, during internal evaluation the evaluators might face a
problem mainly of not being objective. Another barrier to objective
evaluation might be tight personal relations which may lead to
intentional covering of mistakes. Therefore, an ideal combination of
different evaluation approaches, methods and activities is required.
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Information sources for evaluation
The choice of information sources follows the aim of the evaluation.
The more complex the aim of evaluation, the more information must
be collected.
Among the most important sources of information for self-evaluation
is the complex evaluation of activities of the whole class in one or
more subjects, and evaluation of individual pupils. That is a very
interesting diagnostic entry in the effectiveness of the pedagogical
workers’ activities, and concerns only characteristics of individual
pupils (talent, interest, volitional ability). Diagnostics of the activity
of the whole class provides information about the teachers’ work in
class, and it also provides information on barriers in interaction and
whether tasks are not too complicated for the pupils.
An important source of information is the comparison of the pupils’
performance in standardised tests with evaluation of pupils’
performance made by the teacher. Such findings should revise the
meaning of subjects and the meaning of the term “successful pupil”.
Very valuable entries for the evaluator provide also findings based on
psychological tests which give a very good picture about pedagogical
staff and individual classes but also about relations in school.
Another source of information are questionnaires that aim at individual
groups (for example pupils, parents, school stakeholders) or at the
revision of particular phenomena (for example difficulties during
learning and teaching, school climate). Furthermore, very important
sources of information are data expressed in school documentations,
stated in legal regulations and directives, but also in documentations
on which the management of individual school decides.

Evaluation Tools
In regard to the above expressed problems, it is possible to group
evaluation tools into these categories:
Political tools - used mainly for external school evaluation. State
and state authorities claim their influence on educational quality
through these criteria. This group includes:
z formulation of state educational aims with the help of legislation,
z legal demands towards document planning and evaluation report
planning,
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financial system in the educational sphere,
promotion of global aims by learning aims,
final state exams and its conditions,
quality control system of teachers’ preparation,
support of supportive and joint systems (science, consulting,
further education),
system of supervision,
statement of quality of education.

Tools on school management level - used mainly for school selfevaluation, though some of them are used also for external
evaluation. Tools used on school management level include:
z leading of discussion and management of decision-making
processes connected to the school’s profile and aims,
z judgment and confirmation of teaching programmes,
z determination of curricula in learning and teaching,
z management of learning and teaching processes in the school’s
framework,
z prompting of evaluation processes,
z brochure publication (public relations),
z judgment and working interviews,
z preparation of external evaluation,
z organization and updating of an informational system,
z organization of test-evaluation performed by internal staff (e.g.
school-leaving exams) or by external professionals (e.g. PISA).
Further tools that are possible to use on the level of management are
evaluation tools and experiences from other fields - enterprise,
business or commercial sphere. From the enterprise field, there might
be applied already broadly accessible and used models of selfevaluation such as CAF, EFQM or norm ISO 9001, modified for the
educational area. These models and the ISO norm include mainly
tools for feedback and evaluation of “management work”. The models
and ISO norm are better used for vocational education training,
though they might be used also for elementary schools and gymnasia,
because they include many useful elements and might be used as a
good inspiration for the “start” of school self-evaluation.
The use of these tools might be difficult at the beginning, because the
tools understand school as a service and pupils as customers. This
philosophy is common in many European countries already for a
longer time.
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All mentioned tools have in common:
z
z
z
z
z
z

the field of school management is described in detail;
the aim that the school leads to (continuous improvement);
for the evaluation, there are stated criteria that are divided into
sub-criteria that are further elaborated into individual statements;
they work by scoring points;
during the preparation for certification the organization co-operates
with a professional adviser;
they are built on PDCA (Plan - Do - Check - Act) methodology.

Brief outline of the above mentioned evaluation models
CAF
Common assessment frameworks are built on the CAF model. It is a
tool designed for the public sector, thus schools are included. The
evaluation is made along with a set of criteria developed and accepted
by European institutions. To the management and staff, CAF offers
the opportunity to access their work from an unusual point to view.
This model is a high quality tool for the analysis of school conditions
and for the development of a school educational programme. It
includes nine criteria for evaluation which can be used for
individually measurable questions.
EFQM
EFQM is a managerial model arising from an approach where all
organization employees are included in the process of continual
development of quality products, services and the whole system of the
organisation. It is built on a model of thinking about the
organization’s objectives, processes and people, ethics and “company”
culture included. The organization uses self-evaluation in every field
of its activity that is divided into nine criteria and is compared with
the best (“Best in class”). Furthermore, benchmarking, a systematic
process focused on comparison of self-effectiveness of the
organization, is used from the view of performance and quality,
among the best organizations.
ISO/IWA 2:2003
Methodology ISO/IWA 2:2003 is the directive for application of ISO
9001:2000 in education. This methodology is based on process
management. During such a procedural approach a system of
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processes is created in an educational organization. First, processes
have to be identified, described, and their common effect must be
analyzed and after that it is possible to divide them. This progress
emphasizes the added value of processes and thus these processes
have to be objectively measured (for example evaluation of pupils,
staff, satisfaction of pupils, parents, staff, etc.). With the help of this
approach, when a school continually improves processes, the school
reaches outcomes in the field of process quality and effectiveness
which suggests whether the school is successful.
Tools on class and group level - used for self-evaluation
performed by teachers. Into this group it is possible to include
these tools:
z Curriculum evaluation
Continual curriculum evaluation is part of the teachers’ basic
responsibilities in a good school. A teacher should:
- monitor academic literature,
- monitor new possibilities of didactical and methodological
character,
- prepare the pupils for tests,
- support pupils’ individual activities,
- participate on further education and shall report about its
outcomes.
Every teacher has the tendency to change the contents of teaching
after some time and work with other methods. Very important is
the teacher’s will to change on the basis of what the pupils expect
and how they are prepared for the change. The teacher can
encourage several organizational and content experiments,
however, everything has to stay within the legislative framework.
Suggestions for the teachers’ self-evaluation might arise from team
cooperation on individual subjects but also from external
stimulants (employers’ pressure).
z

Diagnostic and selective tests
The assessment of the pupils’ outcome is one of the most
important information sources about the effectiveness of learning
and teaching processes. In regard to the aims, there is a distinction
between diagnostic and selective tests.
When monitoring how pupils master learning or what attention
they pay to understand learning, it is important not to look only at
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the selective use of findings, but also at groups of individual
interviews with pupils about possible ways for improvement.
Selective tests with its objectives must be announced in advance,
so the pupils know what it is for. Selective testing might come in
form of entrance exams and interviews, initial exams to dived
pupils into groups, etc. The teacher should also distinguish among
several forms in order to find more objective information on pupils.
Both tests may be performed individually, by groups, by the whole
class, year or the whole school. In the case of whole school testing
also higher school management is involved.
z

Evaluation of databases and databanks
An important precondition is the compilation of database or
databanks with topics and tasks that shall cover the whole
curriculum. Further, an approach is discussed of how this database
might be used and mastered by individual pupils. It deals with the
use of possibilities of group work or individual work that is very
effective only if pupils are motivated by self-effort to fulfil fictive
of real agreements with the teacher (for example by form of a
project). Individual pupils are evaluated periodically and must
defend their own outcome in front of the whole group which leads
to social and other professional skills.

z

Development of questionnaires for gaining relevant data
This form is known in several variations and with several
objectives in many schools and in many classes. The teacher
should think very carefully about aims and processing of the
questionnaires. That includes especially the formulation of
questions, which is a problem about which professionals,
psychologists or educationalists have to be consulted, so that the
questions really lead to their aims and at the same time leave the
pupils some space for their invention. It is important to emphasize
why questionnaires are or are not anonymous and how the gained
data will be handled. This form is mainly used for gaining
information about relations in class, about ethos, about pupils’
views, about pupils’ needs, pupils’ attitude to individual subjects,
etc.

z

Interviews with teachers and pupils
Interviews are important and often the only source of information.
Particularly guided and focused interviews must be very well
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prepared in advance. The guidance of interviews, particularly
among teachers, but also among pupils has its own ethnical rules,
and the views of the other side must always be respected.
The interview must not lead to convincing the other side about our
truth, but it should lead to getting other views about our opinions
in a friendly atmosphere. The interview thus might be used as a
very good tool for self-reflection.
z

Class observation
Class observation is a very famous form for gaining information.
New forms of class observation are, for example, to use audiovisual aids for recording a class on tape, and the discussion of the
recording afterwards. Furthermore, after some time changes etc.
that have been made might be compared with it. The objectives
and the course of the class observation must always be discussed
with the observed teacher in advance.

Evaluation methods
It is possible to differentiate evaluation methods according to their
use: whether they are used for external and internal evaluation at the
same time, or only for self-evaluation.
Common methods
z Analysis of basic school documents assigned by legislation;
z analysis of pupils’ work;
z data analysis;
z observation of learning and teaching - however, there is a
distinction between external and internal evaluation. During
external evaluation, it is focused on how the school management
performs class observations, leads interviews and takes decisions.
Observation of learning and teaching within internal evaluation is
focused on quality or other evaluation aspects.
z Inquiries, questionnaires - written or oral (with the school
management, teachers, pupils, parents, public, community, etc.);
z interviews (with the school management, teachers, pupils, parents,
public, community, etc.);
z sociometric rating methods for monitoring the school climate.
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Internal evaluation methods
z School documentations - records, diaries, chronicles, photodocumentations, video records, intentional documentation carried
out according to school management decisions;
z documentation on teaching outcomes (individual teachers;
effectiveness = time, energy, stability, applicability);
z analysis of pupils’ work, observation of pupils’ development;
z didactical tests focused on knowledge, skills, competencies, for
example solving of difficult problem, etc.;
z project methods (essays, paintings, activities, games);
z observation of learning and teaching, mutual teachers’ observation,
visits of classes by parents. Key competencies as proclaimed
educational objectives often request fundamental changes in the
work of teachers. The choice of methods, didactical progresses and
forms of teaching leads consequently to fulfilment of expected
outcomes and adequate development of the pupils’ key
competencies. Even though the aims and principles of observation
activity are still valid, the formal side of observations is
emphasized in the first phase of curriculum reform. Therefore, it is
necessary to focus the observations on fields that the school
management regards as essential. There must be more space for
observation analysis, and the way of how to deal with observation
results should be modified. As a consequence, it is possible to gain
a tool of how to monitor teachers’ developments in time and tell
other teachers main observation findings in a straight forward way.
Thus, publicity of exceptional events is meant positively.
Observation records have to be known to all teachers, and everybody
has to understand what each finding means and how it might be
fulfilled. It is appropriate to stress examples of classes and academic
publications at the same time. In many cases ideal conditions will
be described. Furthermore, it is essential to emphasize that the aim
is not to find in every class observation all phenomena stated in
the observation sheet. The analysis of outcome of observations
conducted that way might indicate to the school, which key
competencies are developed in the pedagogical process, which key
competencies on the other hand are not developed at all, or which
key competencies are developed only to a little extent.
z In times of educational reform questionnaires became more
popular within school management. It is a good possibility to gain
relatively easy and quickly needed information and feedback from
parents, students and teachers. When using questionnaires it must
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be kept in mind that, apart from direct information that can be
gained through the inquiry, the questions also have formative
purpose. Inquiry participants - teachers, pupils, parents, etc. - are
finding out which fields are important for the author. If the
inquiries take place regularly with the aim to find changes in
particular areas, the observed person has the chance to change
something in his or her work in the time between the inquiries.
Sociometric rating methods for monitoring relations and influence
of pupils in class and teachers in school show the quality of social
relations; however, they have to be used very sensitively.
Workshops - an activity for one or more days, for common
problem solving and mutual help.
A panel discussion on a known topic by professionals from several
academic areas or representatives of several social strata (for
example psychologists, paediatricians, economists, head-teachers,
teachers, parents). Each participant has a chance to state his or her
opinion on the topic discussed. The discussion should lead to
clarify different thoughts and finally compromise. It is a good way
to solve problems.
Brainstorming - a method based on the separation of ideas from
critical evaluation, thus on overcoming conventional barriers and
involving imagination. This method is suitable for searching ideas
but also for problem solving. Brainstorming has three phases problem statement, quick production of ideas (ideas are recorded
but not evaluated), evaluation of ideas.
Mind mapping - in the centre of a big sheet of paper the core of
the problem is written, and then we write or draw around it what
comes to mind; it’s very good just to follow the course of our
hands. After that we might graphically process individual ideas
and how they are linked up.
Situation methods, model situations and their analysis - this
method helps to solve certain problematical situations that exist in
“real” life or are constructed (in the latter case they have to be
credible). The core of this method lies in analysis, the
understanding of basic relations that create this situation including
their cause and consequence. This method allows us to take a
position or decision on how to deal with given situations.
Presentation methods (role-play, life scenario) - they are used to
transfer situations into role-play, i.e. participants take on roles of
individual people in the problematical situation. This method helps
to solve professional and social problems while mastering conflicts,
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but also trains socially effective ways of behaviour and decision
making processes. A stress is put on social relations and
communication.

The meaning of self-evaluation for schools
In times of curricular reforms self-evaluation of schools is an
irreplaceable and very important element for a correct start of changes
in the schools’ work. To start changes it is very important to conduct
evaluations to get findings of the current state of the school. Selfevaluation is then important for determining a strategy for changes to
fulfil the stressed aims, the development of the school’s educational
documentation, i.e. the school’s education programme. For the school
management it is a very important basis for the determination of
further school needs, and thus also a statement of requests towards
founders and holders of the state’s educational policy.
Self-evaluation is a long-term, never-ending process in the school’s
work that brings very valuable information on quality and possibilities
to change. Self-evaluation is very fruitful only if findings are not
purposefully misrepresented.
Good self-evaluation should always have these stages:
1. preparation of evaluation;
2. realization of evaluation;
3. evaluation;
4. adoption of proceedings.
To 1.
During this stage the evaluation team sets up, thinks and processes the
school self-evaluation project. It might be stressed that this stage lays
the basis for the whole evaluation, because here it is decided what the
evaluated subject considers and how the team will proceed, which
further strategy and tools will be chosen. The choice of the strategy
and especially the evaluation tools is a key element to gain desired
evaluation outcomes. At this stage it is important to think and decide
how stage no. 3 will be realized and to get prepared for this stage.
To 2.
Preparation of evaluation tools, strategy realization and work with
evaluation tools. A very difficult part of evaluation is the preparation
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of evaluation tools, so that the team gains the desired information and
data. This stage has high demands on knowledge of several evaluation
techniques on questionnaires and tests processing. At this stage it is a
good idea to ask professional or more experienced colleagues for
cooperation and consult with them about their opinion of suitable
techniques.
To 3.
Categorization and evaluation of gained data and information and
consequential report writing. This stage might be very time-consuming
if we do not pay enough attention to its preparation. Furthermore, if
the school does not have the necessary hardware and software for data
analysis, this stage might be also very time-consuming.
To 4.
This is a very important, however, often neglected part of the
evaluation. At this stage findings during evaluation are projected and
processed into particular activities. This is the key stage of evaluation
that leads to quality improvement.
A well organized system of self-evaluation is progressively becoming
part of school organization and school life and does not bother those
who are performing evaluation, thus neither the team nor the school.
The feedback gained through self-evaluation contributes to
improvement or at least to preserving the recent state of the school.
Practical experiences of pivotal schools in the Czech Republic suggest
that it is very important to include the whole school in the selfevaluation process. All staff has to be aware of the importance of selfevaluation as a tool for quality improvement.
At the first stage it is better to focus on fields of evaluation where it is
noticeable to take steps. That is how strong sides are supported
because the weak sides are usually marked phenomena which do not
threaten schools critically. In other words, self-evaluation is focused
on monitoring and evaluating of processes. For results, external tools
for verification will be used when the aim is to find “the rate of
fulfilling key competencies”.
The manner of evaluation that the school management will use must
have formative character and for teachers highly motivating effects.
Team work should be focused on:
z class observation,
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teacher’s personal index,
questionnaire survey,
testing knowledge,
external testing,
the system of annual exams,
evaluation of teachers by pupils.

Two new elements appear there - the teacher’s personal index and
evaluation of teachers by students. Those two elements might sharply
influence school quality.

New elements of evaluation that appeared in some
schools in connection with educational reform examples of practise
Teacher’s portfolio and personal index
The teacher’s portfolio should monitor a teacher’s professional career.
In his or her portfolio the teacher gathers all documents essential for
his or her subsequent development.
The aim of a teacher’s personal index over the period of a year is to
monitor and evaluate his/her long term activities, thus such activities
that are not possible to observe during one class observation. The
teachers’ activities are part of a school’s fulfillment of aims, the
quality of pedagogical processes and also part of aims of curricular
reform in individual schools.
The personal index is designed according to a teacher’s commitment
to take part in asserting the so-called whole-school strategy stated by
the school educational programme. At the beginning of the school
year the teacher together with the other colleagues of his/her subject
stresses how he/she will help to fulfil the school aims stated by the
plan for the year; for which activities and project he/she will be
responsible; what steps he/she plans to take in regard of personal
development, etc. The stress is put on the commitment to promote a
strategy for the whole school on which the pedagogical staff agrees as
school priorities. The personal index is discussed at the beginning of
the school year with the school management, and is evaluated again at
the end of school year together with the school management. An
individual approach to teachers is important especially at larger
schools where the school management does not have the opportunity
to daily observe their teachers’ work. The conditions for a successful
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introduction of the personal index are such relations between staff,
where the fulfilling of common aims takes first place in the working
priorities of most teachers. Teachers should not perceive the
introduction of a personal index as a tool to control them, but first of
all as tool for continuous quality improvement of their work.
Evaluation of teachers by pupils
Evaluation of teachers by pupils might be beneficial for both sides
and the school as a whole. Nevertheless, it is a delicate event and its
introduction is important to prepare in advance. It is possible to
realize it with pupils of all age groups, however to assure objectivity
pupils and teachers must be well prepared for the evaluation. In
Czech schools it is a new element, therefore as illustration I will
stress an example of successful introduction of this evaluation tool
into a school’s system of self-evaluation.
Evaluation of teachers by students in our school surpassed the level of
vision or intention. This year is the first year when also teachers will
receive reports from their students. We do not have particular
outcomes yet. I will explain the reason why we made this decision,
and the method by which we will analyse the evaluation of teachers.
The opinions on the evaluation of teachers by pupils we have asked
by questionnaires. The results were quite unambiguous. The majority
of students was in favour of the evaluation but also a big part of the
teachers. That suggests that our teachers are very self-confident in a
positive meaning. Concerns of pupils and teachers against it, which
were stated in the questionnaires, are understandable. Teachers might
be afraid that in their evaluation “higher demands” will be reflected,
and pupils might be afraid of reactions of teachers who were not
evaluated positively. However, we successfully explained to both
sides that their reasons to be afraid are unfounded: if I teach well,
there is not reason to be afraid; and if the evaluation is objective,
there is no reason for revenge. If the evaluation of teachers by pupils
is mutually understood as a means for improvement of class activities,
then the relations between teachers and students should not be in
danger. A real possibility to use this element of self-evaluation is
influenced in every school by the school climate.
The students’ parliament was fully taken by being involved in making
“reports on teachers”. It was very difficult to find areas in which
teachers will be evaluated. The students had at disposal the results of
a questionnaire survey of the whole school. The survey by open
questions investigated how students see the typical teacher in our
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school, and in another group of questions it was asked how the
students see the ideal teacher. Owing to truly ‘everybody inclusive’
questionnaires we were successful to find “subjects” that will be
emphasized in the teachers’ reports in June.
It is a first attempt, thus rules for evaluation and areas in which
teachers are evaluated will be surely adjusted during the following
years. Especially in the next years teachers will know in advance in
what area (“subject”) they will be evaluated, which this year they did
not know.

The meaning of external evaluation for school
External evaluation in times of change has a key meaning for schools,
because only the external view provides information for schools
whether the aims and goals of the educational reform were well
understood, furthermore it has formative character for schools.
Cooperation between school management and external evaluators
enables the management to fruitful discussions about self-evaluation
findings, exchange of experiences and opinions. The discussion is
beneficial for both the school and the external evaluator.
External evaluation in schools is not performed only by controllers or
school inspectorate. This evaluation might be performed also by
founders. External evaluations of the school’s work are results
achieved by the school at testing pupils on international or national
level.
Evaluation, either external or internal, that is implemented in schools,
is not complete and does not fulfil its task if no steps towards
improvement or at least remaining of the recent state are taken.

External testing as inseparable part of self-evaluation
The preparation of tests that will verify gained key competencies,
possibly tests that will be useful for monitoring the continuous
approach to desirable outcomes, is done by state organizations (in the
Czech Republic - Centre for quality in education, Centre for state
school-leaving exams) or professional organizations that have test
preparation competencies (in the Czech Republic: Kalibro, SCIO,
etc.). The question is whether tests will be useful for expected
educational results, for an evaluation at the end of any separate
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educational cycle and also for continuous monitoring of individual
years or in the middle of an educational cycle. Outcome testing in
nodal educational moments (at the end of an educational cycle),
through which the school verifies that pupils have reached the
expected outcome, is possible with the use of external tests because
expected outcomes at the end of a cycle are according to educational
frameworks obligatory for all schools. If external tests for continuous
monitoring will not make it possible to choose criteria with regard to
a school, then the use of external tests will be problematic or will lead
schools to uniformity of their educational documents which would
degrade the meaning of educational reform.
External testing offers the opportunity to compare results among
schools. Therefore it is required that the tests will take place at the
same time. For assurance of the above mentioned conditions it is
necessary for schools to cooperate with the founders which can assure
fulfilment of these conditions. It is always beneficial for schools when
the founder has an apparent interest in the school’s quality improvement.
When judging the quality of pedagogical work of a school, it is very
important to take into account added value and its comparison with
other comparable schools. Such a comparison is impossible without
the use of tests that are prepared for schools by external organizations.
Identification of added value is very difficult in a system where none
of the included input variable social-economic conditions is known.
Work with external testing results is a challenge for school
management. Information gained by schools in the Czech Republic is
owed to organizations that provide tests for schools so detailed that its
appropriate use is a next step to quality improvement of the
pedagogical process.

The meaning of self-evaluation for evaluators as
managers
The key element in evaluation of school management is that the
management proves their clear understanding of who are theirs
customers, what are their needs and expectations and how this might
be in balance with political assignment. At the same time they shall
prove clear obligation towards students/citizens as well as towards
other stakeholders.
Regarding the fact that self-evaluation is not a one-man-show but
teamwork (if possible the more the better), all who participate in self-
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evaluation are at the same time participating in the school’s decision
making process which supports their identification with the school.
For the school management as well as for the members of the team
self-evaluation is a very important basis for planning the staff’s
further training. Not only the management but also the staff gain
complex views on school activity, information on the school’s
weaknesses and strengths.
Every team member gains new views on his/her own work, very
important experiences of self-reflection and evaluation. It leads to a
development of one’s own technique of self-evaluation that is
consequently evident in the approach to one’s own training in
education practise.
If the school decides to prepare its own questionnaires and tests for
the evaluation to gain needed information on outcomes, then all
members of the team must study the new knowledge, so the intention
is possible to realize. However, that leads to an application of gained
knowledge also within the educational activity framework. Also the
application of professionally proceeded tools is beneficial for every
evaluator. It positively shifts his or her qualities.

The meaning of evaluation for customers - pupils and
their parents
Self-evaluation has a double meaning for pupils and their parents:
First as evaluation actors, second as receivers of educational
outcomes. Both meanings are very important. In times of change they
might highly influence as evaluation actors the course of the school or
provoke corrections in running the school’s work.
Pupils enter self-evaluation in two phases. In the first phase, within
self-evaluation their knowledge is tested. Knowledge testing is in
many Czech schools perceived as a very important component of the
outcome of pedagogical work. Schools want their pupils to have a
very broad knowledge, even though key competencies enter the main
interest of the pedagogical process. Schools would perceive a
decrease of knowledge output as a mistake of curricular reform aims.
Many schools still put finding successful strategies for the
development of key competencies while remaining necessary
knowledge among the most important tasks in the near future. The
development of evaluation tools that verify gained competencies and
knowledge at the same time are not within the schools’ power. This is
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where the schools expect service from either state or private subjects.
The second phase are questionnaires distributed among pupils. That
makes a very good and fast verification of needs and reality possible,
for example the use of a new didactical tool which was expensive for
the school and the use of this tool during class observation is not
possible to evaluate.
By using questionnaire surveys to verify outcomes of separate
activities - excursions, internships, sport activities, school projects, etc
- the school creates space for active participation of pupils and parents
on quality improvement of such activities.
Through reports on self-evaluation the school can provide current
information to other partners. Recently, as the majority of parents is
interested in the schools’ work, this is very important. The majority of
parents make inquiries before their child enters school to get
information about the school. Well performed self-evaluation of the
school together with the annual reports about school activities are still
the best sources of information.
Relevant information that the school provides is not only good
commercially but also supports good relations with the whole
community.
External evaluation mainly informs whether school activities do
correspond with the legislative framework of the state’s educational
policy and whether the information that the school provides is
truthful.

Relation between internal and external evaluation
The implementation of self-evaluation and the proceeding report of
this evaluation is the preparation for external school self-evaluation.
During the external evaluation the report is introduced by the school
to the external evaluators. During the introduction the school also
stresses its qualities and weaknesses and emphasizes works on
improvement. If self-evaluation is conducted carefully and does not
hide anything, then the school is well prepared for external evaluation
and knows what statements will be expressed in the final report. If the
school’s self-evaluation differs extensively from the external
evaluation, topics for discussion arise. During the discussion the
school learns why differences appeared and again gets feedback
useful for its next self-evaluation and for the improvement of school
quality.
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The meaning of evaluation for successful educational
reform
The success of reform firstly depends on different views on school,
mainly from the side of the school itself. The school must notice that
providing education is a service that the school offers on the basis of
the state’s educational policy, and that pupils and their parents are
customers. Only schools which accept these principles have a chance
to succeed on the market of education providers.
Self-evaluation is a means through which the school learns more
about itself, the needs of its customers and the rate of educational
policy fulfilment. The external evaluation shows an overall picture of
the fulfilment of the objectives of the educational reform. Both
evaluations are a feedback for the school and the reform creators.
Reform has no chance to succeed if its creators will not have truthful
and objective information about the process of the fulfilment of the
reform’s objectives, about barriers that schools have to face during
reform. Not only educational reform, but any reform does not have a
chance to be successful without appropriate reaction to its feedback.
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League Tables and Health Checks: The Use of
Statistical Data for School Accountability and
Self-Evaluation
Ian Schagen, Dougal Hutchison, Paula Hammond

Introduction
The use of statistical information on the performance of educational
institutions is a growing subject of debate within different educational
systems. Very roughly, the uses of such information can be
characterised as either “league tables” or “health checks”. The term
“league tables” represents the use of data within an accountability
framework, whereby information on the performance of institutions is
published in order to make clear their relative rankings and encourage
those ranked more lowly to improve. Often such an accountability
agenda is linked to some kind of “virtual market”, whereby the
“consumers” of education can choose among competing institutions.
On the other hand, we use the term “health checks” to refer to the use
of data within a confidential, self-evaluation framework in which
information is shared with those within an institution who can affect
change, with by and large a “no blame” framework. These two
extremes are not quite as rigid as we have made out, as there are
examples which fall somewhere between, and systems (such as
England’s) which are attempting to carry out both simultaneously.
However, we shall retain this somewhat simplistic polarity for this
paper, and refer to the two extreme concepts as:
z
z

“League tables” = accountability = public information
“Health checks” = self-evaluation = confidential information.

In order to see how these two concepts can be operationalised and the
effects they may have on education systems, we shall consider the UK
as a worked example, and in particular England. Many of the possible
ways of using data to drive educational improvement have been tried
in England, and the system has evolved in different and sometimes
contradictory ways due to different impulses and shifts in government
policy and educational fashion. This chapter is split into three major
sections, which will explore the following themes:
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z
z

z

The use of performance data for accountability, including the
debates about “league tables” and “value-added analysis”;
The evidence for the transformational power of “health checks” for
schools, including recent analyses of data carried out by the
National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER);
The different ways in which statistical data is used within different
education systems in the UK, based on an NFER review, and
important lessons for the effective use of this kind of information
to drive school improvement.

Finally we shall draw together the different strands to give some
general guidance for educational systems on the use of performance
data for educational improvement based on the UK experience.

Performance Data and Accountability
The question of accountability in education, as in all public services,
is an important and complex one. How are we to decide whether we
are getting value for money or not? Such a decision is relatively easy
in a straightforward commercial transaction, where those who do not
provide good value are liable not to sell their products and
consequently to go out of business. The situation is more complex in
education. What is the product? How do you assess it? And what
happens if it is not considered satisfactory?
How, in short, are schools and teachers accountable? One the one
hand, there is the question of competence: are they doing their job
well? However, it is not just this: another and arguably equally
important question is to ask, regardless of competence, whether what
they are doing is what is required. Finally there is the question:
“Accountable to whom?” - to officialdom, to parents, to children, to
society as a whole?
National assessment in England
In Victorian times in England, teachers were subject to “Payment by
Results” a rigid method of accountability associated with English and
Welsh elementary education during the second half of the nineteenth
century, whereby a school’s governmental grant depended for the
most part on how well pupils answered in the annual examination
conducted by Her Majesty’s Inspectors (Rapple, 1994). However by
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the 1950s, employment was virtually secure except in extreme cases,
and accountability was only within the education sector, for example
particularly to HM Inspectorate and the Local Education Authority.
The 1970s saw an early attempt to assess the performance of the
system as a whole across the UK, as opposed to its constituent
elements, with the Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) - situated
in the then Department of Education and Science (DES). In the 1970s
and 1980s this commissioned a series of studies of pupil performance
in a range of subjects (see e.g. Foxman et al. 1991). APU surveys
comprised lightly sampled, low stakes, testing exercises with the aim
of assessing the nation’s overall state of achievement at certain ages.
Significantly these were specifically designed not to provide an
identifiable performance measure for any entity in the system, school,
teacher or pupil.
Despite the important information gained by the APU surveys, they
were discontinued at the time of the Education Reform Act of 1988
and the advent of national curriculum testing. Accountability was now
to be located at the individual school level. The message that “schools
matter” had been taken on board, but national test results were to
become all-important, as far as performance was concerned.
The new national assessments were expected to perform a number of
functions, but among these was to measure the level of performance
of the education system as a whole and its constituent schools.
Further, the accountability audience was to change from the more
supportive arrangement of reporting to other education professionals
to the harsher gaze of consumers of education in the shape of pupils
and their parents. After the 1992 Education Act, schools had to
provide summary details of the examination performance of their
pupils. The first set of school performance tables comprised
summaries of results in the relatively new GCSE examinations.
Although schools were not presented in rank order, the media swiftly
converted the raw data as presented into “league tables”.
The “Value-Added” Movement
However, a reaction against the publication of raw results and “league
tables” began fairly quickly. Researchers were quick to point out the
many fallacies inherent in their uncritical use as measures of school
quality (see, e.g. Goldstein and Spiegelhalter, 1996). On the one hand
such results were more dependent on the characteristics of the school
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intake than on anything else. On the other, results were unstable from
year to year, especially with small schools. It is surprising that there
was so much emphasis on the provision of such a poor and
unsatisfactory measure of school performance, and it seems likely that
this was at least partly due to dependence on “market-led” dogma
than to objective evaluation of the evidence.
To highlight these points the term value added was introduced.
Under this approach a school was supposed to give positive value
added if on average the pupils’ attainment was higher than would be
predicted on the basis of pupil characteristics, for example attainment
at entry to school and home background. On the introduction of
“league tables” based on raw outcomes, it gave opponents of the latter
a standard around which they could rally (see Saunders, 1999).
During the 1990s there was a steady growth in value-added services
to schools, driven partly by the need to look behind the crude
characterisation of schools provided by “raw league tables”. Most of
these services were provided by LEAs, sometimes assisted by
university researchers. Another area where the demand for valueadded data grew in strength was the provision of quantitative
information to individual schools for self-evaluation. A number of
organisations began to provide this kind of service to schools. A
consortium of metropolitan authorities, mainly in London,
commissioned first the Institute of Education and later NFER to
deliver value-added analysis of their schools’ GCSE results, matching
pupils’ outcomes to prior attainment on a London verbal reasoning
test (see Thomas, Pan and Goldstein, 1994; Kendall, 1995).
Researchers based at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (later at
Durham University) began to develop value-added feedback for
schools, beginning with a GCSE to A-level system (see Fitz-Gibbon,
1992). NFER provided its QUASE service (Quantitative Analysis for
Self-Evaluation) for GCSE results, including detailed breakdowns of
GCSE subject-level performance (see Schagen, 1996; Schagen &
Morrison, 1998, 1999).
At about this time, governmental organisations began to respond to
the drawbacks of the existing performance tables and the arguments
in favour of a value-added approach. One might have expected that
this coincided with the election of a Labour government, but in fact it
started under the less doctrinaire Conservative administration elected
in 1992. The then Department for Education (DfE) produced a
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briefing paper (DfE, 1995) which, although relatively uncomplicated
in its approach, did begin to address the issue, and also acknowledged
the problems related to data collection and management which would
be associated with any kind of national system. In 1994 the School
Curriculum and Assessment Authority (SCAA) attempted to review
the current situation and produce recommendations for future work
(SCAA, 1994) and commissioned of a study, carried out by
researchers at the University of Durham, into the possibilities for a
national value-added system. This report (Fitz-Gibbon, 1997) covered
a fair amount of work on this topic and made a number of
recommendations, including advocacy of value-added information
mainly for internal school information to aid school improvement,
rather than for public consumption. Value-added information would
only be incorporated in “league tables” voluntarily, or subject to a
number of constraints about the minimum cohort size in a school.
The Drive for More Pupil Data
One consequence of the gradual acknowledgement of the strength of
what might be called the “value-added argument” has been the
recognition of the need for more and better data at the individual
pupil level. As the demand for value-added information grew, it
became apparent that one of the obstacles to its use for informing
school self-evaluation and self-improvement was the need either for
schools to provide their own data, with prior attainment in some form
attached, or to provide funds for this to be done for them. Neither was
a reasonable option for many schools, and it became apparent that
only centralised systems for data collection and maintenance could
ensure that such data was available locally and nationally in a
consistent fashion.
Towards the end of the 1990s QCA and DfES, realising the need for
national value-added data, convened several meetings of “value-added
service providers” to discuss the way forward. Combined with a
combination of an increasing central demand for individual
information, and increasing IT human and machine capacity to match
pupil information over time the eventual outcome was a quite
extensive data set containing individual level data for all pupils.
Since January 2002 schools have been required to complete the Pupil
Level Annual School Census (PLASC) about each pupil in their
school, instead of the previous school-level information. The process
of collecting and cleaning this data, and matching it to national
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curriculum outcomes, has been in hand for several years, with the
outcome of high-quality longitudinal data for every pupil in England.
We are therefore in a situation in England where extensive and
exhaustive national datasets are readily available, giving detailed
information about individual pupils including their progress between
key stages. Surprisingly perhaps other countries on the whole have
not adopted value added methodology. This is partly due to the
unavailability of the requisite data on a regular basis (England’s
record in the availability of matched national longitudinal pupil level
data is unrivalled), and partly due to philosophical objections.
Examples in other countries tend to be research-based, rather than
official, one-off or patchy in parts of the system. Examples of such
exercises can be found in Schagen and Hutchison (2005), Hutchison,
Mifsud, Morrison and Grech (2003) and Lissitz (2005).
No advance in practice is ever entirely uncontroversial, and value
added analysis is no exception. The most fundamental objections are
to what the adjustment process does, or, indeed, to doing it at all.
Kenneth Clarke when Secretary of State for Education dismissed the
process as “sociology”, and such attitudes have some respectable
intellectual arguments underlying them. First, of course, a prospective
employer is going to be more interested in one’s qualifications and
what thay show one can actually do, than in adjusting them for social
background. Second, it is argued, this adjustment process can lead to
“writing off” children from disadvantaged backgrounds. This
argument however really only applies to adjustment for home
background: it does not have the same force for adjustments for
attainment at intake.
However well the researcher carries out the analysis, the results can
have a historical quality about them. If it takes five years for a pupil
to go from secondary school entry to the end of compulsory
schooling, then the results may not be relevant to looking at the future
performance of the current intake of pupils. Another related issue is
the question of the stability of school effects over time. As mentioned
earlier, if these are highly unstable then they become irrelevant to
attempts at school improvement.
Inspection and Performance Data
By the 1980s HM Inspectors of Schools had to a large extent moved
away from a role of assessing the accountability of individual schools
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and their role has been described as largely advisory and policy
related. Under John Major, however, his “big idea” of the Citizen’s
Charter (HMSO, July 1991) and Parent’s Charter (DES, September
1991) aimed to turn inspection of schools “inside out”, that is towards
parents, school governors, and the general public, and away from
central government (Smith, 2000). The aim was to carry out and
publish inspections of all schools on a regular basis of a four-yearly
cycle. In the event, when Ofsted took over from HMI there was a
massive increase in the number of reports. At its peak HMI had
published a maximum of 150 full inspection reports a year while by
1994-5, of the order of 3000 inspection reports were produced under
Ofsted by 1994-5 (Smith, 2000). While HMI inspections could
certainly not be described as cosy, they were on a within-profession
basis, but Ofsted inspections put schools in the much more exposed
glare of the public arena. Ofsted defines its role as contributing to the
provision of better education and care through effective inspection
and regulation. However it was widely considered that this was
damaging to many schools, and stressful to the staff (Fitz-Gibbon,
1997). Certainly anecdotal evidence abounds of good and dedicated
teachers finding the adverse public criticism of an Ofsted inspection
the last straw that drove them out of the profession.
Eventually protests by academics and others about the inequity of
judging schools based purely on their “raw” examination results led
the Department for Education and Skills (DfES, as it had become) to
develop value-added measures of school performance, which began to
be published early in the 21st century but did not replace the
performance figures based on raw results. These initial value-added
measures were based on a simple “median line” model and took
account only of prior attainment at the start of the “key stage”, with
no allowance for other factors which are known to affect
performance, such as deprivation, special educational needs or ethnic
minority status.
More recently DfES, alongside Ofsted, has begun to publish
“contextualised value-added” (CVA) measures which are based on a
more sophisticated model taking account of a range of background
factors in addition to prior attainment. The CVA scores come with
confidence intervals to express the reality that they are estimates of an
underlying school characteristic based on finite data, and are a
definite technical and theoretical advance on anything published
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previously. These are presented to schools annually in a document
known as a PANDA (Performance And Assessment), which contains
other detailed information about the school and is intended to be used
by the school to identify areas of weakness and help fulfil the
government’s school improvement agenda.
Thus in England we have woven a path over 30 years from
performance data being collected purely for a national snapshot, to
“league tables” for school accountability based entirely on raw
examination results, to a mixed system where “league tables” and
“health checks” co-exist with national monitoring of performance in a
sometimes uneasy relationship.

Does Performance Information Help to Improve
Schools?
As described above, in England there has been a shift from the pure
accountability agenda to one which recognises the role of
performance data to help schools raise attainment. Recently, the
government as part of the “New Relationship with Schools”
(Miliband, 2004) has been encouraging the use of data to drive school
improvement. There is a wide variety of texts available that discuss
feedback effects in depth (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Neubert, 1998,
Locke & Latham, 1990), all of which agree about the benefits of
feedback, but are unclear about what exactly “feedback” is or what
kind of “performance” can be improved by it. For the benefit of this
chapter we will use Coe’s (2002) broad definition of “feedback”.
“…’information relating to some aspect of task performance’.”
Coe (2002) has discussed in length the wide variety of texts that are
available on the effects of feedback. Visscher and Coe (2002) discuss
all the theoretical ideas of providing feedback to schools to aid with
school improvement. Their book specifically looks at “school
performance feedback systems” and how these systems can provide
confidential information on a school’s performance.
Recently, Kirkup et al. (2005) undertook a study of primary,
secondary and special maintained schools in England. This study used
a questionnaire survey and focus group research to gather evidence to
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validate the assumption that the provision of data to schools leads to
improvements in performance. The finds from this study suggest that
“the impact of data on teaching and learning operates at two levels:
directly by means of interventions targeted at individual pupils; and
indirectly by means of whole-school approaches”. The teachers who
responded to the questionnaire and participated in the focus groups
suggested “that data only becomes effective if it stimulates questions,
discussion and action”.
Tymms (1995) has argued that providing performance feedback to
schools can improve a school’s performance, he has conducted a
number of studies to investigate the effects of feedback to schools.
One of these studies looked at teachers responses to the different
types of feedback supplied by The A-Level Information System
(ALIS) - this is a performance monitoring system for upper secondary
education in England and has been running for the past ten years. The
overall findings did not show a significant difference in teachers’
attitudes or self-reporting behaviour; however, some differences were
noted between different subjects.
In recent years the NFER has undertaken a variety of large-scale
longitudinal projects. These have included the Evaluation of the
National Literacy and Numeracy Strategies (1999-2003), the national
data collection of years 3, 4 and 5 optional tests results for QCA
(Qualifications and Curriculum Authority) (1999-2001, 2003-2004)
and the Performance Analysis Service and Support (PASS) (19992004). For these projects school feedback has been provided in the
form of tables and charts illustrating pupil performance and progress
in each school compared to national norms.
The Statistics Research and Analysis Group (SRAG) of the NFER has
recently conducted a study looking at feedback that has been provided
to primary schools by the NFER to see if it helps to enhance a
school’s performance. The main thrust of this study was a statistical
analysis of the 2003 National Pupil Dataset (NPD). This dataset
included pupil-level information regarding progress [Key Stage 1
(1999) to Key Stage 2 (2003)] as well as important background data
on aspects such as project type, length of participation, and other
contextual information. School identifiers allowed us to link this
information to the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) school
database to provide school contextual data.
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As the data is educational there is a hierarchical structure to it, with
pupils nested within schools and Local Authorities (LAs). The
analysis was therefore carried out using multilevel modelling
(Goldstein, 1995), which is widely recognised as one of the most
appropriate methods for longitudinal data of this type. Multilevel
modelling is a development of “regression analysis”, and is an
important technique in educational research as well as other social
sciences. Multilevel modelling allows for the complexity of the data
to be taken into account. This technique takes into consideration the
variation between LAs, Schools and pupils and produces predictions
and estimates the size of the effect at each level in terms of “random
variance”.
Within the complex structure of the data there is a single measure of
interest; for this study it was one of National Curriculum average
point score, English Score or Maths Score at the end of Year 6 for
pupils aged 11. Each of these outcomes was considered during the
multilevel modelling. The background factors i.e. gender, age,
eligibility for Free School Meals (FSM), ethnicity and school type,
can be defined at pupil or school level. These variables as a whole
provide a suite of measures that can be used to explain the outcome
measures. Multilevel modelling identifies which variables have a
positive or negative significant effect, and the extent of that effect.
The overall findings for this study show that providing feedback to
schools is positively related to Key Stage 2 performance (Hammond
& Yeshanew, 2006). This study concentrated solely on primary
schools that have received feedback from NFER projects. It would be
beneficial to conduct more evaluations on school feedback systems,
covering all stages of education, from a wider variety of
establishments. This would provide a clearer evidence-base regarding
the impact of all school feedback services. It would also be worth
doing a follow up study to see whether the way in which these
schools have used the feedback has had an impact on their
performance. The findings of this study offer much encouragement
for school improvement practitioners.
Considering the discussion of Visscher and Coe (2002), Tymms
(1995) and the findings of the study of Kirkup et al. (2005) it seems
that providing feedback to schools is a positive approach. This
approach should be encouraged, but support system for schools,
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teachers, policy makers and practitioners should be widely available
to enable them to make the most of the richness of the data that is
available to them in today’s society.

Educational Statistics in Different Systems within the
United Kingdom
The UK comprises four quite different education systems within its
constituent countries: England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
In terms of the use of statistical information, they differ significantly,
and there have also been clear changes over recent years in the case
of at least one of the countries - England.
The Statistics Commission is an independent body set up to help to
safeguard the quality of national statistics across the UK. In the
summer of 2004, they commissioned the National Foundation for
Educational Research (NFER) to carry out a review of the ways in
which educational statistics (for those aged five to 18) are collected,
presented and used across the four UK countries and the adequacy of
the data for these purposes. This review comprised five elements:
z

z
z
z
z

generating a comprehensive database of school-based education
statistics, and making a critical review of the situation based on
this and on NFER’s own experience and expertise;
collecting the views of key contacts (researchers, policy makers,
data producers, the media), via email surveys and interviews;
a survey of staff in all 213 local authorities (LAs) across the four
countries;
a survey of key school staff in a sample of 1000 schools;
case-study visits to five LAs and two schools in each.

The full report can be found in Statistics Commission (2005), and a
summary is given in Schagen & Ridley (2005).
The situation in England has been well described in an earlier section
from a historical perspective, showing how it has evolved over a 30year period. It is now the case that England has more detailed
information about the pupils in its maintained school system than any
other country, including not only results from the latest round of
national testing but also matched results from earlier rounds and a
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great deal of background information about each pupil. This National
Pupil Database (NPD) forms the basis of a great deal of detailed work
intended to put the data at the service of the system, including:
z
z
z

z

z

Information about national attainment in core subjects, to feed into
government targets;
Performance data for school and local authority accountability,
both “raw” and value-added;
Information for schools on performance of previous cohorts, to
inform self-evaluation and hence school improvement (mainly via
the PANDA information packs);
Software to help schools predict the performance of individual
pupils based on national information - the Pupil Attainment
Tracker or PAT system;
Analysis of national data by a number of agencies (including
NFER) to answer particular research questions or evaluate the
impact of different educational initiatives.

Despite the availability of high-quality data in England, there are still
many issues to be resolved and pitfalls to be avoided in its use, not
least the question of the extent to which key educational staff
understand the statistics presented and can make use of the results to
inform their task of educational improvement.
Wales initially was part of the English system in the early 1990s in
terms of national curriculum, testing and the publication of league
tables. With the devolution of responsibility for education in Wales to
the Welsh Assembly, however, the system began to diverge from that
in England while retaining the same national curriculum structure.
After a few years of continuing to publish school performance data in
league tables, the Welsh Assembly accepted the arguments against
these. Instead of moving, like England, to the publication of valueadded measures to supplement the raw data, the Welsh decided to stop
publishing school data altogether. However, more recently they have
set up a system to compute contextualised value-added measures
similar to England’s. These will be reported to schools for their own
self-evaluation, but not published in league tables.
Scotland has for centuries had a completely separate education
system from England and Wales, with a different examination
structure and to some extent philosophy of education. With an
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approach similar to the APU surveys, the Scottish Survey of
Achievement (SSA1) gives a national picture of performance in
different subjects. Otherwise, attainment by all pupils in national tests
is analysed but not published centrally. A central data system for
Scottish schools (ScotXed2) allows schools access to data for their
own self-evaluation and school improvement work. This whole
system, including good links with local authorities relating to data
use, seems to be close to a model of good practice as far as the results
of our review could tell us.
Northern Ireland has long had its own separate education system,
mainly based on selection at age 11 by tests and allocation to different
types of school. This selective system is in the process of being ended
following a critical review, but currently there is virtually no
performance data available for schools to use for self-evaluation or
for central government to use for school accountability.
As can be seen from the above brief overview, the UK is in some
ways a microcosm of different approaches to using performance data.
On the one hand is the situation (in Northern Ireland) where almost
no use of data for school evaluation occurs. On the other hand (in
England), there is a large and sophisticated mechanism for collecting
test results and using them to provide information on national
performance as well as measures of school accountability and
statistics which can be used by individual schools for self-evaluation
and (hopefully) improvement. It is probably fair to say that England
has more data on the pupils in its maintained school system than any
other country in the world - the challenge is to ensure that this data is
used effectively to improve the nation’s education.
On top of the collection of national data, most countries of the UK
take part in international studies of performance run by the IEA and
OECD - PIRLS, TIMSS and PISA. Results from these studies do
provide some information, mainly on national performance against
other countries, but also some evidence on changes over time.
However, they cannot provide the detailed school-level information
which is needed for self-evaluation.

1
2

see http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/assess/of/ssa/index.asp
see https://www.scotxed.net/jahia/Jahia/cache/offonce/lang/en/pid/87
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At the end of our comprehensive survey of educational data within
the UK, we produced some general recommendations, some of which
are relevant to the subject of this paper. These are summarised below.
Move towards a coherent, “uses-driven” system for
educational data
The uses to which educational statistics are or could be put should
become paramount. In most cases these uses could be best met by a
comprehensive “data warehouse” system linked to careful and
detailed analysis. It should be noted, however, that this cannot be
successful without high-quality analysis applied to the data - data
does not speak for itself, and has to be carefully interpreted so that it
can be used for this variety of purposes.
Monitoring national performance
The use of “high-stakes” national tests is not ideal but may be the best
means of measuring educational improvement that we have available
at present. It should be noted that national tests are in place to fulfil a
number of purposes, of which monitoring national performance is just
one. The use of international studies goes some way to addressing the
need for further monitoring of this sort. We recommend that
government studies of these issues be set up, in order to determine the
best and most cost-effective way forward in the area of national
performance monitoring.
School performance data
The production of school-level statistics has two main functions,
which can be labelled as accountability and school improvement. It is
clear that schools have sometimes experienced tensions between these
two functions. We recommend that school performance data should be
publicly available, but presented in a form that attempts to measure
(as far as possible) the impact of the school on a range of outcomes,
taking into account factors outside the school’s control, together with
indications of the uncertainty in these measures. The use of
performance data for school improvement is also important, although
more research is needed into whether and how it leads to such
improvement. Governments should set up a cross-country body or
team to study and advise on these developments.
Interpretation of statistics
It seems that there is a need for a more coherent approach to helping
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school staff to understand statistics and use them effectively, and that
this should be coordinated more centrally. This approach should
consider the needs of all school staff (and governors). One possibility
would be for a national qualification or training programme. With
regard to the interpretation of statistics (and educational research in
general), statisticians and researchers should present findings that are
valid and accessible, but at the same time there should be high levels
of statistical and research understanding amongst those developing
policy. It would be beneficial to establish regular forums where the
two sides could come together and share ideas.

Final summary and conclusions
The availability of national data on children’s examination results
leads fairly naturally to the development of school-level aggregate
measures which are intended to indicate schools’ relative
performance. Within the logic of this process there arises a tension,
however, between two different purposes for such measures: public
accountability versus self-evaluation, or “league tables” versus
“health checks”. In this chapter we have shown how the United
Kingdom in general, and England in particular, can be used as a case
study of these tensions and the different ways in which performance
data can be put to use within an educational system.
There seem to be several purposes to which individual pupil
performance data can be put:
z
z
z
z

Assessment of national standards of attainment, and whether these
have changed.
Deriving measures of school performance for public
accountability.
Feedback to schools for self-evaluation leading to improvement.
Certificating pupils’ levels of learning.

Some of these purposes are “high stakes” and inevitably give rise to
security issues in testing and the need for new tests on an annual
cycle. In such a system, the maintenance of standards can be
challenging, and thus the consistent measurement of national
performance over time becomes difficult. The current English system
attempts to fulfil all the above purposes with one set of test results,
which in practice is very hard to do across the board.
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We have shown earlier that there is some evidence that feedback to
schools of performance data can lead to improvement. However, the
link between feedback and enhanced performance is by no means
clear or automatic. It will depend critically on how detailed and wellfocused the feedback is, how well school staff can interpret it and put
into practice changes based on it, and to what extent those changes
actually raise attainment. The English educational system is now
taking this area more seriously, but it remains to be seen if the
pendulum will swing all the way from an emphasis on accountability
towards one on school self-evaluation.
Finally, what advice can we give to policy makers in countries which
are considering setting up a national performance monitoring system?
From our experience of the English system and its development over
the years, we may make the following recommendations.
z

z

z

z

3

Consider carefully which of the above purposes is the primary aim
of your system. It may be able to address more than one purpose,
but multiple aims will tend to lead to a loss of effectiveness.
If the main aim is monitoring national performance, and changes
in this over time, then consider a low-stakes, lightly sampled
testing regime with repeated tests or items, similar to the UK’s
previous APU system. International monitoring studies (TIMSS,
PIRLS, PISA) may help with this, but may not give you all the
information you need.
If the main aim is school accountability, consider carefully how
you are going to derive fair measures of each school’s
achievements with the pupils it has and in its own context.
Publication of raw performance data can be very misleading and
reinforce social segregation and stereotyping. The outcome on
which the main focus of measurement is set should also be chosen
carefully, because a poor choice can distort educational processes3.
The tests also become high-stakes, which means that more effort
has to go into developing new tests each year and ensuring
standards are maintained.
If the main aim is school self-evaluation, then results can be
confidential to the school and there is the possibility of using lowstakes testing. Careful analysis of data, good presentation of
An example is the use of the indicator in English leagues tables of “percentage achieving five
or more GCSEs at grade C or above”. This can lead to a focus on “borderline” pupils to the
exclusion of those well above or below this threshold.
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results and training staff to interpret and apply the results of the
analysis to improve teaching and learning are all essential elements
of such a system.
If the aim is to certificate individual pupils’ levels of learning, then
again a secure high-stakes system may be appropriate. If such
certification takes place at the end of a phase of education, then it
can be combined with school accountability measures, subject to
the provisos set out above. Alternatively, testing during a phase of
education can be used to provide diagnostic feedback at the pupil
level, which may be an even more effective way of improving
teaching and learning.

Common to all these recommendations is the fact that data is mute - it
does not speak for itself, and needs careful analysis within a coherent
framework in order to be used effectively to improve education.
When this is the case, great things are possible.
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Equilibrium
On the Balance between Internal and External
Evaluation in a Number of European Educational
Systems
Bart Maes, Els Ver Eecke, Veerle Verhaegen (DVO) 1

Introduction
The pursuit of quality is often part of studies and innovations
nowadays. Also in education there is this persistent call for quality
assurance.
This article evolved from the question how we, in Flanders, can
maintain and improve quality in our education system through school
self-evaluation. Knowing that we are not alone in this pursuit, it was a
natural reflex to find out how other countries are managing. In an
environment in which Europe’s importance increases steadily, we can
only gain by learning from others’ experiences.
Schools have a responsibility to guard and improve the quality of
learning processes. Therefore we believe that the quality of our
education system lies primarily in the schools: we have started our
research by listing all the agencies and authorities which contribute to
the education system as a whole, and we then have considered how
these interact with each other, and particularly with schools. In this,
we have concentrated on the internal evaluation in schools.
The instruments for quality assurance and their implementation within
an education system can vary enormously. Some will bring about
pressure, while others are perceived as supportive. It is clear that
sometimes pressure can evolve from an instrument that was meant to
support, or the other way round. We realise that it can vary between
schools and countries how people perceive an instrument.
1

The division Curriculum (afdeling Curriculum), formerly known as the Department of
Educational Development (Dienst voor Onderwijsontwikkeling), is part of the Flemish
Ministry of Education in Belgium. It is a multi-disciplinary team of researchers and advisers:
next to their initial subject training, all members of the team are educational specialists.
This article is based on the book Equilibrium, written by several members of our team, along
with former advisers: Christine De Coninck, Rita Dunon, Laurent Osaer, Chris Van Woensel,
Els Ver Eecke and Roland Voet.
Bart Maes, Els Ver Eecke and Veerle Verhaegen worked on the translation for this article.
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Our ultimate aim was policy advice to the Flemish Department of
Education and Training in Belgium, so we needed a means to identify
similarities and differences in education systems. We found one in the
work by MacBeath et al. (1999). It presents a conceptual framework
for balance in an education system, rather than just a balance between
internal and external evaluation.
This framework made us also look at the dynamics of changes within
the various systems: who makes the changes happen, schools or
policy makers?
We then tried to scale the instruments for quality assurance in the
framework of MacBeath. This resulted in three separate diagrams for
the studied systems and a combined one, and we will present those
further on. By comparing the different systems, we hope to clarify
which measures can tilt the balance one way or another and, more
importantly, what policy makers can do to keep or bring their
education system in “equilibrium”.

Overview
Concepts
First we will define the terms: we used educational literature, national
and international, and previous work from our team.
Conceptual framework: school evaluation and development
Next, we will present the conceptual framework by MacBeath et al.
for school evaluation and development.
Methodology
In the methodology part, the instruments used for quality assurance in
the education systems are positioned within the three dimensions of
MacBeath’s conceptual framework:
internal - external
top-down - bottom-up
pressure - support
It is evident that we have made choices that determined the course of
our research. We will elaborate on these choices. Needless to say our
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study could have been different had we opted for a different approach.
Also, we may have overlooked an agency or instrument of quality
assurance in a given system, if it is not reviewed in literature.
We have selected a range of European education systems for their
characteristic properties and their mutual variation. Unfortunately, we
could not extend the study to questioning teachers or head teachers,
and therefore we did not evaluate how they experience the quality
assurance in their education system. For our information, we relied on
literature, websites and communication with contact people: from the
CIDREE and SICI networks, and from the “European Network of
policy makers for the evaluation of education systems”.
2

3

Throughout this article, we will refer to education systems by their
countries or regions. We will write “countries” for the studied
countries or regions.
The studied countries are: Denmark, Finland, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Austria and Spain.
The studied regions are: Scotland, Northern Ireland and England in
the United Kingdom, North Rhine-Westphalia in Germany and
Flanders in Belgium.
Three one-dimensional models and one three-dimensional model
In the major part of our article, we will account for our positioning of
these education systems. Systems in transition (e.g. Austria and North
Rhine-Westphalia) are positioned according to their current situation
and not according to what they are planning to implement. In the
analysis we will expand on some of their plans.
Towards a balanced system
In our concluding part, we will try to find patterns that become
apparent in the comparison between education systems, and that can
be helpful if policy makers consider changes within a given system.

2
3

Consortium of Institutions for Development and Research in Europe: www.cidree.org/
The Standing International Conference of Inspectorates: www.sici.org.uk
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Concepts
In this part we will explain some important terms that we use
intensively throughout this article. The terms on internal-external
evaluation correspond to these terms in the ESSE-project (Maes, Ver
Eecke & Zaman, 2004).
4

Self-evaluation or internal evaluation is a process undertaken by the
school, in which staff systematically gather and analyse evidence,
including feedback from a range of stakeholders, and use it to assess
and evaluate aspects of the school’s performance against agreed
standards. This process should produce outcomes that help the school
to target its planning or initiatives for school improvement effectively.
It should be mentioned that there seems to be a consensus among
most authors that self-evaluation is not an end in itself. This is best
expressed in the report of the project “Evaluating quality in school
education” (1999, 20): “Self-evaluation is a tool, and is judged by
schools according to its impact on the effectiveness and improvement
of their school. The positive attitude of schools towards evaluation is
not because evaluation is an end in itself, but because it points
towards aspects of school life which are significant and worthy of
attention.” According to the project’s questionnaire, schools were
more appreciative of the process when self-evaluation was followed
by action. Therefore, the process of self-evaluation should be seen in
action perspective and driven in accordance with expected outcomes.
This is also the opinion of educational experts and head teachers in a
research conducted by Devos et al.: “Good self-evaluation is a
permanent process leading to action. It must be part of the whole
school policy (and not be an isolated activity). It requires an attitude
of critical self-questioning. It is a tool for change or improvement and
not an end in itself. However, it doesn’t make external evaluation
redundant: both are complementary”.
External evaluation is a process of quality control undertaken by an
agency or institute outside the school. This external agency can be
either a person or a group (e.g. an inspector), or an organization (e.g.
audit commission). The external agency cannot be part of the school
4

SICI, Report on the Effective School Self Evaluation (ESSE) Project. SICI, 2003.
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or is not involved with the school. Often, this agency represents the
federal or local authority.
External evaluation may be justified on the grounds of a need at
centralised level to control and guide schools. It attempts to ensure
that quality education is provided, that schools use resources
efficiently and that they provide “value for money”. It has the task of
ensuring that differences in school standards are not too discrepant
and that agreed outcomes are met. External evaluation also raises the
public’s general awareness of quality issues by publishing reports on
the general health of the education system or of specific schools.
While external evaluation is driven primarily by a need for (political)
accountability, it may combine this with an improvement perspective.
External evaluation can offer feedback to schools on their strengths
and weaknesses, drawing up action points, offering support or
resources to meet their targets. It can give impetus to school
improvement by providing comparative data which can then be used
as a management tool for focusing on a school’s performance in
comparison with others (or benchmarks). (MacBeath, 2000, 91)
Internal evaluation refers to a self-evaluation process that schools can
use to monitor quality from within. External evaluation means that
quality is guarded by one or more agencies outside the school. In both
forms of quality control, it is necessary to obtain data from the
learning output of the students. These data can be gathered in various
ways.
National programmes which monitor student performance
(OECD/INES - network A, 2006, 15) can generally be categorised
under three headings - assessment, testing and examination -,
distinguished from each other in terms of programme goals, whether
the programme focuses on a sample of students or a comprehensive
group of students, and at what level results are reported.
The overall purpose of national assessment programmes, for
example, is to assess students’ performance (frequently against
national curricula and/or goals) and to monitor and subsequently
enhance the quality of the educational system at the national level.
Assessment programmes generally are administered to a sample of
students and focus on monitoring student achievement in the
aggregate, rather than producing individual student scores.
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Examples of national assessment programmes:
“National Assessment of Educational Achievement” in Ireland
“Periodieke peilingen” in Flanders
In contrast, student testing programmes usually seek to provide
information at the school or student level, not just in the aggregate,
and most programmes test all students in the target grades. The main
goal of testing programmes is to assess individual student
achievement in order to provide information on students to their
schools, teachers and/or parents.
Examples of testing programmes:
“Key Stage Tests” in England
“CITO eindexamentoets” in the Netherlands
Last, national examination programmes aim to measure individual
student achievement for high-stakes purposes, such as certification of
completion or advancement to the next grade or level of education or
to a particular occupation. Examination programmes commonly
assess students at the end of upper secondary education and usually
are not sample-based, though not all students in the target grades take
all examinations. Most programmes require either all students or only
the select students seeking the next level of education or occupation
to sit the exam.
Examples of national examination programmes:
“Ylioppilastutkinto” (Matriculation) in Finland
“General Certificate of Secondary Education” in England

Conceptual framework:
school evaluation and
development
We can analyse school
evaluation and development
using the conceptual
framework developed by
MacBeath et al. (1999).
(MacBeath 1999, 2)
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We can scale the following features of an education system in these
three dimensions.
External evaluation - internal evaluation
This first dimension represents a continuum between self-evaluation
and external control. On the internal side, we find systems that rely
only on evaluation carried out by the schools themselves, without
external involvement. On the external side, we find systems where the
assessment of quality and standards rests exclusively with an external
body. It depends on the context, where the balance lies.
In the pursuit of quality it is essential to find an equilibrium that is
suitable for the system.
Pressure - support
The second dimension shows the amount of pressure from the system:
on one side we find extreme high pressure, while on the other side
schools receive a high level of support.
Pressure and support are best understood in terms of what people
experience, whether they feel under pressure or supported.
Between the two extremes is a dynamic balance, where people
perform best because they are intrinsically motivated and feel
extrinsically recognised and rewarded.
Top-down - bottom-up
The third dimension reflects the implementation of change: at the topdown extreme, innovation is imposed from structures above, without
participation. Change at the bottom-up extreme comes from teachers,
from pupils and parents; from below. Most commentators agree that
neither extreme is ideal: the best system seems to be one where
bottom-up development is supported and endorsed from the top-down.
We have placed all the countries in this study within MacBeath’s
conceptual framework and we will present the patterns that we found.
We will account for the method that we have used.

Methodology
First we list the instruments that education systems use to evaluate
and to improve their quality. We grouped them according to their use,
in MacBeath’s three dimensions framework.
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Dimension: external - internal
External
z monitoring of schools by inspectorate
z annual report by inspectorate
z national examinations or national testing programmes
z national assessment programmes
z monitoring by local authorities
z monitoring by external partners
Internal
z public report by the school on internal functioning
z school improvement plan or school development plan
Dimension: top-down - bottom-up
Top-down
z legislation about quality assurance
z national structures (inspectorate, national, regional and local
authorities) with an impact on quality assurance and improvement
Bottom-up
z initiatives from the schools: e.g. applying for a quality assurance
audit after an internal evaluation
z consulting advisors on topics related to self-evaluation or school
improvement
z initiatives from head teachers, teachers, students or parents to
evaluate or improve certain aspects of a school
Dimension: pressure - support
Pressure
z compulsory self-evaluation
z indirect obligation for self-evaluation (self-evaluation is not
compulsory, but it is required to meet other legislation, e.g. school
improvement plan)
z monitoring or other activities by inspectorate
z monitoring or other activities by local or regional authorities
z monitoring or other activities by other agencies
z inspection of the validity and reliability of self-evaluation
z self-evaluation as the starting-point for control by the inspectorate
z strongly recommended or imposed framework of quality indicators
z publication of school-results, with or without comparison between
schools
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z

publication of external evaluation reports

Support
z examples of frameworks of quality indicators
z material and instruments to support self-evaluation processes:
guidelines for target setting, publications, test banks
z guidance and advice
z supporting projects
z financial support
z networks
z databases with output data (e.g. learning outcomes, truancy rates)
z publications without the possibility to rank or identify schools or
students
z in-service training or alternating learning projects for head teachers
z support from research

Positioning
Educational experts rated the application for all the above mentioned
instruments within every education system, based on the acquired
information.
They then scored every education system in all three dimensions. The
focal point was less the exact position than the (deviation from) the
equilibrium in every dimension.
5

In the representation we position all the systems relative to the
equilibrium in the centre of the diagram.
external
top-down
pressure

internal

country

bottom-up

country
country

support

“country” indicates the position of the educational system in the given dimension, relative to the
equilibrium (indicated with |)
5

It is beyond the scope of this article to list all the instruments for every system.
The interested reader can find these lists in our extensive study “Equilibrium” on the balance
between internal and external evaluation on the European scene, albeit in Dutch.
http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/dvo/publicaties/equilibrium/equilibrium.htm
Separate list of references for the studied countries on:
http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/dvo/publicaties/equilibrium/EVA_deel1_10_10_2005.pdf
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We would like to emphasise that a system is positioned relative to a
point of equilibrium in that dimension: the point of equilibrium does
not reveal the weight on either side of the dimension, only the balance
between the two extremes and the relative position of the studied
system herein. If the position of a system leans to one side in a given
dimension (e.g. pressure, in the pressure - support dimension), it only
reflects a relative weight from the instruments on that side of the
scale, and may well be caused by lack of weight on the opposite side.
(It can be that there is a considerable amount of pressure, or it can be
due to poor support). It is very well possible that the weight on either
side differs considerably for all the systems within one diagram.
The benefit of this representation is the ease with which education
systems (which can vary considerably) can be compared for three
important characteristics. A limitation of this article is the twodimensional representation of a three-dimensional model.

Analysis per dimension: three one-dimensional
models
External / internal quality assessment
external

internal
Austria
Denmark
England
Finland
Flanders
Ireland
Neth.
NI
NRW
Scotland
Spain

Neth. = the Netherlands
NI = Northern Ireland
NRW = North Rhine-Westphalia

None of the researched countries leans to internal evaluation: North
Rhine-Westphalia, Northern Ireland, the Netherlands, Denmark,
Finland and Spain have reached an equilibrium.
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Ireland, England and Scotland incline towards external evaluation,
while Austria and Flanders find themselves on the external side. In
Flanders, that is not a result of a strong policy of external evaluation,
but of poor internal evaluation.
External
In all the studied systems there is some form of external control. Even
if there is no inspectorate, there is still control by local authorities.
z

z

z

Finland, Denmark and Spain have an external evaluation in which
various agencies are involved. Finland and Denmark have little or
no inspection, but there is a strong monitoring by local authorities.
Scotland and England have a highly organised approach of
initiatives at central level, and of centrally monitored initiatives at
the local level. Besides, they have an extended inspectorate for
schools and for the local authorities. Furthermore schools are
monitored rather closely by local authorities. The central authority
evaluates the quality of individual schools, unlike the more
northern countries, where schools are not, or less, the focus of
external evaluation.
The inspectorate plays a major role in the external evaluation in
the Netherlands, Northern Ireland and Ireland, but there are no
intermediate monitoring levels.

Most countries use external information to monitor quality of
education: they collect and analyse data on students’ performance.
Many countries use national examination programmes. Other forms
can be national assessment programmes and testing programmes.
z

z

z

North Rhine-Westphalia will introduce national exams in the near
future (after a central decision for the entire Bundesrepublik) and
Austria seriously deliberates the option.
Flanders and Spain have no national examination programmes
(and do not intend to implement them) but they organise national
assessment programmes.
Finland organises national assessment programmes next to
matriculation exams at the end of secondary education.
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Internal
We find self-evaluation to some extent in all the studied systems.
z
z

z
z

In Denmark, Spain and Finland self-evaluation is compulsory.
In England, Ireland, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, North
Rhine-Westphalia and Scotland it is an indirect obligation. Schools
have to set targets regularly, make development plans and write
reports on their functioning.
Austria considers the introduction of compulsory self-evaluation.
In Flanders self-evaluation is only compulsory for schools which
receive additional resources to provide equal opportunities.

In almost all the studied systems schools work with school
improvement and/or development plans.
z
z

Austria considers the introduction of a compulsory school
improvement plan.
In Flanders a school improvement plan is only compulsory for
schools which receive additional resources to provide equal
opportunities: the plan only needs to deal with the school policy on
equal opportunities.

In almost all the studied systems the report, by the school, about
school functioning is public.
z
z

Austria considers the introduction of a public report on school
functioning.
In Ireland and Spain reports about school functioning are not
imposed.

Trends
On the internal and external evaluation dimension, most education
systems approach or reach an equilibrium. In Flanders and Austria the
emphasis lies with external evaluation and there is little clarity on
internal evaluation. We found no country where internal evaluation
prevails.
It is striking that in systems with a profound external evaluation
scheme, internal evaluation is also in various ways supported and
directed towards the external quality indicators or criteria. The former
does not seem to bar the latter, or vice versa. To maintain a balance
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between internal and external evaluation, the system needs a clear
framework for quality assurance, in which all the participants have a
place.
The research of these systems pictures the role of the central authority
regarding quality assurance. The more northern countries (e.g. Finland
and Denmark) have developed a system in which the central authority
mainly monitors the educational quality at system level. The
monitoring of schools is left to local authorities. In that design, there
is no central authority or inspectorate which engages in school
monitoring.
Pressure / support
pressure

support
Austria
Denmark
England
Finland
Flanders
Ireland
Neth.
NI
NRW
Scotland
Spain

Neth. = the Netherlands
NI = Northern Ireland
NRW = North Rhine-Westphalia

Five out of the eleven education systems that we researched have
reached an equilibrium between pressure and support: Austria,
Scotland, Denmark, Finland and Spain. In England the pressure that
schools experience is greater than the support, although they receive
considerable support. This support may be more substantial than the
support in the systems where a balance was reached.
North Rhine-Westphalia, Northern Ireland and the Netherlands lean
towards the support side of the scale, whereas Ireland and Flanders
have definitely more support than pressure. Here also, the inclination
towards support does not necessarily imply a lot of support.
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Pressure
In most education systems, there is a fair amount of pressure due to
the required self-evaluation, either direct or indirect.
z
z

Only in Austria and Flanders, self-evaluation is not compulsory.
Austria has the intention to impose it.

In most education systems the inspectorate, the local authority or
another public agency reviews whether the self-evaluation or the
school improvement plan functions.
z

In Flanders, the quality of self-evaluation is only inspected in
schools that receive additional resources to create equal
opportunities. Within these schools, only the self-evaluation of the
policy on equal opportunities is inspected.

Most authorities verify the validity and the reliability of selfevaluation.
z

This is not the case in Finland and North Rhine-Westphalia. In
Flanders this verification is not yet fully effective, but it is in
development.

Self-evaluation can be the onset for external review.
z
z
z
z

This is the case in Denmark, Austria, Scotland and the Netherlands.
In most other countries this is only partially the case e.g. in
premeditated controls or when aimed at particular schools.
In Ireland and Flanders, self-evaluation is only the starting point
for external review to a limited extend.
In North Rhine-Westphalia and in Spain, self-evaluation is not the
starting point for external review.

One or more authorities can put pressure on schools to implement
self-evaluation through various activities (e.g. providing benchmark
data). When this is the case, the inspectorate often plays an important
role.
z

This is not the case for Finland and Denmark, without a real
inspectorate. Yet in Finland another governmental body pressurises
schools through her activities.
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In most countries there is a certain pressure (or a strong instigation
without formal enforcement) to use the government’s framework for
school self-evaluation purposes.
z
z

So far this is only compulsory in Finland.
There is no governmental framework in North Rhine-Westphalia.

Some countries opt for publication of test results in which schools can
be identified.
z
z

This happens in Denmark, England, Scotland, the Netherlands and
Northern Ireland.
This is not the case in Finland, Ireland, North Rhine-Westphalia,
Spain and Flanders.

External control reports can be accessed by the public in seven of the
studied education systems.
z
z

This is not the case in North Rhine-Westphalia, Austria and Spain.
Ireland’s choice to stay away from public reports collides with the
public nature of administration. It was subject for debate, and it
has recently been decided that inspection reports will be published
on the website of the department of Education and Science,
starting from June 2006.

Support
Advice and counselling are offered to schools in all education systems.
Almost all the countries offer instruments and material to support
schools in the improvement of their quality assurance processes.
In most countries a framework of quality indicators is offered to
schools.
z

This is not the case in North Rhine-Westphalia.

In a number of countries, certain schools receive financial resources
for self-evaluation or school improvement.
z
z

Spain allows grants for schools with a good school improvement
plan.
Finland considers it and is carrying out experiments.
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In some countries supporting networks were established.
z
z

Those networks are accessible to all the schools in the
Netherlands, Austria and Scotland.
In Finland and North Rhine-Westphalia the networks are limited to
certain schools.

Most education systems established supporting projects with various
partners.
z

Ireland, Scotland and the Netherlands have some examples of
good practice.

Most education systems publicise test results without the possibility to
identify schools or students.
z

Very recently Austria implemented a process concerning national
standards for system monitoring and to give feedback to schools,
not for publication of results.

In many education systems schools have access to extended data
bases with test results. The schools are allowed to compare their test
results with similar schools. For this purpose characteristics of
schools and students are linked to the data bases.
z
z

This is not the case in Ireland, North Rhine-Westphalia and Austria.
In 2006, Flanders is starting a research project to develop a school
performance feedback system.

Most countries provide training for head teachers, middle management
and/or teachers on quality assurance. Universities and researchers
provide support in all countries.
Trends
Some of these education systems reach a balance in this dimension.
England emphasises pressure, Flanders and Ireland lean towards
support. However, this is due to the absence of pressure. This
dimension deals with various realities in different education systems.
Initiatives which were meant to support can feel like pressure, and
vice versa. It is remarkable that within an education system, pressure
and support often go together: England is probably the clearest
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example. The league tables and the inspectorate cause considerable
pressure, but in the meantime England invests a lot in agencies which
provide training, counselling and support for schools. Moreover, they
create a feedback system to support the policy of quality assurance,
centrally and locally.
Scotland also experiences a lot of support next to a fair amount of
pressure, but here it stems from a tradition of consultation.
Many countries invest in data collection and feedback, well aware of
the pressure that it can cause. Many authorities provide and stimulate
the use of quality frameworks, instruments for self-evaluation and
benchmark data. Institutes for quality control often bring about a
combination of pressure and support.
Top-down / bottom-up
top-down

bottom-up

Austria
Denmark
England
Finland
Flanders
Ireland
Neth.
NI
NRW
Scotland
Spain
Neth. = the Netherlands
NI = Northern Ireland
NRW = North Rhine-Westphalia

Austria and North Rhine-Westphalia incline towards top-down, a
common feature for systems that change their course drastically for
innovations. England and Denmark draw near an equilibrium; Ireland,
Finland, Scotland and Spain reach it, Northern Ireland and the
Netherlands go beyond and incline to-wards bottom-up.
Once more the Flemish education system is the odd one out: this
means that in Flanders the schools have a lot of freedom for
initiatives on quality assurance. This does not imply that schools use
this freedom effectively. Again, an incline towards bottom-up does
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not mean there are no top-down initiatives, but there is room for
schools to launch initiatives.
Top-down
Most of the studied education systems have mechanisms for central
steering, e.g. legal framework or regulation, national structures and an
inspectorate.
z

z

z

z

z

z

North Rhine-Westphalia is very much regulated from the top,
through an extensive regulation of self-evaluation and quality
assurance, and through a complex establishment of national,
regional and local authorities.
Education systems in England and Scotland are governed by
extensive regulation about target setting and performance/quality
management. They have a clear framework of quality indicators
for self-evaluation.
Steering in Denmark, Finland and Spain is powerful. This is
because of their statutory frameworks for self-evaluation, and also
due to the impact of the national, regional and local authorities.
In the Netherlands, self evaluation is not compulsory, but schools
are by law responsible for the quality of education. The
government defines the quality concept.
Northern Ireland has similarly limited steering provision for target
setting, and self-evaluation is promoted through the school
development plan.
Austria and Flanders do not have comparable legal provisions:
Austria considers imposing self-evaluation, and Flanders only
imposes self-evaluation for schools that receive additional
resources to realise equal opportunities.

Bottom-up
Most countries leave enough room for initiatives from schools, head
teachers and teachers, parents and students to shape quality internally.
z
z
z
z

In North Rhine-Westphalia schools have rather limited autonomy.
So far, England and Scotland have little room for initiative, but are
evolving towards more.
Denmark, Finland, Ireland and Spain leave substantial room within
a given framework.
The Netherlands, Northern Ireland and Flanders allow freedom for
schools.
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z

The Netherlands, Austria and Scotland encourage the creation of
networks between schools as a bottom up strategy.

Trends
On the top-down - bottom-up dimension, we find most diversity
between education systems. Austria and North Rhine-Westphalia lean
towards central steering, as opposed to Flanders, where bottom-up
prevails noticeably.
This dimension is the one that reflects how education systems allow
autonomy to schools. Again, in some countries, both extremes can
exist at the same time. Those countries which opt for regulating the
authorities’ expectations, (endorsement of self-evaluation, target
setting, performance/quality management, school development plan)
will often leave much room for initiatives from schools. In Scotland
and Finland, regulations do not impede the development of a largely
supported evaluation culture. On the contrary, schools, teachers and
students are encouraged by expectations which are well formulated in
frameworks for quality assurance.
Synthesis in one
three-dimensional model

Aus

NRW
Eng
Den

Ire

Aus = Austria
Den = Denmark
Eng = England
Fin = Finland
Fla = Flanders
Ire = Ireland
Neth. = the Netherlands
NI = Northern Ireland
NRW = North Rhine-Westphalia
Sco = Scotland
Spa = Spain

Sco
Fin
Spa

Fla

NI
Neth.
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Conclusion: towards a balanced system
From the previous we learn that it is not straightforward to reach the
equilibrium. Flanders has recently made a number of policy decisions
concerning autonomy, accountability and quality assurance in schools.
Every decision affects the balance between internal and external
evaluation, and the manner in which educational quality will be
guarded.
The current policy on quality of education allows steering power to
the authorities in Flanders. But the manner of steering is changing:
the authorities want schools to gain more insight in their impact on
pupils’ learning. Therefore the schools will need access to data and
instruments to monitor the progress of the learners.
Supported by various examples of good practice from the systems in
the study, we have drawn up some recommendations which can
improve the balance in quality assurance. These recommendations
should be considered within the context of each education system.
A culture of evaluation
The quality of education is subject to permanent discussion. This
debate ought to take place at national and local level, using reliable
output data. It is important to establish an environment which
instigates various forms of evaluation. At every level the partners
should participate in evaluation. Ideally there is choice between forms
and instruments for evaluation to gather relevant information.
z

z

A coherent approach of external evaluation at national and local
level, and self-evaluation by local authorities, schools, teachers
and students exists in Finland. All use different instruments
adapted to the level, but these instruments harmonise within a
common framework of reference.
In Austria authorities are trying to warm the various partners to an
innovative quality concept. Different ideas for initiatives on
evaluation were brought together in a white paper, which evolved
into a social debate.

Data on performance
In a climate where evaluation is important, a framework for a
coherent policy to measure students’ performance is necessary. It is
expedient that the authorities have the returns of schools available.
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When authorities provide these, schools will operate in an evidence
based environment: they can improve their own functioning and the
learning processes and outcomes of their students. Authorities should
consider how to present and use the national performance data: they
need to decide which initiatives are required to teach schools to
interpret the data correctly and use them accordingly.
z

z

In England the authorities present a yearly “package” with test
data to schools and local authorities. These benchmark data can be
used to examine aspects of a school’s performance against all
schools nationally or against a group of similar schools. These data
are very important in England. They are considered an essential
element of self-evaluation, target setting and school improvement.
In Denmark, schools can use social background information and
benchmark data on pass grades and dropout rates provided by the
Ministry of Education.

A framework for quality
If a system wants to establish evaluation which supports the
implementation of the educational goals, it needs a coordinated
approach between different levels in a broad and unambiguous
framework. The framework must indicate the responsibilities of all
partners, and the relationship between internal and external evaluation
must be clear. A system for quality assurance needs to comply with
social and cultural standards in the country or region.
z

z

z

In Finland, the National Board of Education made a model to
evaluate learning outcomes on the national level. It is conceived
around efficiency of teaching, profit of learning and economy of
finances. The model was developed for use at national level, but it
can be used in schools for self-evaluation.
In Spain, INECSE (the Institute for quality) adapted the European
framework for quality (EFQM) to the Spanish system, and offers
this to schools.
Ireland, Scotland, Northern Ireland and England offer the
inspection’s quality framework to schools. Its use is encouraged.

A law for quality
Some education systems evolve towards a quality law for education.
Within this law, the authorities can specify all aspects of quality
assurance.
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z

z

z

In 2002 Spain launched a law that regulates the integral quality
assurance in the education system. It aims at better learning
outcomes and the guarantee of equal opportunities, imposing
national assessment programmes and compulsory self-evaluation,
including a school improvement plan.
The Standards in Scotland’s Schools Act from 2000 is a legal
framework with principles and structures for quality care in
education. The applications are reviewed every five years.
Finland imposed in 1999 a law that schools realise self-evaluation
and participate in external evaluation. The law indicates what to do
with the evaluation results, and it accounts for the role of NBE .
Following the introduction of compulsory school development
plan, the Irish Ministry of Education introduced two initiatives to
help schools meet their requirements: the “School Development
Planning” for primary schools, and the “School Development
Initiative” for secondary schools. With these supporting initiatives,
the authorities want to offer help and resources in various ways,
together with the inspectorate and the Network of Education
Centres.
6

z

System monitoring
Many countries have an institute to monitor evaluation at national
level, like Denmark, Finland, Austria and Spain.
z

z

z

6

The Danish Evaluation Institute (EVA) was established in 1999 as
the only organisation (under the auspices of the ministry of
Education) with responsibility for evaluation of all funded
education institutes.
INECSE is a national institute for quality and evaluation in the
Spanish education system. They outline the evaluation for the
entire system in association with the autonomous communities in
Spain, and design a national system of indicators to evaluate the
efficiency and returns of the system. They also suggest initiatives
to improve educational quality.
The Finnish Education Evaluation Council is related to the
Ministry of Education, and is responsible for planning, development,
coordination and organization of national evaluation in education.

NBE: National Board of Education.
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The inspectorate
Self-evaluation is subject to external control. Many countries seek for
a more explicit control by the inspectorate, of the self-evaluation and
of the school improvement plan.
Many countries aim at a well-defined link between self-evaluation
and external evaluation. One way to achieve this is meta-evaluation:
an external scrutiny of the self-evaluation. It is important that policy
makers at central or regional level and external evaluators (e.g. the
inspectorate) communicate well with schools about the relationship
between internal and external evaluation, and about the framework
offered by authorities or by external evaluators.
Active networks
Supportive networks appear to have a positive effect on the
implementation of self-evaluation. These networks can grow at
different levels and can take various shapes.
z

z

z

z

Scotland opts for participation before implementation of new
ideas. The collaborative approach broadens the social base for
changes.
The Quality Initiative in Scottish Schools (QISS) is a partnership
between schools, local authorities and the inspectorate. It helps
schools raise standards and launch permanent quality improvement.
In Austria the “Qualität in Schulen” (Quality in schools, QIS) is a
project with a network and an interactive website. It offers a
framework of reference for quality care. The network provides
material, guidelines, support, scientific information, instruments
and policy information, and it updates all these regularly. The
network also offers an interactive platform to discuss and
exchange experiences.
In the Netherlands, networks as “Q*primair” for primary schools,
and “Q5” for secondary schools, stimulate the quality assurance in
schools. They provide information on self-evaluation instruments
and support quality care in schools.

The balance that we can gain within an educational system is subtle
and dynamic. Because education is ingrained in the culture of the
country, it is not feasible to write a unique guide to the very best of
education systems. Thanks to different cultural and social
circumstances, every country must seek its balance within its
education system, rooted in the local cultural society.
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Potentials of Centralized Proficiency Tests for the
Improvement of the Quality of Schools - an
Example from North-Rhine-Westphalia
Rainer Peek, Peter Dobbelstein

Setting and testing of standards as central elements
of the discussion on quality
Centralized tests, quality analyses respectively school inspections and
regular centralized proficiency tests which cover all pupils of a year
(grade) are rather new instruments in the States of the Federal
Republic of Germany. Here the picture is rather non- uniform:
whereas a fair number of States can look back on quite a few years of
experience already, several of these instruments are now just being
introduced in some States.
This article will focus on the centralized proficiency tests which are
being carried out at the moment for the third time, and which are to
be made a project covering the whole Federal Republic respectively
more than one State from 2007/2008.
It is the basic idea of this instrument to professionalize the specialist
discourse in schools by offering them empirically validated reference
values with regard to achieved levels of competence of their pupils in
important domains of the subjects German, English and Mathematics.
Through concrete comments to professional strengths and weaknesses
schools get impulses for the further development of teaching and
learning.
The two parameters setting of standards and testing of standards are
of central importance, and looking at the keyword setting of standards
a dominant role is played by an expertise by Klieme et al. (2003) “On
the development of national educational standards” commissioned by
the Federal Government in 2002/2003. Starting from the PISA results
of 2000 this expertise calls for national educational standards
respectively centralized educational aims and for measures how the
compliance with them can be appropriately tested. As main assertions
of the expertise can be stated that the standards should comprise
general educational aims and stipulate which competencies pupils
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should have acquired at a certain point in time of their schooling. To
allow an empirical testing of the standards achieved the competencies
will be phrased in a way that they can be tested and that they are
related to subjects. They are definable, i.e. by using suitable test
procedures it can be determined whether a pupil has acquired a
certain competency or not. To reach this aim the competencies must
be described in such a concrete manner that they can be converted
into tasks and can be recorded with the help of tests.

Proficiency Tests and Standards of Comparison
State-wide and area-wide proficiency tests are taken in North-RhineWestphalia at the elementary level in year 4 (from 2007 in year 3) and
at secondary level I in year 9 (from 2007 in year 8). The following
statements focus on proficiency tests at the secondary I level (to the
concept and procedures at the elementary school cf. in detail Helmke,
2005; Helmke & Hosenfeld, 2005a, 2005b).
The tasks for proficiency tests are centrally developed by teams of
teachers who are supported by educational experts in didactics and
subject specialists of the Landesinstitut and the School/Quality
Agency in Soest. The individual tasks which have proved reliable in
pre-piloting at selected schools and the evaluation guidelines will be
checked - on the basis of a comprehensive pilot study - for their
suitability by an independent scientific taskforce at the University
Duisburg-Essen (empirical assessment of levels of difficulty, interrater
- reliability, fast scalability etc.). Finally tests are introduced to fields
of the subjects German, English and Mathematics which always
present a central complex of tasks for all school forms and additions
for individual types of schools. In this way a state-wide scaling of
data for separate test areas is made possible.
To enable comparisons, uniform evaluation criteria for the test items
must be available which take their orientation from didactic and
subject content demands on the one hand and competency
requirements of central curricula on the other hand. The decisive point
is that these criteria can be uniformly understood and used by teachers
when marking the tests of pupils beyond individual classes and
schools. The evaluation of tests of individual pupils is done - on the
basis of extensive evaluation manuals - through teachers of the
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schools and a probe of individual pupil tests from 250 schools is then
centrally requested through the State Institute for School/Quality
Agency and corrected a second time by independent teachers with the
same guidelines. Only those items will be part of the following
comparative school feedback where the interrater- agreement is
sufficiently high.
The data for individual pupils respectively classes are - likewise by
teachers of the schools - immediately after the taking of the
standardized tests respectively as part of the standardized test
evaluation entered into a prepared data mask to which every school
has access with its own password.
Teachers get to know through the computer supported feedback from
the proficiency tests to which degree important standards have been
met by their pupils and in which particular areas of tasks their pupils
have particular strengths or weaknesses, too. This database and
information base serve the professionalisation of specialist discourse
in schools: on this basis the subject conferences are to agree on
measures about advancing and developing teaching and learning. A
state-wide centrally evaluated probe additionally supplies in the sense
of system monitoring more important information to analyse
development trends in North-Rhine-Westphalia (cf. the scientific
report on proficiency tests 2005 at http: www. learn -line. nrw.de/
angebote/lernstand8/download/ergebn_05/lse-ergebnisse_2005.pdf).
Traditionally teachers base their judgement on pupil achievements on
comparisons. Parameters for teacher judgements in regular lessons are
considered to be the criterion benchmark meaning the achieved
proficiency in relation to subject demands, the social benchmark
meaning the achieved proficiency compared to the average level of
performance of the class, and the individual benchmark meaning the
development of learning of an individual pupil over time. Centralized
proficiency tests have as their aim - over and above the above mentioned
criterion connections to the basic curricula - the comparability with
norm values which are valid for all school forms and state-wide.*
* Proficiency tests are part of a professional culture of evaluation to enhance instruction and learning. In the
sense of a snapshot they provide insights in proficiency achieved by groups of learners. As snapshot that
can neither record learning development nor learning processes they suffer clear limits and need additions
with regard to personal respectively individual standards of comparison: at a professional level through
continual observation in regular lessons to see how far proficiency in the subjects has been reached and
with regard to individual support through the observation of learning processes and developments of
learning of the individual pupils.
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In Germany as a whole and within States schools of the same type in
some cases show considerable differences with regard to pupil
achievements.
The PISA study showed within schools of the same type e.g. spreads
of the average learning levels in Reading Comprehension, Mathematics
and Sciences which are considerable according to school type and
subject - in time up to three years of learning. From PISA and from
many other proficiency studies it has become obvious that differences
in pupil achievement are largely caused by characteristics outside the
schools and outside teaching and learning - especially sociodemographic factors like social background, affinity to education
within the home, status of migration or lingua franca of pupils.
To be able to make statements on the effectiveness of work done in
schools and in the classrooms it has become customary for achievement
studies to include beyond general school specific benchmarks the
difference between the actually produced achievement values of pupils
of individual schools (respectively individual classes) and an
empirically set so-called expectancy value (adjusting). The
effectiveness of educational work is measured as a difference: the
average achievement of a school (respectively of a class) is compared
to the achievement of other schools (respectively classes) with similar
learning related factors (the initial learning situation, social status etc.).
To enable schools to get a “fair” position finding and a realistic
estimate of their results in the proficiency tests, it is also not enough
to make available as benchmarks representative results of different
school forms. Schools with unfavourable learning conditions of their
pupils would tend to be in danger of underestimating the quality of
their efforts at improvement, schools, however, with a favourable set
up would tend to overestimate themselves (cf. Arnold, 1999).
In North-Rhine-Westphalia it is not possible to undertake a setting of
expectancy values for all schools respectively classes involved as was
done with scientific comparative achievement studies e.g. LAU,
QuaSUM or PISA, when evaluating centralized proficiency tests: the
evaluation of the tests takes place in the schools; parent and pupil
interviews as customary with the above mentioned scientific
comparative achievement tests or even tests of cognitive basic abilities
cannot be evaluated by the schools on their own. To nevertheless
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make meaningful comparative opportunities available to schools the
following procedure will be chosen: the assigning to a group of
schools of the same school form with similar characteristics of the
pupil population is done by the school itself - (as a rule by the school
administration) prior to the execution of the achievement test. To this
purpose the schools have to estimate selected basic conditions of their
location. Even when schools have no hard data with regard to
individual parameters (e.g. to the affinity to education in parental
homes) and they have to rely on estimates, school research has
shown: school administrations possess a largely realistic and unerring
picture of the socio-demographic composition of their schools.
In the run-up to the proficiency tests of 2004 the Hauptschulen and
the Comprehensive Schools assigned themselves to one of the three
given types, the Realschulen and Grammar Schools to one of two
types. The description of the different types always contains
characteristics of the socio-demographic composition of the pupil
population and regional characteristics of the school environment.
The descriptions of the types concentrate on characteristics that have
a high correlation with the achieved subject results of the pupils in
their individual school forms.

Feedback Formats and Evaluation Perspectives for
Schools
There are several levels for an evaluation of the contents of
proficiency tests:
In the centre of result feedback which every school can access in a
protected Internet data base is information of the achieved level of
competency of the pupils. For reading comprehension, listening
comprehension and processing and writing in German, for listening
comprehension and writing in English and for problem-solving and
modelling in Mathematics schools now have information which
percentage of their year and of individual classes respectively courses
have reached a certain level of competency and what the distribution
is within the corresponding comparison groups (class/course, school
form, location type).
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diagram 1: Proficiency test 2005: feedback on competence levels achieved; the distribution in
year 9 (example E-courses Mathematics Comprehensive Schools) in comparison to
the distribution in the school form and in the three location types

It will be helpful for a thorough debate on the subject if teachers take
a closer look at individual tasks with their specific demands beyond
the levels of competency. In addition teachers have also access with
selected tasks to solution quota and explanations on specifications of
these tasks.

diagram 2: proficiency test 2005: feedback on exercises solved ; the solution frequency of
individual exercises in a year 9 ( example E-courses Mathematics Comprehensive
Schools) compared to school form and location type 2; to increase clearness only
those comparison data are shown that deviate in a statistically significant way from
their own results
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In the given diagrams only those comparative data are indicated with
a symbol that deviate in a statistically relevant way from the year
(grade) of their own school. If no other symbol appears at the task
except for the data of the year it means that the result of the year does
not deviate from any comparison group.

Proficiency Tests and the Use of the Results in
Schools
The centralized proficiency tests are concentrated more on years
towards the upper end of school forms. Here potentials can be seen in
interpreting and in discussing the results of classes respectively
courses as a consequence of teaching and learning in the school as a
whole (cf. Peek & Dobbelstein, 2003; Dobbelstein, Peek & Schmalor,
2004, Dobbelstein & Peek, 2005).
It has been arranged with the proficiency tests that the test items stay
in the schools and can be analysed within the school (especially
within the corresponding subject conferences) with the idea of setting
standards. That allows a debate within the school on standards
achieved which goes beyond the comparison of empirically collected
norm values (from centralized respectively norm rating probes) and
permits an analysis directed by didactics.
The advantage of proficiency tests lies in the fact that they allow a
“wider perspective” on the achievement profile of one’s own class/
one’s own course and the year through curriculum - oriented (criterion
parameter) and reference group oriented (social parameter)
possibilities of comparison which are normally not available in daily
school life. On this basis the following questions arise for the
individual subject teacher as well as for the subject group respectively
the subject conference of a school which could be the basis for the
setting of specific priorities in teaching and learning.
Individual evaluation at the level of the subject teacher
z Which results are striking/unexpected/in need of explanation?
z Do the difficulties concern subjects respectively parts of subjects
or a certain area/type of exercise?
z Are there indications of lack of effort, lack of understanding the
teaching, lack of test writing expertise of pupils?
z Looking at the concentration of errors, are these errors accidental
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z
z
z

z

or systematic?
What is the relation between the results to school report marks,
parallel exercises, class exercises?
Have the tested partial areas of subjects and competencies been
appropriately dealt with in the classroom?
Are there special “dimensions” (with the written exercises in
German respectively English) with especially striking results?
How can they be interpreted?
Which consequences have to be brought up in the subject group,
which in the subject conference?

Sustainability resulting from feedback procedures appears less at the
level of individual teachers but more at the level of subject
committees. From the experiences of the reception study to QuaSUM
(cf. Peek, 2004) and on the background of the published results to
conditions for success with school development processes (cf. Rolff,
2001) subject conferences and subject groups at schools have become
the primary addressees of results from centralized comparative tests with the conviction that these committees can first and foremost
produce data based development of teaching and learning in the
subjects. In this sense, sustainability for the development in schools
and in the classroom from feedback-strategies can especially also be
expected in schools where forms of working together cooperatively
have already been established.
Evaluation at the level of a subject group (teachers of a
year(grade) and the subject conference
z exchange of experiences with the preparation, execution and
evaluation of proficiency tests
z screening of the results of classes: are there similar patterns in all
classes? Are the results within the range of one’s own
expectations?
z conspicuous factors: are there special “breakaways”? What could
be the reasons? How could those conditions (short term, mid term)
be changed? Who has to be approached to that end?
z description of possible reasons for deficits with regard to linking
contents and method elements of the school curriculum with the
stipulations of the basic curriculum
z description of possible reasons for deficits with regard to a
possible contents distance of the textbook from the “philosophy”
of the basic curriculum
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z

preliminary work in the subject for the report to the committees/
school inspection; agreements on concrete steps to implement the
expected consequences

The process of putting it into practice at schools is followed by
reporting to the school inspection in which the school has to present
its work within a given report matrix (see www.learnline.de/
angebote/lernstand9/umgang_aufsicht.html). This offers a chance to
the school inspection to get an insight into the specific situations of
the schools, and possibly ask critical questions and with regard to a
more general evaluation also identify schools with special needs.
In addition, within the framework of quality analysis respectively
school inspection the results of proficiency tests as well as their use at
schools will be integrated in the analysis.
Positive effects, however, do not come about automatically. How far
proficiency tests can give positive impulses to schools and can
contribute to further developing didactic and educational aims will
decisively depend on the quality of the test items, on the debate and
acceptance of proficiency tests amongst the teaching staffs and
especially how the results are treated in the schools as well as by
parties involved in educational policies and politics. It is absolutely
necessary that schools can use the exercises (connection to the culture
of exercises in schools and the reality of teaching and learning).
Exercises must not counteract the philosophy and intentions of a
subject (they must not become mere exercise formats in the
classroom). Teachers need good evaluation and judgement advice
(typical error patterns, judgement criteria, levels of difficulty and
demands for sectors etc). There must be success in establishing
proficiency tests in such a way that schools stand behind them and
that their potential for the development of schools and teaching and
learning can unfold itself.
Many questions are still open how schools will deal with externally
collected evaluation data. The first explorative reception studies show
that the topic of “external evaluation” will naturally have to become
part of teacher training and the training of administrations. The
embedding of external evaluation in local school development
processes can only succeed in the mid and long term if teachers can
competently deal with the results of proficiency studies and
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centralized comparative exercises, which means if they can use their
potential but also recognize their limits. Sound evaluation studies,
which examine the effect of proficiency studies and comparative
exercises on development processes in schools and in teaching and
learning in the participating schools - the pedagogical use of
empirically collected proficiency data with regard to reception,
reflection and action (cf. Hosenfeld, 2005) - are not yet available at
the moment.
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Perceiving the Impact of Inspections on the
Improvement of School Quality
Maria da Conceição Castro Ramos, Helder Guerreiro

Introduction
Traditionally, Inspectorates are known for their systematic and very
often systemic examination of education systems. And that is so! But
the organisations that envisage improvement cannot limit their action
to this external look. Looking inside is necessary when there is a clear
intention of innovating and bettering internal management and
external action. And these are the main purposes of the self-evaluation
programme that is the core of this paper.
The Portuguese Inspectorate of Education (IGE) is developing a selfevaluation programme that enables the Inspectorate to be aware of the
impact inspections have on schools’ quality and on schools’ selfevaluation devices. This programme also gives the Inspectorate the
necessary feedback to support a reflexive attitude about the quality of
the service.
Firstly, the paper makes some general considerations about the
mission (and the vision) of the Portuguese Inspectorate of Education
in order to introduce the Portuguese inspection system and the overall
types/models of action.
Then, it provides information about the self-evaluation programme of
IGE, much inspired in the Common Assessment Framework (CAF)
model: the reasons underlying its development and the preparatory
work, as well as some features of this recently launched programme.
We will also provide an overview of the management of inspection
activities and the evaluations of impact.
Afterwards, the processes related to school surveys will be focused the application, the processing and analysis of data and the
dissemination of results. Then, we will provide information about the
results of two inspection activities that were surveyed.
Finally, in the seventh section we will make some general
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considerations about the process and consequences of these surveys.
Annex I to this paper is the standard version of the “Questionnaire of
Impact” built up by the Inspectorate in order to gather feedback about
the impact of fieldwork activities, whereas Annex II includes
summarised information about two implemented surveys and a
synthesis of their results.

Mission of the Portuguese Inspectorate of Education
Mission of the Inspectorate: Whatever the focus of school
inspections - teaching and learning, organisational procedures,
financial management, equity policies - their aim is, on the one hand,
to ensure that the orientations established by policy-makers are
followed and, on the other, to contribute to the improvement of
educational provision. The inspectors’ core activities (inspections) are
based on norms and guidelines established by decision-makers, which
correspond to quality standards to be achieved by education providers.
The Portuguese Inspectorate of Education is much in line with this
international trend of assuring the quality of the education system. But
IGE also has a word to say about equity policies and practices
developed through the different layers of education system - services of
the Ministry of Education, schools, the classroom, individuals. Indeed,
IGE has the role of surveillance, so that equal opportunities are given to
students in their academic life, contributing, thus, to a fairer system.
Through diversified inspection programmes, addressing different
layers of the education system, and reporting on the findings, the
Inspectorate activity contributes to make the education system
accountable. For instance, every report on school inspections is made
available to the school community, and the national reports are made
public on the Inspectorate’s website and copies are delivered to
institutional stakeholders.
The Portuguese Inspection System, on the whole, has two
general goals - to make the education system accountable; and to
induce better practices and higher standards among the school
players. It consists of five main programmes:
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z
z

z

z

z

Monitoring, which focusses on the organisation of class activities,
such as curricular management and interaction teacher/student;
Control - that aims at checking the compliance with the norms, in
order to safeguard equity and to check the accomplishment of
quality standards. Examples of these activities are those focused
on the organisation of the school year and national examinations;
Audits - these are analysis-oriented, with regard to conformity,
effectiveness, efficiency, pertinence and coherence of management
activities. Audits focus on school financial and budgetary
administration;
Appraisal is an evaluation programme that focusses on diverse
areas and has a very strong component of induction by means of
the interaction between the inspector and the school players. This
programme comprises inspection activities such as “The
effectiveness of basic education” or “The effectiveness of school
self-evaluation”;
Ombudsmanship and Disciplinary proceedings - this aims at
safeguarding the interests of the players and of the education
system users. It encompasses the analysis of complaints that can
lead to disciplinary proceedings, whenever the seriousness of the
situation demands so.

Each programme comprises several activities, as it is above exemplified
in the “Appraisal” programme.
The inductive strength of inspections: Although their design,
purposes and consequences differ, inspections are expected to
contribute to school improvement at three moments: before, during
and after they take place.
z

Impact prior to the inspection:
- The mere existence of an Inspectorate of Education contributes
to schools’ permanent efforts to improve their quality, as the
awareness of an external look is always a potential factor of
pressure. When the consequences of external evaluations are
associated with rewards and punishment, this effect is even
amplified.
- The notice of an inspection is another factor of pressure, though
not always with the same intensity - it varies depending on the
type and scope of the inspection: control, audit appraisal, etc. A
visit of inspectors means that the performance of schools is
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z

z

made visible to school players and education authorities, at a
first stage, and to all stakeholders, next.
Impact during school inspection:
- A strong interaction between inspectors and school players
takes place at this moment.
- School players know the resources and the environment of their
own school better than anyone else. Very often, they are aware
of similarities and differences between their own and the
neighbour schools. They are committed in finding solutions that
better fit their particular school, as well. However, they tend to
ignore some aspects of their own schoolwork and to resist to
deep changes in the status quo.
- Inspectors have a general and consistent view of the education
system, as they have a permanent contact with far different
schools, situations and contexts. Whenever inspectors visit
schools, they benchmark them, explicitly or implicitly, against
other schools they had visited before. This means that
inspectors’ activity enables them to learn with every single
school, to build up a broad view of the education system and to
be acquainted with a multiplicity of solutions to the problems
schools face. On the other hand, inspectors’ tools are built upon
norms and standards that reflect the expectations of decisionmakers towards education, in general, and schools, in particular.
- Meetings between inspectors and school players are very often
a confrontation between broad views of the system versus
focused views of the school, between standards blind to the
contexts and contexts blind to the standards. It is a fruitful and
dialectic interaction when inspectors find how useful applying
their tools to a specific school is and the school players find the
applicability of standards and solutions existing beyond the
school walls.
Impact after school inspection:
- School players can now use the input brought by inspectors tools and methods, reports, recommendations - and mould them
to the school context, taking into account their adequacy and
feasibility.

Besides the inspection system: The external look of the
Inspectorate over the education system, which is made operational by
means of the inspection system, is complemented by looking inside
its activities and performance, which has effects on further external
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looks. And when we (Inspectorate) look inside, but through the eyes
of the others (schools), there can be independent and consistent views
about the effectiveness and quality of our provision. That is why the
Inspectorate set up a “Quality Assurance System” programme, called
the Inspectorate’s self-evaluation programme, aimed at producing
information that will support internal management and control, whose
main source of feedback information are questionnaires applied to
inspected schools.

A new approach to self-evaluation
Antecedents
The above-mentioned self-evaluation programme was built upon
some needs that were felt by the Inspectorate’s leaders and inspectors,
and relies on a set of assumptions envisaging improvement and
quality control of the service provided by IGE.
Identified needs
Setting up systematic self-evaluation processes emerged from needs
that were identified by the Senior Managers of the Inspectorate, namely:
z

z
z
z

the need to find out how effective the activity developed by the
Inspectorate was with regard to the improvement of the education
system;
the need to find out how satisfied with the Inspectorate’s activity
school players were;
the need to find out about the Inspectorate’s weaknesses, so that
improvement strategies could be introduced;
and, at last, the need to find out how satisfied with their own job
inspectors were.

Conceptual principles
The self-evaluation programme was drawn upon 3 assumptions:
z
z
z

self-evaluation contributes to improve the performance of
organisations;
the organisations that are not aware of what they are and of what
they do, are unable to improve;
schools can provide the Inspectorate very relevant feedback about
its action.
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The information gathered can be used as an important basis to internal
reflection, in order to make the organisation more efficient and effective.
The process of building up a self-evaluation programme
It lasted about one year between launching the initiative and the
implementation of the first activity developed in the scope of the selfevaluation programme. :
z
z
z
z
z

During that year, it was discussed whether to materialise a selfevaluation programme or not.
The model that would inspire our own self-evaluation and that
would better fit our purposes was also discussed.
The Inspectorate’s self-evaluation matrix was outlined.
The most adequate methodologies and instruments, according to
the foci of the evaluation and the target respondents, were chosen.
Among the inspectors, the purposes, components and progresses of
the self-evaluation programme were disseminated.

The Senior Chief Inspector appointed a working team and assigned its
members the mission of designing and launching the self-evaluation
programme. Its members were:
z

z

z

the Deputy Senior Chief Inspector, making thus evident the
commitment of the Senior Management in the success of the
initiative;
the five Regional Chief Inspectors, who worked as interlocutors
and brought to the working team the sensibility of the regions and
of field inspectors;
a steering team with two members, who were assigned the tasks of
- preparing discussion papers for the meetings, with proposals,
- taking part in the discussions,
- collecting new proposals,
- incorporating those proposals in the former papers, whenever
agreed,
- designing and making operational the dissemination process,
- developing some research, in order to make the proposals more
consistent and in line with the procedures of other public services.

Learning from others’ experiences - the SICI survey
Setting up a self-evaluation device in Public Administration
organisations still is an innovative and challenging deed. And if you
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intend to use the customers’ opinions in this process it is even risky.
Therefore, it sounded wise to consult similar public organisations
about their own self-evaluation devices and to prepare the
Inspectorate staff for innovation.
This was why the steering team produced a newsletter and surveyed
European Inspectorates about their own self-evaluation processes.
The newsletter was delivered among inspectors and other senior staff.
It informed about the progresses made in the self-evaluation
programme and about the Common Assessment Framework,
presented self-evaluation processes developed by other European
public services and informed about events related to self-evaluation.
The questionnaire was applied to the representatives of European
Inspectorates in the SICI (Standing International Conference of the
Inspectorates) Extraordinary General Assembly, held in Sesimbra,
Portugal, in October 2004. The representatives, who usually are senior
managers of the Inspectorates, were requested to answer a
questionnaire about internal evaluation procedures within their own
organisations. The data material collected by means of this
questionnaire was intended to give an overview of the main trends on
self-evaluation in the European Inspectorates.
Thirteen questionnaires, representing the same number of
Inspectorates, were returned and only one reported the inexistence of
self-evaluation procedures. The other twelve provided the Portuguese
Inspectorate with useful information about European trends, thus
shedding light on the path towards a quality assurance system. Below,
we sum up some of the findings:
z
z
z
z

z

most Inspectorates develop some kind of self-evaluation;
the majority mentioned that self-evaluation is part of the
organisation’s culture, whereas one third referred it is compulsory;
about half of the Inspectorates include Senior or Middle Managers
in the evaluation team;
the main focus of the self-evaluations undertaken by the
Inspectorates are spread in a balanced way among “Performance”,
“Objectives achieved”, “Human Resources management” and
“Quality of the Provision”;
surveys are the preferred evaluation methodology, although they
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z

are sometimes complemented by other techniques;
among the main expected impacts we can find the short- and longterm action plans, as well as the re-definition of objectives.

The results of this surveyed were spread by means of the newsletter,
and they strengthened the Senior Managers’ purpose of setting up in a
short period of time the self-evaluation programme.
The Inspectorate’s self-evaluation programme
The programme:
How does the Portuguese Inspectorate find out about the contribution
of inspections to changes and improvement in schools and whether
schools profit from inspections to develop their own quality assurance
devices?
In the past two years, the self-evaluation programme of the
Inspectorate has been introduced gradually. It follows very closely the
Common Assessment Framework (CAF model)1 , whose indicators
are organised in two groups of criteria: enablers and results.
Figure 1 - the CAF model

1

Source: European Institute of Public Administration, The Common Assessment Framework improving an organisation through self-assessment, 2002
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So far, the self-evaluation programme has made use of two evaluation
techniques: a staff panel to evaluate some enablers, a questionnaire of
impact to evaluate the effects on schools. Until the end of 2006, a
questionnaire about staff satisfaction will be applied.
Questionnaire2 of impact
Bearing in mind the sub-criteria underpinning the indicator “Customer
decision-oriented results”, the Inspectorate built up a questionnaire
that is now being used to survey schools. The survey aims at
examining the impact of inspections - what is done, how it is done
and its effectiveness. By means of this process, the Inspectorate
gathers valuable information both concerning the changes brought
about by inspections, as well as feedback that will help to revise tools,
procedures and even the conceptual framework of the evaluated
inspection activity.
The questionnaire has a standard format with standard questions and
it is divided into three sections according to the moment the effect is
expected: before the inspection (preparatory phase), during (data
collection and induction phases) and after (the effects beyond the
inspection).
The questions applied are basically the same. The inspector who
coordinates the surveyed inspection analyses the applicability of all
the questions and if some specific terminology should replace the
standard one.
Each part of the questionnaire has three types of questions:
z

z
z

Agreement scale, regarding certain statements. The scale ranges
from level 1 (I completely disagree) to level 5 (I completely
agree);
Multiple choice (pairs of opposite adjectives);
Open question (remarks).

Foci of the survey:
z Phase prior to the inspection:
- Inspection notice
- Information about proceedings
- Readiness of the Inspectorate to make clear some doubts
2

see Annex 1
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z

z

- Knowledge of inspection instruments.
During the inspection:
- Diversity and amount of analysed aspects
- Feedback provided by inspectors
- Cordiality of inspectors
- Report and/or recommendations
- Correspondence between the report and the remarks made by
inspectors made in the course of inspection.
After the inspection:
- The recognition of school work by inspectors
- The contribution of inspection to school improvement
- The overall relationship between the school and the
Inspectorate
- The usefulness of inspectors’ instruments to school work
(planning, self-evaluation, guidelines, etc.)

About management and roles - the inspection
activities and the evaluations of impact
All activities undertaken by the Inspectorate have a management
structure behind them. Below, we describe the different managerial
steps within each inspection activity and within each self-evaluation
survey.
Organisational structure of the inspection activities
There are four players in the organisational structure of each
inspection activity undertaken in the field: the Senior Management
(SM), the Coordinator of the Activity (CA), the Regional Interlocutors
(RI), and the Field Inspectors (FI).

ACTION
Decision about launching or revising an inspection
activity

PLAYER
SM

Deciding on sampling design

SM

Setting guidelines for the inspection

SM

Designing the inspection activity with regard to the
guidelines

CA
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ACTION

PLAYER

Preparing the inspectors’ handbooks and other instruments

CA

Validating the proposed inspection design and instruments

SA

Cooperating with the Coordinator of Activity in the design
of the inspection and in the preparation of the handbook
Bringing input to the Regional Services of the
Inspectorate

RI
RI

Undertaking inspections

RI3 , FI

Writing the School Report

RI, FI

Giving feedback about the fieldwork to the Coordinator

RI

Re-designing the inspection activity and revising
instruments

CA

Validating changes

SM

Organisational structure of the evaluation of an inspection activity
There are four players involved, who have a complementary role: the
Senior Management (SM), the Coordinator of the surveyed Activity
(CA), the Steering Team (ST) of the self-evaluation activity, and
School Heads (SH).

ACTION
Deciding the scope of the survey (i.e. the activities that
will be surveyed)
Proposing a self-evaluation plan
Agreeing on the self-evaluation plan proposed by the
Steering Team
Submitting the questionnaire to the appreciation of the
Coordinator of Activity to check its applicability
Providing the steering team with feedback about the
applicability of questions and terminology of the standard
questionnaire
3

PLAYER
SM
ST
SM
ST
CA

Regional interlocutors are field inspectors, too.
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ACTION
PLAYER
Providing the steering team with the list of schools that
CA
were inspected in the scope of that activity
Analysing and deciding upon the recommendations of the
ST
CA
Preparing paper and electronic versions of the
ST
questionnaire and sending them to the schools sampled
Performing the role of “contact person” and providing
ST
schools any additional information required by them
Preparing a spreadsheet, where data from school answers
ST
will be inserted
Filling out the questionnaires and sending them to the
SH
Steering Team
Processing data, analysing the results, reporting and
ST
suggesting areas for improvement
Improving the design in the inspectors’ handbook, in order
CA
to overcome weaknesses identified in the survey report
Planning the dissemination process, taking into account
ST
the different target public and their particular needs
Deciding about dissemination procedures and resources to
SM
be allocated

The School Surveys - an external look
Each survey requires a number of tasks that we now try to describe
shortly.
Procedures for questionnaire application
z Schools are surveyed three months after the inspection has taken
place.
z The steering team sends the questionnaire to all the schools
inspected in the scope of one activity;
z the surveys are sent to the schools both in paper and electronic
versions, attached to a cover letter written by the Senior Chief
Inspector;
z the responses are given on a volunteer basis, and schools can make
an option between using the paper or the electronic versions;
z schools are given approximately 2 weeks to fill out and to send
back the questionnaires.
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Respondents
Headteachers. They can ask for the support of school staff that
interacted with inspectors in the course of the evaluated inspection.
Processing and analysing data
Data material is processed in order to provide useful information
about strengths and weaknesses of the inspection activity and to
support the reflexive process that will come afterwards.
After having inserted the collected data in the spreadsheet, the
Steering Team will analyse and report on the following issues:
Questionnaire, in general
z response rates;
z most frequent non-responses.
Agreement scale - statements
z mean level in each section - before, during and after;
z distribution of the schools in intervals, according to the mean level
they obtained in each section of the questionnaire;
z the mean and the mode in each question;
z the statements that scored below the mean of the section.
Multiple-choice adjectives
z total number of chosen adjectives with a positive connotation;
z more frequently chosen adjectives with positive connotation;
z least chosen adjective with positive connotation;
z most chosen adjectives with negative connotation.
Remarks
z number of remarks made by respondents, per questionnaire
section;
z number of remarks per category (for example, criticism, praise,
suggestions).
Interpretation of data
Some special attention is given to signals that come from those
statements whose score is lower or when some negative remarks and
adjectives with negative connotation appear with regularity. They are
contrasting spots, when the answers, in general, show that inspection
activities that have been much appreciated by schools.
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Dissemination procedures
The dissemination of the results is targeted mainly to the Coordinator
of the inspection Activity, the Regional Interlocutors, the Field
Inspectors, and the inspected schools. Besides informing about the
results, the dissemination process is meant to have impacts:
z

z

z

z

the coordinators of the activities are inspectors working in the
Central Services of the Inspectorate and are entitled to introduce
changes in some conceptual and operational aspects of the activity
they are in charge of (inspectors’ handbook, fieldwork procedures,
organisational procedures, etc.). The self-evaluation report
provides them with relevant feedback about the weaknesses to be
overcome and strengths;
the Regional Interlocutors ensure the link between the Central
Services and the Field Inspectors, who are placed in the Regional
Delegations. The feedback report provided to Regional
Interlocutor will be transmitted to other inspectors involved in the
activity and together they will analyse the results of the report, the
recommendations that were made, and they can propose the
coordinator of the activity changes that will contribute to improve
the activity;
the Field Inspectors involved in the fieldwork receive a copy of the
report, as well. Besides the joint analysis with the interlocutor
inspector, there is the individual use of information in selfreflexive processes and the individual inspector has autonomy
enough to change some aspects of the interaction he/she
establishes with the school players;
The surveyed schools receive a copy of the report, too. Therefore,
they are enabled to compare their own answers (which are kept
confidential) with those reported and to evaluate whether the
quality and the effects of inspection developed in that school is
aligned with the general trend. To a certain extent, the “selfevaluation report” complements the “inspection report” schools
receive after each inspection, which points out the weaknesses
found and gives recommendations to improve performance, and
that is usually discussed in the school management boards.
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Survey results
General information about the 2005/2006 surveys
By the end of the school year 2005/2006 four surveys will have been
undertaken. One inspection activity per programme, as stated below:

z

Monitoring:
Preparation of students to
lower secondary education
examinations and the
organisation of the
examinations.

Status: complete and reported;

z

Audit:
Social support to students.

Status: complete and reported;

z

Control:
Organisation of the School
year.

Status: complete. A report is
now being produced;

z

Appraisal:
The Effectiveness of Basic
Education.

Status: still underway.

Therefore, this paper will focus exclusively on the results of the
surveys referring to the already completed and reported monitoring
and audit activities.
Surveyed inspection activity: Monitoring the preparation of students
to lower secondary education examinations, which has also a smaller
component of Control.
z
z

Context: First time that national examinations in regular lower
secondary education (ISCED 2) took place.
Objectives of the inspection activity:
It is a two-stage inspection - Monitoring and Control - with
specific objectives defined to each stage.
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z

The first stage - Monitoring - is developed in the course of the
school year and aims at:
- monitoring the preparation of students to examinations
(Math and Portuguese): curriculum management and
measures to prevent dropouts;
- reinforcing the curricular coordination among the diverse
pedagogic structures within schools;
- verifying the way the curriculum is managed and whether
the syllabuses are fully taught;
- ensuring that schools have launched the necessary strategies
to promote students’ attainment and to prevent dropouts.
The second stage - Control - is developed in the course of the
examinations and aims at:
- supervising the examinations process, in order to ensure that
confidentiality and equity are guaranteed;
- evaluating the adequacy of procedures and resources made
available.

Key Findings4:
There was a very positive general reaction towards this inspection
at the 3 moments of its development. However, a more finegrained analysis of each section enables to identify weaker aspects,
which need to be improved:
before inspection
the content of the inspection notice, which must be more
informative;
 the clarity of the inspection notice;
 the short time between the notice and the inspection.


during inspection
 the complexity of the inspections’ instruments
 the communication: some inspectors did not make clear the
purpose of the observation and document analysis they were
undertaking.
after inspection
 the time it takes to provide schools with feedback;
 a formal recognition of the work developed by schools.
4

Find details about the characteristics of the surveyed inspection activities and a summary a
summary of the results in Annex II - A.
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Surveyed inspection activity: Audit of the programme of Social
support to students
z
z

z

Context: it is a regular inspection, which runs on a yearly basis
Objectives of the inspection activity:
 to verify the use made of school autonomy (management and
administration) in compulsory and Upper secondary education;
 to evaluate the adequacy of human resources and organisational
mechanisms;
 to audit payments, by checking their conformity with
legislation
 to promote effective and efficient resources management
Key findings5:
There was a very positive reaction from schools, in general,
mainly towards the interaction between inspectors and school
players. However, a more fine-grained analysis of each section
enables to identify weaker aspects, which need to be improved:
before inspection
 the clarity of the inspection notice;
 the short time between the notice and the inspection.
during inspection
 the complexity of the inspection instruments;
 inspectors did not make so clear to schools the pertinence of all
observations and recommendations.
after inspection
 the recognition of schools’ efforts to meet the standards.

Cross-analysis of the two surveys:
A cross-analysis of the evaluation of the two inspection activities,
remarks included, led to the following conclusions:
z

5

the results are much alike, although the evaluated activities have a
different nature, and the schools surveyed are not the same;
Find details about the characteristics of the surveyed inspection activities and a summary a
summary of the results in Annex II - B.
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z
z
z
z
z

z

school players find inspections very positive and, in general, they
are welcomed by them;
the inspections were valued by schools - they underlined mostly
their usefulness, relevance and opportunity;
some weaknesses were pointed out:
(before) the short notice and the scarce information about the
inspection provided to schools, prior to the inspection;
(during) the complexity of the instruments used by the inspectors,
as well as the relevance and pertinence of some of the inspectors
procedures that were not understood by school interlocutors;
(after) the time schools wait before they receive a formal feedback
of inspections.

Consequences of the questionnaire on impact
These questionnaires of impact were something innovative in the
Portuguese educational administration. Therefore, when it was
introduced the first reaction was rather negative:
z

z

z

z

schools were surprised with such a questionnaire. Despite the
purposes mentioned in the cover letter, school heads regarded it
with suspicion and contacted the Steering Team in order to
confirm the objectives. Some dared to congratulate the
Inspectorate for the initiative itself;
inspectors, in general, were afraid of public exposure of their own
work and of the consequences of schools evaluating inspections, as
it could affect their individual evaluation;
the inspectors’ union complained against this self-evaluation
process. Trade union complaints had a stronger meaning, as this
initiative was coincident in time with a new framework for the
evaluation of inspectors;
coordinators of Activity always asked why the Board of Chief
Inspectors had chosen their activity to be evaluated. They also
feared the school answers to the questionnaires.

About ten months after the first questionnaire was applied, and at a
moment the fourth is underway, there was a clear shift in the reactions
of the different players. It is undoubted that the very positive answers
contributed to overcome suspicion. But now there is a strong trust on
the purposes underlying the surveys:
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z

z

z

it is no longer one of the major concerns of the Union, although
they are attentive to any negative consequences that may arise
from the schools’ answers;
the Coordinators of Activity show interest in the schools’ answers
and intend to consider them to revise the activities they are
leading;
schools do not suspect the actual purposes of the survey any longer
and their phone calls mainly focus on technical aspects of the
questionnaire. They also show interest in having a copy of the
report on the results. More and more, the steering team, that is
processing and analysing data, realises that schools are writing
more remarks in a more open manner.

After having overcome difficult and diverse obstacles, mainly
originating from inside of the organisation, there is a firm belief that
the questionnaires of impact succeeded and are now rooted in the
culture of the Inspectorate. Inspectors, inspector Coordinators of
Activity, the Senior Management and others, are all interested in
having a consistent view of the impact of inspections.
On the other hand, schools have lost their initial fear and shyness, and
are aware that by means of their answers, they have a word to say
about the quality of inspections and about their influence on the
quality of schools. They are also aware that they can make a
contribution to improve the quality of the service provided by the
Portuguese Inspectorate of Education.
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ANNEX I
Questionnaire of impact

Activity:
Evaluation
of
Inspections

z
z
z

School/School Grouping:
Code:
Date of inspection:

BRIEF NOTE:
In the scope of a self-evaluation process, which intends to promote
internal reflection and to improve its performance, the Portuguese
Inspectorate of Education (IGE) intends to evaluate the way its
activities are being run and its consequences for schools and school
groupings. The answers to this questionnaire report to the inspection
above identified, are a valuable contribution to that process.
Questions are organized into 3 sections: “Before the inspection”,
“During the inspection” and “After the inspection”.
Answers must be given according to a 5 level-scale:
z
z
z
z
z

level 5: I completely agree
level 4: I generally agree
level 3: I agree more than I disagree
level 2: I disagree more than I agree
level 1: I completely disagree
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Nr

Level

Questions

5

4

3

2

1

A. Before the inspection
The information received before the
1 inspection was clear about the objectives
to achieve.
2 This notice was received in due time.

3

4

5

6
7
8

The inspector / team of inspectors in
charge of the visit made a previous
contact with school staff directly
involved.
The school was informed about the
procedures that would be followed,
before the beginning of the inspection.
The contacts between the school and
IGE, asking for explanations about the
inspection, were answered quickly and
kindly.
Those contacts were useful for the
requested explanations.
The Headteacher was informed about the
content of the inspectors’ handbooks.
School responsibles knew about the
handbooks used to support the
inspection.
Choose the three adjectives that better qualify the preparation of
the inspection.
clear
z necessary
z easy
z relevant
z opportune
z useful
z








confused
z unnecessary
z difficult
z irrelevant
z inopportune
z useless
z








If you want to make any comment you can use this box. Please synthesize it as possible to
facilitate its processing.
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Nr

Level

Questions

5

4

3

2

1

B. During the inspection
Taking into account the objectives of the
inspection, the staff that interacted with
1 the inspector(s) considered pertinent the
amount and variety of items observed
and analysed.
The requests for information and the
occasional change of school routines
2
caused by the inspection were considered
pertinent.
The inspector / team of inspectors gave
3 feedback to each person directly
involved, in the analysed items,
including comments and suggestions.
The inspection was developed with
4
cordiality.
The inspector / team of inspectors
5 showed openness with regard to school
characteristics and difficulties.
There were important items the inspector
6
/ team of inspectors did not consider.
At the end of the inspection, the school
received a report or useful
7
recommendations to improve its
organisation and performance.
The report / information was in line with
8 the remarks made during and at the end
of the inspection.
9 Choose the three adjectives that better qualify the preparation of
the inspection.
complete
focused
z simple
z calm
z
z






useful
opportune
z transparent
z incomplete
z
z






stressing
partial
z distant
z useless
z
z
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z

9

z

impartial 
engaging 

z
z

diffused
complex




z
z

inopportune 
confusing


Other:

Nr

Questions

Level
5

4

3

2

1

C. After the inspection
1
2
3

4

5
6
7

The school found that their work was
recognised.
The inspection contributed to improve
school performance.
The inspection allowed a better
relationship between the school and IGE
The inspectors’ handbooks have been
useful in other organisational contexts
(planning, self-evaluation, information
procedures, guidance…).
The Headteacher’s team considered this
action useful for their work.
On the whole, the advantages of the
inspection made irrelevant any
occasional negative aspects.
Choose the three adjectives that better qualify the preparation of
the action.
z pertinent

z inadequate

z gratifying

z disappointing

z stimulating

z not stimulating 
z relevant

z irrelevant

z opportune


z inopportune
Other:

If you want to make any comment you can use this box. Please synthesize it as possible to
facilitate its processing.
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ANNEX II
Surveyed inspection activities: characteristics
and survey results
Surveyed inspection activity: Monitoring the
Preparation of students to lower secondary education
examinations.
Characteristics of the inspection:
Scope:
z ISCED 2 schools, where national examinations took place;
z 68 municipalities identified with high rates of school failure and
dropouts were included in the sample.
Methodology:
z 1 inspector/3 days (monitoring) + 1 inspector/1 day (control)
z school visits
z document analysis and interviews with teachers and the
management staff
z observation - organisational mechanisms
z analyses of the School Development Plan and data provided by the
schools
z report on the weaknesses and strengths
z analysis of the school development plan
The inspectors’ handbook - comprises the following components:
z form with the characterisation of the school;
z form with the appraisal of the pedagogic school structures
performance;
z checklist with organisational procedures
z grids with standard recommendations
Evaluation results of the self-evaluation survey
(questionnaire of impact)
z surveyed schools - 151 (both individual schools and school groupings)
z respondent rate - 83.4%
z section means (1 to 5 scale)
- before - 4.2
- during - 4.5
- after - 4.3
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z

z
z

preferred adjectives
- before: useful (96/126)6, necessary (77/126), opportune
(71/126); confusing [negative connotation] (5/126)
- during: useful (71/126), participative (70/126), opportune
(52/126); disperse [negative connotation] (4/126)
- after: pertinent (106/126); opportune (105/126); relevant
(78/126); inopportune [negative connotation] (7/126).
total of adjectives with negative connotation: 3.5%.
remarks: 64 remarks were collected and they were distributed
among the following categories:
- 19 praised the action of the inspectorate, in general, or of the
inspectors, in particular;
- 29 were critical about the inspectors’ performance or about the
design of the inspection;
- 7 included recommendations, in order to improve inspections
and their impact;
- 9 mentioned other aspects that had no direct relation with the
inspection.

Surveyed inspection activity: Audit of the programme
of Social support to students
Characteristics of the inspection
Scope:
z 54 schools
z administrative and financial procedures in areas with more risks
Methodology:
z 2 inspectors/5 days will conduct interviews and analyse documents
+ 2 days for the audit report + follow up inspection to verify the
implementation of the recommendations;
z previous meeting with the headteacher to explain the inspection
procedures and the documentation that is going to be used
z document analysis and interviews;
z audit report.

6

In brackets: the number of choices/the maximal number of possible choices.
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Inspectors’ handbooks - they are divided into two parts:
z characterisation of the school
z financial management (characterisation of the situation, the
efficiency and quality of services, the management of the school
budget and the inner control systems and procedures).
Evaluation results of the self-evaluation survey
(questionnaire of impact)
z surveyed schools - 54 (both individual schools and school
groupings)
z respondent rate - 72.2%
z section means
- before - 4.2
- during - 4.6
- after - 4.4
z preferred adjectives
- before: useful (33/39), necessary (22/39), clear 12/39;
- during: useful (22/39), participative (22/31),
transparent/opportune (15/39);
- after: opportune (36/39), pertinent (35/39), relevant (24/39).
z total of adjectives with negative connotation: 0.9%.
z remarks: 10 remarks were collected and distributed among the
following categories:
- 3 praised the action of the Inspectorate;
- 5 were critical about the inspectors’ performance or about the
design of the inspection.
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Monitoring the Impact of the Matura on Teaching
and Learning
Zora-Rutar Ilc

Abstract
In the present study, that combines the qualitative and the quantitative
approach, the impact of the matura on the didactic aspect of teaching,
especially its taxonomic structure, has been monitored. It has been
found that the present concept of the matura encourages a systematic
consolidation of knowledge, which in turn contributes to better
retention as well as better organisation of knowledge. There is,
however, less emphasis on an independent approach to problem
solving and to independent development of ideas. It is, however, very
difficult to isolate the impacts of the matura, as they evolve from the
whole context of the secondary education process in the gimnazija.

Introduction
Since the introduction of the present concept of the matura the
experts as well as the non-professional public have been raising
questions that can be divided roughly into two groups: in which way
does the matura affect the quality of knowledge, and what impact
does it have on the workload of students.
Therefore, on the initiative of the National Examination Commission
the National Education Institute decided to carry out a complex study
that would shed light on the impact of the matura on teaching from
different angles, including monitoring what actually happens in the
classroom.
For this purpose the study was designed on:
z
z
z

identifying the taxonomic structure of teaching and learning in the
classroom;
identifying the retention of knowledge acquired through education
in the gimnazija assessed with the matura as a final exam;
identifying the psychosocial aspects of the impact of the matura
(especially the nature of the perceived students’ feelings of the
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burden caused by the matura).
A part of the study, i.e. the one in which the didactic aspect (the
impact of the matura on the didactic aspects of teaching and learning
and its taxonomic structure) was studied, was designed as a
combination of qualitative (with quantitative elements) and
quantitative research. The qualitative part sheds light on the actual
process (the actual situation in the field), while the quantitative part
indicates the trends in the estimations of the process by students and
teachers.
The identification of the retention of knowledge and the identification
of the psychosocial aspects of the matura were the subject of the
other parts of the study that are not shown in this contribution.
Presented in this article are the findings of the study carried out by the
experts of the National Education Institute of Slovenia that identify
the didactic and the epistemological aspects.

The Purpose of the Study
By the study we desired to find out in which way the matura
influences the didactic aspect of teaching and learning and the related
taxonomic structure. Our intention was, in cooperation with the
National Examination Commission and other experts, to propose
changes that - based on the findings of the study - would prove
necessary.
For this purpose we tried to find out:
z

z

What (according to the estimates of teachers and students) was the
taxonomic structure of the preparation for the matura, and what
(according to the observations in the classroom) was the
taxonomic structure of teaching in the 4th, final year. Our interest
was in the status quo in general and in individual subjects.
In addition to this we were interested in getting a broader insight
into the processes, the course of events in teaching and learning.
For this reason we observed some didactic areas especially
emphasised by the starting points of the reform of the curriculum
such as: the importance of process goals, establishing links within
subjects and disciplines and between them, taking account of the
prior learning of students, problem-solving orientation of teaching
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z

z

and learning, the active role of students, clarifying instances of
incomplete understanding, developing independent and critical
judgement, taking account of the interests of students … and
potential influence of the matura on these areas.
The estimations of teachers and students regarding the aspects that
(according to their opinion) would get more/less attention had
there not been the present concept of the matura.
Their estimations of to what extent, according to their opinion,
creativity and critical thinking, the interests of individual students
and differences between individual students in their capacities of
apprehension, learning and expressing themselves, are taken into
account in the course of the preparation for the matura.

From the methodological point of view a combination of the
quantitative and the qualitative approach with quantitative elements
was chosen. With the quantitative approach the prevailing trends are
indicated, while with the qualitative one the trends are explained in
context and at the same time a broad selection of possible usages
developed under certain conditions (see e.g. Cohen and Manion 1992,
Wragg 1994 or Wajnryb 1998) is described. This means even an
individual instance of observation or a statement by an individual
teacher, different from the majority, but indicating a potential reaction
in a real situation, can tell very much. In this sense this kind of
signals are also relevant, not only statistically significant trends.
However, the findings of the qualitative part of the study cannot be
generalised for the population as a whole - they can only be used to
shed more light on the quantitative part. In this context, the findings
of the reports on different subjects are only valid for the observed
lessons carried out by the monitored sample of teachers and students
and not for the subject in general.

Theoretical Background
With regard to the purpose of the research theoretical starting points
are highlighted according to which the taxonomic structure of
examination items was analysed. Also exposed is a theoretical
framework for some other, broader areas that represent the context of
teaching and learning and in which the possible impact of the matura
is investigated.
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Broader context
The broader areas were defined according to the starting points of the
curricular reform (Izhodišca kurikularne prenove, 1996, p 15),
formulated by the National Curriculum Council (NKS):
“to increase the retention of the acquired knowledge
z
z
z
z
z
z

by developing different strategies of thinking …,
with problem-solving approach to teaching and with other (active)
methods of learning and teaching,
with integration of knowledge and establishing links,
by linking theory to practice,
by taking into consideration the relationship between cognitive,
motivational and affective processes and factors,
by learning to learn …,

… to develop the capacities of independent, creative and critical
thinking and judgement; educating for sufficiently self-confident
coping with the problems of everyday life and for solving those
problems.”
Starting from the points above the following areas were defined as the
broadest context for monitoring:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

setting the goals of learning;
establishing links within the teaching contents, between subjects,
with own experiences;
highlighting the practical value of the contents taught;
the problem solving orientation of the discussion;
the activity of the students;
clarifying the instances of incomplete understanding;
assessing and marking the knowledge;
taking into consideration the interests, wishes, experiencing,
emotions of students in teaching and learning.

To avoid possible misunderstanding as for problem solving
orientation of teaching and learning, the concept was defined in
accordance with some modern concepts of knowledge (such as
Voutilanen et al. 1990, Marzano 1989, Gifford and O’Connor 1992,
Baron and Sternberg 1987 and Marentic Pozarnik 1999).
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For the operational use (in the training of observers) the following
description was suggested for the detection of problem solving
orientation in concrete situations:
The contents are dealt with on higher taxonomic levels, in-depth and
systematically, according to clearly evident steps, presumed by
systematic discussion and procedures of problem solving. The
decisive criterion in defining the category is the discussion of the
contents aimed at involvement of students, the approach that
encourages them to follow it and stimulates them to actively process
the contents. For proper judgement it is necessary to consider the
context, i.e. to what extent are the students taken into consideration in
the discussion, to what extent can they make the content meaningful
for themselves and participate in the discussion (though perhaps only
mentally). It is demonstrated through teachers’ comments and
procedures as well as through questions addressed to students and
through the discussion of problems by the students and their
formulation of questions in the problem situation.
In accordance with the theories mentioned above the problem solving
orientation of the discussion was divided into three subcategories:
z
z

z
z
z

pointing out dilemmas and opening problems;
discussing the problems, outlining the phases of solving the
problems or/and proceeding through them (designing the pathways
for solving the problems, analysing, synthesising, proving);
presenting the practical value, linking to real life practices,
actualising;
pointing out the essence, relevant ideas, conclusions, resolutions,
comprehension;
critical judgement and evaluation.

Recognised as a discussion of contents not oriented to problem
solving is the presentation, transmission of facts or finite knowledge
predominantly on lower taxonomic levels such as mere enumerating
or summarising of facts, categories and classifications, terms and
symbols (Bloom 1956, Bloom et al. 1981, Nitko 1996). Categorised
as a discussion not oriented to problem solving are the ways of
dealing with facts and information that are prevailingly results of
conventions and tradition and not of research work, such as routine
procedures and methods (see also Marentic Pozarnik 1995). In this
sense deriving formulae routinely without pointing out possible links
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and procedures or even such presentations of interpretation (e.g. of
literary works, historic events …) belong to this category (Bloom et
al. 1981). Classified into this category can also be such explanation
that might be logical and correct, that might even include elements of
problem solving orientation, but is not presented to students in a way
accessible to them1 .
Taxonomic structure
The taxonomic structure as one of the most relevant aspects of a
possible impact of the matura was monitored both quantitatively and
qualitatively, analysed was also the taxonomic structure of
examination sheets. Due to the differences in the nature of the three
ways of monitoring each was assigned its own taxonomic
classification.
The classification is based on Bloom’s taxonomy, which in the
analysis of the examination sheets was used in its original version,
while for the quantitative and for the qualitative part of the research it
was adapted to the specific characteristics of each approach.2
For the qualitative part, i.e. monitoring the processes of learning and
teaching, the taxonomic structure was detected from the relationship
between the presence and absence of problem-solving orientation (see
above) and from the relationship between the activity of the teacher
and that of the students as well as from the structure of the activities
of the students.
Because it involves communication with students and teachers, a less
expert terminology was chosen for the qualitative part. Bloom’s
taxonomic categories were translated into empirical categories derived
from Bloom’s interpretation of individual taxonomic levels (Bloom et
al. 1981).
Consolidation of formulae, definitions, procedures, data … was
classified as recognition.
The consolidation of explanations and interpretations was classified
separately, to distinguish it from independent explanation and/or
1

2

Certainly the judgement of accessibility to students is the matter of judgement of an
individual observer supported by interviewing the students after the lesson, when they are
also asked about this aspect.
The interpretation of individual taxonomy level and its relationship with other concepts was
derived from the content interpretation of taxonomy levels in Bloom et al. 1981.
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solving problems and independent development of ideas. Summing up
explanations and interpretations is namely often confused with
independent explaining, substantiating and problem solving, although
they belong to two different taxonomic levels and involve
qualitatively different mental processes and skills. Consolidating
explanations and interpretations can be thought of as belonging to the
dividing line between recognising and understanding and routine use.
We also wished to define a clear structure of use, as in the existing
classifications it consists of both routine use (use of routine
procedures, forms, routine solving of applicative tasks …) as well as
more intensive forms of applying knowledge (e.g. searching for useful
value of knowledge, actualisation). For this reason separate categories
of a routine use of knowledge and searching for a useful value of
knowledge were introduced.
The highest taxonomic levels are represented by independent problem
solving and development of ideas.

Working Methods and Techiques
In the framework of the quantitative part of the research surveys with
questionnaires3 were used, and in the qualitative4 part
z
z
z
z

observations of lessons,
structured interviews,
analysis of material for assessment and marking of knowledge,
in some subjects also the analysis of anecdote records.

The method of content analysis was used for analysing the
examination sheets.
The procedures and methods of monitoring were unified, but also
specific requirements and characteristics of individual school subjects
were considered. This resulted in adding some specific categories into
the schemes of observation (such as working with texts in teaching
Slovene or history …). The differences between subjects, and not the
3

4

In this we were assisted by the head masters and the school councillors of the schools in the
sample, who took care of filling in the questionnaires.
The designing of the instruments was among others based on Drever 1997, Wajnryb 1998 and
Cohen and Manion 1992.
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least different interests associated with this, were the source of quite a
number of problems. In observing classes, and even more so in
written reports about it, a wide variance could be perceived, which
makes generalisation more difficult.
Difficulties also occurred in the interpretation of categories in the
observation scheme, which showed as early as during the training. So
e.g. in the initial phase the observers needed a great deal of discussing
and aligning in their judgement when teaching was oriented into
problem-solving and when not. The initial difficulties originated from
subjective notions of knowledge, learning and teaching, as well as
from the specifics of individual subjects. The training contributed to
diminishing the differences, yet in the end the judgement was left to
the individual, though trained, but still subjective observer.
With regard to their characteristics a combination of quantitative and
qualitative methods was used in analysing the data. In doing this, the
data acquired through quantitative methods were used as a starting
point, which were at a later stage confronted and explained with
qualitative approaches.
The following was done in the framework of the research:
z

z

z
z
z

on average 3 observations of teaching in the 4th year with 6 to 10
teachers in 10 subjects, all together more than 250 lessons were
observed;
on average 3 interviews with each of the teachers observed (2
interviews about the lesson observed, 1 summative interview about
the impact of the matura);
in some subjects anecdotal records of teachers on the processes in
5 consecutive lessons;
a questionnaire on the impact of the matura on a sample of 600
students of the schools observed;
the questionnaire on the impact of the matura on a sample of 80
teachers of the schools observed.

Observation was performed by experts in subjects - advisors of the
National Education Institute, trained in 5 whole day workshops on
observing classes and performing interviews: video tapes of lessons
were analysed, terminology was clarified, exercises taken in filling in
observation schemes, and conducting interviews was trained with
changing roles and modes of conversation. A preliminary observation
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carried out in the first year classes was followed by a whole day
reflection. Also a whole day workshop was organised on interpreting
and writing reports. All together the observers received over 50 hours
of training.
The observers were also actively involved in designing the research
and the instruments.
The completed observation lists and observation forms for all the
teachers observed are kept in the archives of the observers - the
subject advisers. In agreement with the participants the interviews
were audio taped and are also kept in archives together with the
transcripts and a short record thereof.
The methodology was presented to the members of the National
Examination Commission and of the National Subject Commissions
and on their request also submitted to some of them in written form.
There were no written comments or proposals.
The major part of the methodology and the instruments are designed
in such a way, they can be adapted for a broader use in observing
classes of upper as well as lower secondary schools and used as a
starting point for further monitoring and comparison.
The research was carried out on the sample of 9 gimnazijas (3 small
schools with up to 4 classes in a year), 3 medium size schools (5-6
classes in each year) and three big schools (more than 7 classes a
year). Regional distribution was also respected. 12 different subjects
were included in the research.

The Findings
The taxonomic structure of lessons
One of the most important findings of the quantitative and of the
qualitative part of the present study refers to the estimates of the
taxonomic structure of lessons in preparation for the matura (in the
quantitative part by the students and teachers, in the qualitative part
by the observers).
In the quantitative part it was found that - according to the
estimations of the students and teachers - consolidation of given
explanations and interpretations (26 %) and routine application (26 %)
represented approximately half of the activities. They were followed
by the consolidation of definitions and formulas (further 20 %), less
represented was search for applicative value (14 %) and solving
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problems independently or developing ideas (14 %).5 The structure
suggested by the responses of the teachers is similar: consolidation of
given explanations and interpretations (26 %) takes the lead, followed
by routine application (23 %). Next come consolidation of definitions
and formulas and search for applicative value (18 % each) and
solving problems independently or developing ideas (15 %).6
Table 1: Arithmetic average of the percentage of activities, number and
deviation for all subjects as estimated by students

Consolidation of definitions

561

Arithmetic
average
19,53

Consolidation of explanations

561

26,16

15,68

Routine application

561

25,98

18,47

Searching for applicative value

561

14,37

9,89

Independent problem-solving

561

14,06

12,14

Activity

Number

Standard
deviation
13,12

Table 2: Arithmetic average of the percentage of activities, number and
standard deviation for all subjects as estimated by teachers

Consolidation of definitions

79

Arithmetic
average
18,01

Consolidation of explanations

79

26,06

16,15

Routine application

79

22,58

14,95

Searching for applicative value

79

18,25

8,57

Independent problem-solving

79

15,09

10,96

Activity

5

6

Number

Standard
deviation
10,81

The estimation was made by choosing between the description of the categories offered
without using the words.
It should be noted here that statistically significant differences were found between schools
with consolidation of given explanations and interpretations (the level of statistical
significance 0,047) with routine application (0,000) and with search of applicative value
(0,004). This means that the taxonomic structure differs from school to school and that it is
not the nature of the preparation as such that defines it, but it is also important what strategies
have been developed within the school. The influence of school success was also checked
into, but it has not proved to be statistically significant on its own.
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As a matter of fact there are differences between subjects in their
mutual relations in taxonomic level, but the estimate for all is that
there is more consolidation of explanation and/or routine problem
solving than searching for applicative value and independent problemsolving or developing ideas.
These findings have also been confirmed by the qualitative part of the
study. Observing learning and teaching in the 4th year shows that
knowledge on the highest taxonomic level (e.g. critical judgement) is
the least represented and that in a number of subjects lower
taxonomic levels take nearly half of the time. In observing the lessons
lower taxonomic levels were captured together as non-problemsolving approach and the higher levels as problem-solving approach.
In half of the subjects the relationship between the problem teaching
and non-problem teaching is balanced slightly in favour of the
problem approach. In two subjects the relationship is considerably in
favour of the non-problem approach, in three subjects it is weighed
considerably in favour of the problem approach.
Also important is the structure of the problem-solving approach,
determined in this way. The observation has shown, that the problemsolving approach concerns the students mainly through the questions
set - they are asked questions containing problems they are supposed
to think about and answer. The teachers, however, expose problems,
provide examples, derive conclusion and judge critically to a much
larger extent than the students. Because of the nature of teaching this
can be understood in a way, but for developing these skills it is not of
minor importance whether they are demonstrated mainly by the
teacher himself and the student is only present as a witness, or the
students can test their own skills regularly and go through all the
phases of solving the problems themselves (certainly with adequate
support by the teacher).7
The above findings are additionally highlighted and confirmed also by
open responses of the students about their preparation for the matura
in school and at home which in the words of the students indicate that
consolidation, repeating, recollection, preparing along the
examination sheets etc. prevails.
*
7

In the concepts of teaching, focused on the teacher it is expected that the majority of activity
is on the side of the teacher and the students are mainly expected to react to it. In the concepts
of knowledge, however, that foresee a more active role for the students, their activity is
explicitly emphasised. They must actively experience all the phases of problem solving and
train them regularly. It is by no means enough for the students to witness these activities and
that their activities only come as a sample.
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The problem of both levels (the quantitative and qualitative) is: to
compare them with what? There is no study that would show the
situation before the introduction of the present concept of the matura.
Neither is there a comparable educational programme that would have
the present concept of the matura as the final exam (control group).
Likewise there are no directly comparable international results or
standards concerning the recommended taxonomic structure of lessons.
Such recommendations can namely only be a result of particular
agreement or systemic solutions and the underlying educational
philosophies. There can be no such unified recommendation or standard
as to the ratio of taxonomic levels in teaching, simply because there is
no unified systemic solution or clear theoretical recommendation.
So the best support for the interpretation of our results is provided by
the suggestions of the National Examination Commission on the
recommended taxonomic levels in the examination sheets. On average
each of the three taxonomic levels: 1. knowledge, 2. understanding
and application, and 3. higher taxonomic levels (derived from the
original six levels), should cover about a third, though the
recommended ratio varies to a certain extent from subject to subject.
An additional problem concerning this is that the division used in the
present study cannot be directly compared either to the generally
recommended three-level division nor to any of the divisions
recommended by individual subject commissions.
The following parallels could be drawn between the taxonomic
structure used in the quantitative part of the study and the three-level
structure recommended by the National Examination Commission:
The consolidation of definitions, formulas, data, procedures …
corresponds to knowledge.
The consolidation of given explanations and interpretations also
presupposes the level of knowledge, but it can also contain understanding
or even elements of application. So it is a more complex category, which
is not quite comparable to the categories of the three-level taxonomy,
yet knowledge is its prevailing component.
Routine application captures knowledge (knowledge of procedures,
formulae …), understanding (when to use what) and application. This
application, however, is automatic, routine, so it is different from the
application in Bloom’s original sense (application in new situations,
not merely familiar paradigms).
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So a new component was introduced into the insufficiently
differentiated notion of application labelled search for applicative
value representing convincing examples of application of knowledge
in new situations.
Thus the use of the three-level scale contains both the routine
application and the search for applicative value.
The highest taxonomic levels (the third level in the three-level
taxonomy) correspond to independent problem-solving and
independent development of ideas.
Thus comparing the suggested taxonomic structure for test sheets with
that of the preparation for the matura, obtained in the quantitative part
of the research, we find out that knowledge on the first two levels (1.
knowledge and 2. understanding and application) is present in more
than two thirds, or that knowledge of the third level (in our terms
independent problem-solving and development of ideas) is least
represented. Even within application the lower aspects prevail, i.e.
routine application on the expense of more convincing application of
knowledge in new situations called search for applicative value.
During the preparation for the matura, according to the opinion of our
students and teachers, the knowledge on the highest taxonomic levels
is least and also too little represented as compared to the
recommended taxonomic structure. In application the routine
application prevails to the expense of search for applicative value of
knowledge.
In observing lessons the desired taxonomic difference was drawn
between problem-solving or non problem-solving discussion. The
non-problem discussion corresponds to the lowest taxonomic levels of
the three-level scale, i.e. knowledge. The problem solving-discussion
on the other hand corresponds to the remaining taxonomic levels, i.e.
understanding and analysis, synthesis and evaluation.8
As has been said, we have found out that in the activities of the
teacher in half of the subjects the problem-solving approach slightly
prevailed in the observed classes, which in terms of three-level
8

In observing classes the taxonomic level is attributed both to the teacher's activities and to the
activities of the students, so the classical taxonomic categories cannot be used here. E.g.:
when the teacher is developing a problem it is difficult to label his/her activities as
“understanding” and “application”. This can only be attributed to questions and suggestions
addressed to students. So in observing classes we started from developing problems.
Individual phases of problem development were assigned a taxonomic level at a later stage
and even then only conditionally.
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taxonomy means the presence of lower taxonomy levels in little less
than half the time observed.9 Moreover, the problem-solving nature is
prevailingly on the side of the teacher. In some subjects, however, the
problem-solving approach has been noticed on average in two thirds
of the lessons, so it can be concluded that in these subjects in the
classes observed the lowest taxonomic levels are represented only in
about a third of the time, the same as suggested.10
Thus both from the quantitative as well as from the qualitative
findings it can be concluded that during the preparation for the
matura knowledge on the highest taxonomic levels is least
represented. Knowledge belonging to the area of consolidating
existent explanation and routine application represents the major part.
Also search for applicative value is less common than routine
application.11
We might arrive at the conclusion that during the preparation for the
matura the aspect of consolidation of routine explanations and routine
application prevails because it is assumed by both teachers and
students that in this way they would get prepared best for the matura.
This is also proved by their statements, upon which we comment
later. Whether this perception is realistic can only be examined
through an in-depth analysis of the examination sheets themselves
(see later), but it is of the same importance that such assumptions
exist and that they provoke such effects.
9

10

11

It must be pointed out that we talk here about the results as a whole, derived from the results
of individuals, which, however, in some cases are quite different. On average a similar
structure prevails with all teachers, but there are exceptions that stand out because one or the
other approach prevails. These ratios are described in more detail in the Institute’s publication
already mentioned.
As for the conclusions of the qualitative part of the study we wish to underline again the
small size of the sample and the subjectivity of the observers (it can be assumed that in spite
of ample training in observing and in the interpretation their ideas about the problem-solving
nature still differ to some extent) do not permit us to generalise the observed situation to
those subjects in general. We consider the findings of the qualitative part of the study only as
an additional explanation of the quantitative part. So in connection with the findings of the
qualitative study we speak of signals rather than tendencies.
For all the findings concerning the process of teaching the fact must be taken into account
that they only refer to regular lessons and not to special periods of laboratory work, field
work or work on research assignments. In these we can assume that higher taxonomic levels
are more represented and better care is taken of the creativity of students, their interests and
their differences. The question is whether such sharp division between lessons with prevailing
lower taxonomic levels and special periods and research assignments is very productive. A
number of modern theories of knowledge, teaching and learning (see references) recommend
that higher taxonomic levels, more complex mental processes and skills should be practiced
regularly as part of regular teaching, otherwise they remain isolated and take more effort to
get consolidated and become part of the mental repertoire.
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The differences in the estimations of the taxonomic structures between
the first and the fourth year
This result is also supported by the results of comparing the
taxonomic structures of the first and the fourth year; those of the
fourth year show an increase in the proportion of consolidating
routine explanation, interpretation and routine application and a
decrease in searching for applicative value and independent
problem solving and independent development of ideas. This
decrease can be noticed for all subjects as a whole as well as for each
individual subject separately. In all of them statistically significant
differences in the sense of decrease in higher and increase of lower
taxonomic levels of knowledge can be noticed - except in chemistry,
where the sample was too small to show statistical significance, yet
the indicated tendencies remain the same. Of lower taxonomic levels
a decrease can be noticed only in consolidating definitions and
formulae, but this decrease is compensated for by an increase in
consolidating given explanations and interpretations. This decrease is
noticed both by students and by teachers, the latter even to a greater
extent than the former (decrease and increase for about 7 to 9 %), but
in both groups it is statistically significant.
Table 3: Significance and the size of differences between individual
kinds of activities/taxonomic structures between the 4th and
the 1st year according to the estimates of students (t-test):
Activity

year Number

Arithmetic Standard
Leventest
average deviation

1

4
1

488
495

18,78
21,99

12,20
14,40

0,006

2

4
1

488
495

25,67
23,80

15,58
13,89

3

4
1

488
495

26,85
19,20

4

4
1

488
495

5

4
1

488
495

t-test

Level of
Medium
significance difference

-3,767
-3,771

0,000
0,000

-3,21

0,017

1,994
1,992

0,000
0,047

1,88

18,53
14,20

0,000

7,272
7,259

0,000
0,000

7,65

14,35
18,68

10,06
12,52

0,005

-5,978
-5,987

0,000
0,000

-4,33

14,47
18,10

12,45
14,13

0,066

-4,275
-4,279

0,000
0,000

-3,63

Legend
Activities:
1 - consolidation of definitions and formulae
2 - consolidation of given definitions and interpretations
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3 - routine application
4 - searching for applicative value
5 - independent problem solving and development of ideas
As a matter of fact in different subjects the direction of the change is
different, but in all of them there is a tendency of decrease of higher
taxonomic levels and of increase of lower taxonomic levels or even
both at the same time.
The taxonomic analysis of examination sheets
As for the taxonomic structure of examination sheets it can be
roughly concluded that different taxonomic structures can be
determined: from those in which the lowest level prevails (up to 50
%) to those in which the three levels (1 - knowledge, 2 understanding and simple applications and 3 - analysis, synthesis and
evaluation) are approximately balanced. At least part of the
differences, however, results from different taxonomic divisions.
Common to all of them is a lack of the highest level on the 6-level
scale (3 in the three-level taxonomy) i.e. evaluation.
As for the correspondence between the recommended relations the
general conclusions are the following: the recommended ratios vary
from subject to subject; the taxonomic structures of the examination
sheets approach the recommended ratios to various degrees.
With regard to the taxonomic structure of examination sheets and the
taxonomic structure of learning and teaching only a conditional and
very loose12 conclusion can be made, that the taxonomic structure of
teaching and learning, as determined through observation and through
12

The first condition for the inference being loosely is the taxonomic division, employed in
determining the taxonomic structure of learning and teaching is not identical to the six-level
division used for analysing the examination sheets, which makes immediate comparison more
difficult, as shown elsewhere.
Even more relevant is the fact that the taxonomic structure in different subjects consists of a
number of parts (because the examination sheet is divided into parts) and sometimes it is not
reasonable to combine them into a unified result.
It must also be taken into consideration that the taxonomic analysis is an endeavour with only
one meaning: context plays a very important part in it (e.g. when determining the synthesis it
is important to consider whether the content has already been explained to the students and
they have learned it or it is really a case of a convincingly new problem situation and a
creative answer), neither are the dividing lines between individual levels very clear and only
have one meaning. In our study we tried to manage these problems by carrying out the
taxonomic analysis in moderation groups of 3 to 5 subject experts, who tried to align their
estimates.
In addition to this the processes of learning and teaching are influenced by a very complex set
of factors that are not always in cause and consequence relationship.
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the quantitative approach, is similar to the taxonomic structure of the
examination sheets.
So e.g. the structure of skills planned in the test sheets is reflected in
the classroom. The biology examination sheets only contain 20 % of
the lowest taxonomic levels, which is also the case when observing
classes, but in both subjects the highest levels are only represented to
a very low extent, understanding and application prevail. The
percentage of knowledge on higher levels is, as compared to other
subjects, quite high in psychology (40 % - including application) and
so does learning and teaching pay very much attention to the
applicative value of knowledge. The second part of the physics
examination paper puts emphasis on application, which can also be
noticed when observing classes - especially the routine aspect of
application, while the first part of the paper is more balanced as
regards taxonomic levels. The situation in mathematics is similar,
where both in examination sheets and in the classroom the stress is on
(routine) application. In chemistry, history and geography, where the
emphasis lies on knowledge with understanding, also observing
classes confirms that nearly half of the time is dedicated to lower
taxonomic levels. Sociology is an exception to the rule: in the
classroom higher taxonomic levels could be observed than in the
examination sheets.
In all subjects a very feeble presence or even total absence of critical
judgement and evaluation was noted - level 6 knowledge according to
Bloom. In a number of subjects 0 % was noted, with the exception of
the essay type of tasks, which makes this element possible. Although
in some examination sheets questions appear beginning with the
phrase “judge critically” or the verb “evaluate”, the content analysis
reveals, also taking account of the context of the lessons observed,
that the questions require merely a reproduction of memorised critical
thoughts of others rather than a really independent, profound and
creative critical judgement.
*
The prevailing of routine explanations and interpretations and of
routine application cannot be interpreted quite unanimously. First the
conclusion has to be drawn that it cannot be attributed just to matura,
but to the whole concept of education in the gimnazija programmes
and its interweaving with the matura. This means we cannot claim we
have managed to isolate the influence of the matura on teaching and
learning. The matura only reinforces the impact of the concept of the
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gimnazija-type of education, and the findings are also valid for the
blend of the matura with the concept of the gimnazija education
programme - especially the function of the matura for selection of
students in the higher education enrolment procedures.
Otherwise the interviews show that both the students and the teachers
experience consolidation of knowledge as an adequate preparation for
the matura or such types of tests as preferred by the matura.
Complementary they believe that independent problem solving or
development of ideas is less appropriate for the matura. Their
opinions differ, however, in the answer to the question in what way
such preparation for the matura contributes to their knowledge for
life: certainly the consolidation of knowledge contributes to better
retention and organisation of knowledge, but on the other hand they
are constantly running the risk it could lead into routine i.e. lapse to
lower taxonomic levels. They also point out that the positive aspects
of consolidating knowledge seem to gradually get lost when the size
of the content is extremely large. This aspect was also studied within
the associated study on the retention of knowledge carried out by
Barica Marentic Pozarnik. A considerable majority of teachers of
more than half of the subjects and individual teachers of the rest of
the subjects draw attention to the “factographic”13 orientation of the
preparation for the matura.
Teachers and students point out the large extent of the contents on
various occasions. In the interviews the teachers suggest lack of time
as one of the main reasons for the existing relation between the
problem-solving and non problem-solving orientation and for the
relation between their activity and the activity of the students - in
other words for insufficient activity of students. Too little time or too
large extent of contents for the time at their disposal is also the reason
they give when asked the question what other methods of teaching
they would use or why they do not use them (More about this in the
reports of individual subjects in the study quoted above).
Both the teachers and the students are aware that routine knowledge
prevails over actual application of knowledge. To the question,
whether they would change anything if the present concept of the
matura was not there, more (60 %) teachers give the affirmative
answer than a negative one (40 %). Nearly all those who would
change something (i.e. more than half of all the teachers included in
the sample) would put more emphasis on applicative value and
13

This is the way they formulate the description themselves, the study tries to avoid it and uses
concrete description of activities instead.
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independent problem solving and development of ideas. They would
put less emphasis on consolidation of definitions and formulae,
consolidation of given explanations and interpretations and to routine
problem solving.
There is even a lower (17 %) number of those who do not wish any
change among students. Among those who wish changes the majority
(more than a quarter) would put more emphasis on applicative value.
It is interesting, however, that the students wish to search for
applicative value much less (even less than consolidation of
definitions) than independent problem solving and development of
ideas. A possible explanation is that they are not used to this kind of
work and that it requires too large a mental effort, a more thorough
and in-depth approach to work than the otherwise prevailing
consolidation of given solutions. In accordance with the findings quite
a number of students (9 %) wish less independent problem solving,
although the answers prevail (nearly 55 %) that they wish less lower
taxonomic levels. It needs to be stressed that the students were asked
(without exposing the matura) what they would wish more or wish
less in a specific subject, and it can be concluded they estimated what
they would like more or like less with regard to what would be more
useful for the matura.
The estimation of students of some other aspects
The findings above are also supported by the estimates of students
that in the course of the preparation for the matura they get an
opportunity to express their creativity and their constructively critical
attitude, their interests in various areas within subjects only rarely or
occasionally; different ways of comprehension, learning and
expressing themselves are not taken account of. Similarly also the
teachers, who estimated these areas a little more favourably, rate none
of these elements as occurring frequently or regularly, on average
they estimate they are implemented occasionally.
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Table 4: Arithmetic means, number and standard deviation for
individual items
Item

Number

Arithmetic Standard
mean
deviation

1. Encouraging to learn actively
and independently

608

3,43

0,96

2. Learning in a different way

606

2,12

0,70

3. How creativity and critical
attitude find expression

605

2,65

0,89

4. How interest for individual
areas finds expression

606

2,86

0,98

603

2,65

1,02

604

2,52

1,14

5. How different ways of
comprehension and expressing
oneself find expression
6. What is the importance of the
knowledge for the matura for
life

In items 1 to 5 the students were asked to choose on a 1 to 5 scale,
with
1 = never,
2 = seldom,
3 = occasionally,
4 = frequently,
5 = regularly;
and in item 6: 1 = yes, they are very important;
2 = yes, they are important;
3 = they are important, but not much;
4 = I don’t know;
5 = they are not important
The above findings of the quantitative part of the research about
taking different aspects (creativity, differences, interest etc.) into
account during the preparation for the matura are also confirmed by
the statements of teachers and students in interviews.
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The analysis of anecdotal records on experiencing the matura
We wished to illustrate the findings of the quantitative part with an
analysis of the anecdotal records of the students about relevant
impressions, events, thoughts and feelings in connection with the
matura and events related to it.
We tried to find out mainly:
z

z
z

what proportion of all students has answered the question at all.
They were namely free to decide whether they wished to put down
something or not;
the ratio of answers with a neutral, negative or positive
connotation and
the categories of responses that appear.

Record according to school was also kept of the ratios of answers for
connotation.
Out of 338 students 164 put down their impressions on the matura.
139 of these had a negative connotation and 25 a neutral or positive
connotation. This means 40 % of the students in the survey
spontaneously pointed out the negative aspects of their experiencing
the matura and 7 % the positive aspects. The answers with a negative
connotation were classified into the following categories:
Table 5: categories of answers with a negative connotation and their
frequency
Category

Frequency

Pointing out the lack of time

50

Pointing out the stress caused by the matura

42

Pointing out the excessive number of subjects

22

Pointing out the excessive amount of contents

15

Mentioning knowledge is not useful for life

15
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Category

Frequency

Mentioning the matura as not a good indicator of real
knowledge

10

Pointing out low quality of the preparation

10

Pointing out it suppresses creativity and critical attitudes

7

Mentioning individual aspects of non-objectivity

7

Mentioning teachers use the matura to threaten or
discipline them
Mentioning they consider it as too formal or
“bureaucratic”
Mentioning it is damaging to life (impact on the
enrolment to further studies)
Mentioning it is rather a test of psychic endurance than a
test of knowledge
Pointing out too much emphasis is put on it

9
5
4
3
3

Remark: the total number of statements exceeds the number of
students, because some of them provided more than one statement.
The answers with a neutral or positive connotation were classified
into the following categories.
Table 6: categories of answers with a positive or neutral connotation
and their frequency
Category

Frequency

The thought the matura is not something extraordinary

7

Warning it is an important test in life

5

Warning it is a test of all the knowledge

3

Mentioning positive experience during the preparation

3
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Category

Frequency

Mentioning it stimulates teachers to prepare them better
and to be nicer to students

3

Mentioning the importance of choice

2

Mentioning they get prepared for the matura well

2

It must be pointed out that the variance is considerable from school to
school as for the proportion of frequency of individual categories and
the proportion of answers with a positive, neutral or negative
connotation. As for the reasons of data protection we cannot operate
with concrete schools (they could be recognised from the number of
responses) we only give a summary description of the differences.
The differences can be noticed in the reaction to keeping records on
the matura. So in three schools only a third of the students answered
and in further two schools only half. In four schools more than half of
the students responded. In three of them answers with a distinctly
negative connotation prevail and in the fourth the answers with a
negative connotation refer to the category “lack of time”. In two of
the three schools where the negative connotation distinctly prevails
the categories are distributed evenly (especially stress, large number
of subjects and lack of time for preparation), in one school the
answers pointing out the stress prevail.
Thus it can be concluded that there is quite a lot of room in schools
for improvement of the climate in the preparation for the matura.
The findings of this part of the research ought to be read mainly as
spontaneous reactions of students on different aspects of the matura
in their own language. They serve as an additional illumination as
well as a further support to other results gathered in a more
“objective” and structured way.

Conclusions and proposals
From the findings above it is not possible to draw any incontestable
conclusions about the influence of the matura on teaching and
learning in school. With the qualitative and the quantitative analysis
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predominantly the didactic aspect of the influence was examined.
(The psychosocial influence was examined in Janez Becaj’s study.)
Even about this aspect we found that it cannot be isolated from other
factors entirely as the effects of the mature are interwoven with the
whole system of education in gimnazija. Considering the findings,
however, that according to the estimates of both the students and the
teachers consolidation of routine explanations and interpretations and
routine application prevails during the preparation for the matura and
considering that the observation of classes in the fourth year yields
very much the same image, especially with regard to the activity of
students, the conclusion can be drawn that
z

z

the existing concept of the matura encourages systematic
consolidation of knowledge thus contributing to better
memorisation and retention (provided the extent of the content is
not too large). This is true not only about the consolidation of
definitions and formulae, but also about given explanations and
procedures. In connection with this the matura has contributed a
more systematic approach to teaching and learning and to
introducing some approaches and activities such as laboratory
exercise, research assignments etc., not previously encouraged by
all teachers.
There is, however, less emphasis on individual approach to
problem-solving and independent development of ideas. Through
consolidation of knowledge namely the teachers and the students
run the risk to reduce the problem-solving approach to mere
routine, thus reducing the taxonomic level of the activity. At the
same time, due to such emphasis on consolidation of knowledge,
for which according to their statements often there is not enough
time, there is less emphasis on independent problem solving and
on development of ideas. For this there is neither enough time nor
interest, because both the teachers and the students assume the
matura requires more predictable (although also complex)
knowledge rather than convincing independent judgement. In
connection with this the matura causes the effect of “levelling
out”.

Thus judging the influence of the matura is not only simply about
opposition between the so-called factographic knowledge and higher
levels of knowledge. These relationships are much more complex and
the meaning multilayered, which we also tried to demonstrate in our
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interpretation. The improvement of the matura can thus not start only
from the technical level, but implies profoundly conceptual issues,
and the issues of the content regarding not just the matura, but the
whole education in gimnazija.
It might be practical to consider the following changes of the matura:
Because of the many signals about the excessive amount of contents
for the matura, sooner or later it will become necessary to
contemplate what mechanisms it is sensible to apply to reduce the
extent. In connection with this quite a number of starting points are at
hand such as increasing the extent of choice of topics, a different
concept of the matura catalogue or a new definition of the
relationship between the catalogue and the national curriculum for
gimnazija and between the syllabus and the subject catalogue.
One of the most upsetting findings regards the low extent of the
presence of the highest taxonomic levels and low representation of
independent development of ideas and of critical judgement. In this
area the potential solutions are open in the direction of increasing the
share of research tasks, laboratory exercises and fieldwork to about 50
%. Because of the improvement the culture of performing and
evaluating these practices seems more feasible than a few years ago.
Noticeable is the contribution of the matura to this development.
In connection with the low level of taking into account interests of
individual students and the differences in the ways of comprehension,
learning and expressing themselves, it would be wise to consider
increasing not only the choice of topics, but also of the ways and
types of testing the knowledge.
There is some room for change that can be employed immediately in
the schools themselves and in the way they are preparing the students
for the matura. Considering the signals mentioned above, from the
open responses about experiencing the matura and from interviewing
the students, at least in some schools there is not enough time for the
preparation for the matura; the levers to increase the amount of time
dedicated to the preparation for the matura in the fourth year can be
searched for in the system as a whole as well as in individual schools.
Last but not least, it will also be necessary to consider whether the
determined defects can be removed by simply patching up the
existing system with individual measures or whether it is necessary to
rethink the whole concept, not only of the matura, but of the entire
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gimnazija educational programme.14
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“Like the Fishermen in the Maelstrom!?”
Central Quantitative Performance Tests and
Qualitative School Development in the USA
Heinz Schirp

Do you like odd and even macabre stories? If so the name Edgar
Allan Poe will certainly be familiar to you. Perhaps you have even
read his story “A descent into the maelstrom.” For those of you who
can’t quite remember it, here is a short summary:
Two fishermen, two brothers in fact, were with their boat on the
Norwegian coast when they got pulled into a dangerous whirlpool in
terrible maelstrom. In their fear and panic they grab onto the planks
of the boat and watch how their boat on its frenzied journey into the
whirlpool, gradually sinks deeper and deeper, and very quickly
approaches the destructive gullet of the maelstrom. After a few
minutes of panic the older of the two brothers gradually starts to think
clearly. He starts to look more closely and watch what is going on,
and suddenly it comes to him. He realises that not all objects
disappear into the whirlpool at the same speed. The lighter objects
obviously swim for somewhat longer on top, whereas the heavy boats
and bits of wreck are pulled under much quicker. He calls out to his
brother and says that it would be sensible to leave the boat now, to tie
oneself to an empty barrel and leave the boat. But his younger brother
is so paralysed with fear and panic that he does not listen to his
brother’s good advice and does not want to leave the boat. So on his
own, the older brother ties himself to the barrel and jumps over board
into the thundering sea. And in fact, while the heavy fishing boat is
being pulled under into the whirlpool faster and faster, the barrel with
the fisherman attached to it, floats for longer around the top edge of
the maelstrom. Shortly after the heavy boat has been totally devoured
by the whirlpool and broken into smithereens at the bottom of the sea,
the sea gradually calms down and the maelstrom disappears into
nothing and the fisherman that was tied to the barrel is saved.
Incidentally, Norbert Elias uses this image of a maelstrom, to clarify
the relationship between “commitment” and “distance” in social
development and decision-making processes (Elias, 1983, p 74 ff).
I would like to take up both of these analytic terms and take this
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somewhat macabre tale as a metaphor for the current situation in
education policy. The main points are the reception, the debate about
the results of the international benchmarking, and the significance of
centrally quantitative performance tests.
Firstly there is the metaphor of the maelstrom, which should clarify
that we should look more closely where the whirlpool of performance
tests could possibly drive us to. Then against the background of the
analytic terms “commitment” and “distance” I would like to work out
where there are good reasons for a critical discussion about the central
tests and the linked consequences as well as whether there are
meaningful forms of quantitative performance tests.
Let us just remember the processing of the results for the PISA study.
During the first stage school researchers, educationists, and
educational policy makers obviously reacted like the two fishermen in
the maelstrom: they were panicky. It was a bit like what we had with
the PISA shock, complete with all the effects and side effects that this
sort of shock brings with it. First there was speechlessness and
helplessness, then a sort of last minute panic in educational policy
with the motto: “something has to be done.” Now we are like the
older fisherman in the boat - at a stage where we can look around in a
somewhat calmer and more exact way, at what central school
performance tests mean for schools.
Because of their comparative and ranking structures, empirical and
quantitative studies have one thing in common which is of special
importance for the school development processes. In the researched
areas they always produce winners and losers. Even the countries
which find themselves in the middle field, are already coming under
pressure to give explanations, because their results are just suboptimal
- often irrespective of how far apart the results from the different
countries are. Actually it is only the ranking place that seems to count.
It is the headlines in the newspapers that do the rest to put the test
results next to the educational catastrophes.
Incidentally, the next international OECD study will take place in
2008. It will test the social competencies of the pupils. According to
the results of the IEA-civic study, you do not even need to have the
gift of prophecy to be able to predict that Germany, once again, will
not be one of the winning countries. And so we are always a step
behind these suboptimal results with our educational efforts - a
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laborious and rather unsuccessful strategy. Many teachers, head
teachers and education authority officers articulate their uneasiness
towards this dynamic of performance tests. Partly, they feel downright
run down by the demands, which are a result of these outputorientated performance tests.
The new paradigm of “output-oriented steering” had an effect on
national curriculum planning in a number of different ways. In
Germany, for instance, this led to the development of core curricula
with clearly defined standards and competences, to standardised
achievement tests and to the introduction of centralised federal ALevel examinations.
The ways in which the results of the pupils in these tests are
established and used differ considerably from those in the USA.There
results are made public in the form of league tables. As a
consequence, schools are judged by their empirically ascertained
results, they compete with these results and they have to take
appropriate measures as a result of these findings.
As detailed below, a look over the fence into the USA shall show how
those American tests affect teaching and learning in American
schools.
This is a question I would like to tackle from three different points of
view.
The first view will be a systemic one. Very up to date, well proved
and empirical investigations are available which show how central
performance tests affect a system as a whole. Even though we have
not (yet) introduced the US American test procedures and test
concepts, it can still be very helpful to have a critical look at their
system.
The second view is rooted in a perspective of learning development
theory: I would like to go into the question, whether and, if so, in
which ways centrally raised performance results and their feedback
are consistent with the results from learning and cognitive science.
And lastly, I would like to add to both of these critical perspectives a
third. It should be asked and outlined, whether and how central
measuring and feedback systems could affect the perspectives and
development of a future culture of education and school development.
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How do central school achievement tests affect a
school system? A look over the fence to the USA
In 2002 the current President George W. Bush announced the so
called “No Child Left Behind” law, in which - at least in the
programmatic title - it aims to care for every single child, and to meet
the appropriate individual needs of each child. At the heart of this
concept is of course the setting of standards, and with the help of
central tests, to find out whether the pupils have fulfilled these.
In fact, for over 40 years the American education system has been
setting centrally developed standards and centrally standardised tests
in order to measure the pupils’ achievements. The production of tests
and materials which should prepare for them has become a lucrative
billion business for the publishing companies in the USA. In the sense
of the already mentioned output-orientation comes the underlying
philosophy in educational policy: If one confronts the schools with
the results of their work, then a competitive and competition situation
arises, in which the schools themselves strive towards their qualitative
further development. The use of standardised tests both nationwide
and - additionally - on the level of the federal states are to provide the
basic foundation for the pedagogic reform efforts.
These achievement tests are called High Stakes Tests (HST), because
they incorporate cleverly devised, highly standardised and validated
standard-orientated test tasks. High Stakes Testing (HST) is
consequently a specific reform approach which ties together both
gratifications and sanctions for schools to the results of such
comparison tests. High Stake Tests are used in all federal states and
should provide comparable data about the academic achievements in
schools. Furthermore, some federal states still develop achievement
tests of their own, e.g. for single subjects or at the end of certain
academic years, and some at the end of Junior High School. The
publication of the results of these various tests combined with statewide school rankings allow the parents to decide to which school they
want to send their child.
It is important to point out that we in Germany are still a little way off
from this reality of High Stakes Tests, though the structure of our
assessment of achievement levels does meet some criteria of the High
Stakes Tests. However their results are not (yet) used for the
compilation of ranking lists. In this respect, we also have the
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opportunity to distance ourselves from methods, which are from our
view less suitable, for giving the schools valid and reliable feedback
about pupils’ achievements.
All the more important is to pay attention to the effects and sideeffects which can arise from central achievement tests. Therefore it is
well worth having a look at a study which critically debates the test
methods and test results in the USA.
Campbell’s Law: the significance and reliability of central
performance tests (High Stakes Tests)
Sharon Nichols (University of Texas at San Antonio) and David
Berliner (Arizona State University) put forward a research study in
March 2005, which has led to some excitement in the USA. David
Berliner is one of the most renowned educationalists in America. The
title speaks for itself: “The Inevitable Corruption of Indicators and
Educators through High Stakes Testing” (Nichols/Berliner, 2005).
In their study Nichols and Berliner prove what was formulated by the
American social psychologist Donald Campbell and became known as
Campbell’s Law. It reads: “The more any quantative social indicator
is used for social decision-making, the more subject it will be to
corruption pressures and the more apt it will be to distort and corrupt
the social processes it is intended to monitor” (Campbell, 1975, p
35).
Incidentally, Campbell’s Law applies to all social institutions, not just
those to do with schools and education. Bluntly spoken, this means
for our issue: when quantatitive achievement results are made to be
the exclusive benchmark for the definition and evaluation of school
quality, then there is the danger that a blurred picture arises from the
schools’ actual achievements. Evidently schools make every attempt
possible to dress up their results, or put more commonly: cheat and
wangle the system.
That sounds quite surprising at first. But when you think about it
though, that in some federal countries it is down to good or bad cuts
of a school, whether or not the parents decide to keep signing their
children up there, whether or not schools have to be afraid of
sanctions of the school surveillance, whether or not further on
financial resources will be available, then you can understand this
justification.
Nichols and Berliner prove the negative effects of tests with an
abundance of examples from empirical school research studies, school
reports, articles in pedagogic magazines and reports and interviews
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from teachers and education authority advisors. The authors of the
study sum up that in total there are 10 heavy weighing factors which
point out how the central test results have a negative effect on
learning, school development and achievement development. Here I
shall concentrate on three main aspects:
z
z
z

on the unreliability of the test results,
on the effects concerning school curricula and subjects,
on the effects concerning the self-assurance of teachers as
educational and pedagogical professionals.

First on the unreliability of test results: Many schools and teachers
cheat in the tests, awarding the wrong marks, so that they do not slip
under the average of their school district and have to face appropriate
sanctions. In the study, almost 50% of the pupils asked, admitted to
cheating in the tests. Therefore it is assumed that the hidden figure is
actually quite a bit higher, and apparently there are some teachers
who tolerate, or even support this, in order to get better test results.
Pupils with low achievement results and poor achievement prognosis
are systematically disqualified from the tests to improve the overall
results and to get a better place in the league tables in comparison
with other schools.
Pupils with bad marks and slim prospects of success in certain
educational paths are advised to choose other high school equivalent
educational paths. That way, they are not classed as school dropouts
and they do not worsen the balance of the school.
The results presented from the study make it emphatically clear how
great the pressure for schools is to score somewhat well in these
central tests. They also show how great the danger is as some schools
will even try to improve these results with unacceptable tricks. This
means that the significance of the whole test and the results from it is
completely falsified and worthless. The schools which are honest and
adhere to the guidelines, come off as the fools and feel they are
unfairly evaluated because they did not trick and cheat the system. It
is recognisable from the teacher interviews that next time some
schools intend to do what a lot of other schools have already done: to
cheat in the test. Naturally this totally destroys the validity and
reliability of the whole HST system. Campbell’s law is classically
confirmed.
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Centrally developed and centrally deployed tests must be applied in
such a way that they work for all federal states, regardless of which
specific main focuses, profiles, pedagogic or curricula programmes
are used each time. The test exercises must inevitably neglect the
specific learning conditions and learning guidelines “on the spot”.
They can of course be used everywhere, but they have little to do
with the learning reality of the pupils.
The study by Nichols and Berliner sums up the following systemic
effects:
z
z
z
z

High Stakes Tests reflect an unrealistic image of the pupils’
achievements.
If test results are put together with rankings and sanctions, obviously
schools are encouraged to commit an institutionalised fraud.
The higher the pressure to achieve, the less the test results say
about the actual achievements of pupils and schools.
As the stakes associated with a test go up, so does the uncertainty
about the meaning of a score on the test.

Central tests and their effects on school curricula, subjects
and learning processes
The study proves emphatically that through focusing hard on central
tests, and through the pressure to produce the best possible results in a
class, the school curriculum becomes narrower and narrower, that is
to say that it becomes test compliant.
Hence teachers overemphasise a kind of knowledge which can be
acquired quickly and easily by training and also repetition and the
multiple choice tasks linked with this. The self conducted narrowing
of the curriculum finally leads to teaching and learning processes
increasingly orientating themselves to the expected tasks in the tests.
Complex tasks are simply avoided. They do not appear in most tests,
since their development and standardised evaluation is really quite
complicated.
It is increasingly so that test training is linked with the clear
narrowing of the curriculum, its topics, contents and methods. The
skills will be learnt and practiced, so the pupils can deal with multiple
choice test questions as cleverly as possible. Teachers are obviously
using far too much time for this.
As a result of this, a process can be observed, which is known as
“teaching to the test”. It is not tested whether or not the pupils have
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learnt or understood what was taught and worked on, rather, they are
taught more and more what should be tested.
Through this disproportionate use of time which is dedicated to test
preparation methods, other subjects and learning areas are clearly
pushed back not only in terms of their didactic meaning, but also in
school curriculum. This “narrowing the curriculum” has of course
effects on the perception of lessons and schools by the pupils and on
the routine in which school days are structured.
z
z

z
z

Central achievement tests tend to lead to a narrowing of the school
curriculum.
Learning processes are aimed less and less at the development of
skills and complex understanding and learning processes, but more
at knowledge that is asked for in the test.
Lessons develop themselves relating to learning content and
methods in the direction of higher test conformity.
The narrowing of the test demands leads to the underrepresentation of social, interactive and musically creative learning
contents and methods.

The effects of central tests on teachers’ educational work
“It is true that if we have a good test, then teaching to that test is
appropriate. Instruction and assessment would be aligned, as they
should be. That line is often hard to see and it is possible that some
educators and test preparation companies deliberately cross that line.
This would corrupt the indicator, making it quite difficult to interpret
any assessment so compromised” (Nichols/Berliner, 2005, p 89).
The other result of this is that teachers use fewer creative, didactically
challenging and pupil motivating learning situations and learning
approaches, rather, they feel impelled to practice and to prepare the
test. For this they use the past test papers for training purposes.
Nichols and Berliner worked out that 80% of teachers in the primary
school sector in North Carolina use more than 20% of the lesson time
to practice for the High Stakes Tests. Furthermore, a third of these
teachers admit that more than 60% of the lesson time is used to
prepare for the test, which is used in North Carolina.
When tests and results are of such an oversized importance for
teachers, when they hang over their heads like the sword of
Damocles, then they are not seen as help which will improve the
lesson, but as a rather recurrent threat.
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Teachers are finally pushed into the roll of test preparers. They can
only do less than what they would actually like to do in their role as
educational experts. More and more they feel they have less time to
take care of the individual learning processes, interests, capabilities
and individual ways of learning, even when they want to and consider
it necessary. In the long term there is the risk that the didactic aspects
of an education orientated around the students’ needs fall increasingly
into the background.
Unsatisfactory test results increase the pressure to do well the next
time. The tendency to get hold of standardised, preparatory test
materials and methods, will certainly become greater. For test
associated preparation the increasingly appropriate pre-tested and
standardised materials are used. Naturally this has further side effects.
Since the test results have no or only very limited diagnostic qualities,
the teachers receive no evidence, how they can continually improve
their pupils’ achievement skills. What is missing is some sort of
evidence, why the pupils’ achievements are unsatisfactory and how
one should start support in order to improve them.
Summing this up, there are the following effects on teachers’
educational work:
z
z
z
z

Teachers are pushed into the role of successful test preparers.
Individual concepts of learning seem to disappear in favour of
standardised methods.
“Teaching to the test” entails a narrowing of the school curriculum.
Both the didactic and pedagogic skills of teachers and the
significance of interesting, inspiring, student oriented learning
arrangements become less important.

These negative effects are systemically linked with the realisation of
central quantitative achievement tests. They are “inevitable”, as
Campbell states.
Instead of gathering realistic, valid and necessary analytic
information, the test results distort and falsify the evaluative view on
the actual attainment of pupils and schools.
All in all, this is neither helpful to the schools concerned, nor to the
administration and policy makers.
Ronald Wolk, who is the publisher of the renowned magazine
Education Week, supported standardized tests for a long time, but
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holds a pessimistic view today: “Now driven by the federal No Child
Left Behind legislation, standards-based reform is actually reinforcing
the least desirable features of the traditional school: obsession with
testing and test prep, inflexibility and inefficient use of time,
overemphasis of on coverage in curriculum and memorization, and
increased standardization that offers a one-size-fits-all education to
students regardless of their differences.” (Wolk, 2006, p 52)

Central performance tests and the development of
school quality
After we evaluated the standardised test methods and test results in
America, we should analyse, if and how central tests can contribute to
the development of school quality in Germany. Hereby, we are well
advised to consider the differences in America’s and Germany’s
educational policy.
The quality of learning depends on individual learning
processes and intrinsic motivation
Empirical studies reveal that test-oriented processes of teaching and
learning, meaning studying for the next test, prove to be little
effective in the long run. This is because pupils quickly forget
knowledge and skills after the test is passed.
Thus, it appears that the quality of learning rather depends on the
individually experienced sense of learning, the pupils’ ability to
connect new facts with already known ones, and intrinsic motivation,
for instance. It would be more reasonable then to be concerned about
the development of individual learning processes that consider the
pupils’ interests and capabilities.
Briefly speaking: “The quality of learning depends on the individual
learning development of students.”
Individual performance assessments and central
quantitative performance tests are a different kettle of fish
The realisation of central achievement tests should not prevent us
from developing innovative concepts of learning.
We could rather follow the example of the Finnish education policy
which favours the realisation of anonymous central tests. A small
number of pupils is tested regularly, thus the administration of
education gathers necessary information and monitoring knowledge
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on the schools’ development of achievement. Test results are not
published in form of rankings and league tables. It is the single school
and its representatives which will be informed about its results. By
this there is no blaming and shaming neither of schools nor of classes
or students.
This is probably the reason, why Finnish schools voluntarily apply for
the anonymous testing procedures, and moreover, pay money for it.
These empirical studies help to establish reference level, which
determine the standard achievements of pupils. Thus, teachers and the
administration of education can clearly define the achievements which
are expected from pupils with regard to single subjects or at the end
of certain academic years.
In addition it has to be considered that social, economic and intercultural conditions have a strong influence on the achievements of
pupils and schools. As a consequence, expectations are scaled down
in the cases of schools that meet difficult conditions.
Test developers need to include didactic-methodical
models
The results presented show that we should be concerned with the
development of learning concepts, which integrate the pupils’
individual capabilities and interests. Therefore, it is of great
importance to design test tasks in such a way that we can draw useful
conclusions from them regarding the improvement of learning
methods and school forms. In order to improve the quality of tests,
test developers need to consider didactic-methodical models.
Output-orientation needs input-orientation
Many teachers feel unprepared when being confronted with diagnostic
material, data-based learning development, and standard oriented
curricula.
Therefore, professional help would be necessary in order to
demonstrate how teachers can derive benefit from a combination of
both, individual concepts of learning and standard oriented methods.
An intensive investment into teachers’ training makes it possible that
test procedures and results are understood as helpful rather than
threatening. This seems all the more important in the cases of those
schools that already established innovative concepts of pupil-oriented
teaching. The concentration on test results should not prevent them
from continuing with the development of learning concepts, which
focus on individual capabilities and interests. Hence, we should
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closely observe in how far standardised tests affect such pupiloriented school forms on the long run.
Concerning this, we will be well advised to gain more practical
experience and invest into these innovative school forms rather than
cutting financial support for In-service Teacher Training.
Briefly speaking, governmental support is mandatory in order to
improve teachers’ skills and competences.
Appreciation and cooperation vs. control und competition
The paradigm of output-orientation combined with testing is directly
linked - intentionally or not - with keywords such as competition and
control. We should pose the question whether competition and control
are really beneficial instruments in order to improve school and
learning quality. Could it not be possible that a model which is based
on cooperation, appreciation and individual support works out much
better? Taking a look at countries that do without school rankings, we
can see that their philosophy of cooperation is most effective.
Finland’s excellent PISA placement indicates that its education policy,
which aims at avoiding an atmosphere and a pressure of competition
between schools, is successful. Furthermore, it is recognizable that the
intensive investment into teachers’ education is a far-sighted and most
advantageous decision. Negative side effects, as, for instance, a testoriented learning attitude or the narrowing of the school curriculum,
could be prevented this way.
Additionally, we should follow Finland’s example and involve parents
as well as the local community in school development processes.
I began this text with a slightly macabre story. I would like to end
now with a rather idyllic metaphor. Hartmut von Hentig presents us
the following conclusion: “The unintentional effects of the PISA
achievement study are ambivalent. The German educational system
could have had a great stroke of luck like the two little rabbits in the
popular nursery rhyme. Having been shot down by a hunter they lie in
the grass paralysed by fear. After a while they discover that they are
still alive. So they struggle to their feet again and quickly they hop
off, happy to have survived. Like the rabbits in the song, the PISA
shock should have stirred us, should have made us vigilantly observe
both the risks and the chances of testing and surveying the quality of
our schools. Meanwhile the paralysing shock should have left us and like the rabbits - we should gradually regain our consciousness and
understand that the education of children and the development of
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schools are slow processes which demand time. So, let us take and
use time to evaluate and to test carefully - also the tests.” (von Hentig,
2003, p 233)
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